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PREFACE 
This thesis is about research that has not been finished yet. It does 
not present a rounded off study. This has to do with the subject of the 
matter. The title says "Classification of regular holonomic P-modules" 
and we can merely dream of a title like "The regular holonomic V-
modules classified". 
About four and a half years ago when we started our investigations 
little or nothing was known about the problem of classifying regular 
holonomic D-modules. By that time it had become clear that the the­
ory of 2>-modules is a very useful tool in various parts of mathemat­
ics. In particular the so-called regular holonomic D-modules played 
a major role. One of the highlights of the theory of P-modules is the 
Riemann-Hilbert correspondence. It establishes a one-to-one correspon­
dence between regular holonomic
 х
 -modules and perverse sheaves on 
X (where X denotes a complex manifold). Now a perverse sheaf isn't 
really a sheaf but rather a complex of sheaves. More precise it is an 
object of a derived category. Also the notion of a morphism between 
perverse sheaves is difficult to handle. But on the other side it is clear 
what is meant by a D^-module and a ï>^-linear morphism. So if one 
wants to understand the structure of the perverse sheaves on X it is 
certainly worth-while to take advantage of the Riemann-Hilbert corre-
spondence and to study the category of regular holonomic Ρд--modules. 
These objects are perhaps more accessible. 
An example of a perverse sheaf is the intersection cohomology sheaf 
1C'X, which was expected to carry a pure Hodge structure. And indeed, 
quite recently, this was shown to be true by M. Saito using P-module 
theoretic methods. 
Our philosophy is to get a better understanding of e.g., the perverse 
sheaves by means of a good knowledge of the regular holonomic D-
modules. Besides the regular holonomic P-mo du les are important in 
themselves. Another point is that the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence 
is complicated and therefore one would like to understand both sides. 
Regular holonomic D-modules have been the subject of our investi­
gations for the past few years. A number of articles appeared on the 
subject of classifying regular holonomic 'P-modules or perverse sheaves. 
In fact most authors classified perverse sheaves. Just a few cases are 
understood thus far; there is still a lot to be done. We briefly discuss the 
known cases in the last part of Chapter I. In that chapter we also provide 
some examples to motivate the study of regular holonomic P-modules. 
For the reader's convenience the first part of Chapter I contains a survey 
of the theory of P-modules. It is illustrated by a number of examples. 
The organization of the rest of the material is more or less reflected by 
our approach to the classification problem. We study regular holonomic 
V
x
 -modules whose singular loci are contained in a fixed hypersurface 
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Xo given by ƒ G Γ(Χ,Οχ). Let us assume that the situation is local 
i.e., ƒ: X —• 5 is a good representative of a germ ƒ: (<Cn,0) —• (<C,0). 
In case XQ = / - 1 ( 0 ) is a divisor with normal crossings (ƒ = ζ χ . . . z
n
) 
the classification is well-known by now. Chapter II deals with it. 
But how to proceed in more general situations? We use an idea in­
spired by Verdier's extension theorem (cf. §2.2.1.6). In fact in Chapter 
IV we prove a D-module theoretic analogue of this theorem. It states 
that a regular holonomic
 х
-module M such that Μ\χ-χ0 is "with­
out singularities" is determined by the data (Λΐ[/ - 1],^Λ< *==* ψΜ). 
Here φΜ and ψλ4 are regular holonomic T>
x
 -modules supported on the 
hypersurface XQ. The arrows represent certain 2)
x
-morphisms. Now 
M[f~l] is just the Deligne extension of the Τ>
χ
_χ0-module Μ\χ-χ0. 
Saying that Μ\χ-χ
α
 is "without singularities" means that it is a vec­
tor bundle with an integrable connection. Hence Μ\χ-χ0 is deter­
mined by a finite dimensional representation of the fundamental group 
ici(X - X0). 
Let us turn to the modules φΜ and if>M. As we already mentioned 
these are regular holonomic V
x
-modules with support contained in XQ. 
Since dimXo = dim Χ — 1 we have, in principal, reduced the problem 
of describing them to a lower dimensional case. If XQ is smooth then 
by Kashiwara's equivalence (cf. §1.6.2.1) φΜ and ψΜ correspond to 
regular holonomic Ί?χ
α
 -modules. However in general XQ will have sin­
gularities. Here we meet a drawback of the theory of î)-modules: on a 
singular variety the notion of D-moduIes is of no use in general. 
Let us assume that XQ is a hypersurface of dimension 1, thus a plane 
curve. Assume furthermore that /:(<E2,0) —* (<C,0) is an irreducible 
germ with an isolated singularity at 0. Let 7r:(<C,0) —• (Χο,Ο) be the 
normalization of (Χο,Ο) and put π:(Φ,0) -»· (Χο,Ο) -^> (<E2,0). In 
Chapter III we derive a modification of Kashiwara's equivalence which 
yields that the direct image functor jr+ establishes an equivalence be­
tween the categories of V^
 0-modules and the category oîV^i 0-modules 
with support contained in XQ. Hence the pair φΜ *==* ψΜ is iden­
tified as a pair of regular holonomic щ
 0-modules. These have been 
dealt with in Chapter II. Thus far we haven't obtained more general 
results e.g., when XQ is of dimension 2. 
We should like to add a remark. We started our investigations by 
looking at the normal crossings case. We found an elegant way to 
describe holonomic Z>-modules with regular singularities along normal 
crossings. To be more concrete let us consider the one dimensional case 
Χ = С, ƒ = ζ. We introduced a pair of V^
 0-modules Τ <==* Τ/О. To 
any regular holonomic V^
 0-module M is associated the pair of finite 
dimensional vector spaces 
S{M) := Horn χ, (M, T) »=> *пот {М,ТІО). 
viii 
To a pair E ?=* F of finite dimensional vector spaces we associated the 
Ζ>Φ g-module 
Hom(£; »=t F, ƒ· î= t J'/O) 
and we showed that this yields an inverse functor to S. A similar dis-
cussion applies in higher dimensions. 
For a while we tried to generalize this to situations with arbitrary 
singularities. However we did not obtain satisfactory results. It is easy 
to give an intrinsic definition of JF, namely ƒ" is the sheaf on XQ of the 
Nilsson class functions. It follows that 
RWom1,x(.M,*0l*.2i«/0C) 
and 
where С = Κ7ίοπι
Όχ
(Μ,Ο
χ
). Φ/ and Φ/ are functors introduced by 
Deligne (cf. Ch. IV). But * / ( £ ) and Φ/(£) are perverse sheaves on XQ; 
we are out of the framework of P-modules, something which we didn't 
want to do. 
Remark. 
The chapters II, III and IV appeared earlier as reports 8504, 8608 and 
8713 of the Department of Mathematics of the University of Nijmegen 
under the same title as the chapter in question. 
Chapter II has been published in Comp. Math. 60 (1986), 19-32. 
The chapters III and IV are submitted for publication to RIMS. 
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Chapter I 
BRIEF ENCOUNTERS 
0 Introduction 
This chapter consist roughly of two parts. In the first part—§1—we give 
a review of the theory of P-modules. Throughout the text we supply 
some examples to illustrate the theory. We have included a subsection 
on derived categories because the theory of P-modules most naturally 
fits into this framework. Also the so-called perverse sheaves are ob-
jects of a derived category. The last subsection contains the definition 
of regular holonomic 27-modules and the statement of the celebrated 
"Riemann-Hilbert correspondence". It sets up a dictionary between 
regular holonomic X>^-module8 and perverse sheaves on X (where X 
denotes a complex manifold). 
In the second part—§2—we want to give some kind of a motivation 
for studying regular holonomic P-modules. We mention three examples 
which should convince the reader. Next we concentrate on the prob-
lem of classifying regular holonomic Z>-modules. Equivalently there is 
the problem of classifying perverse sheaves. We summarize the results 
obtained up to now. (As far as they are known to the author!) 
1 Review of the theory of P-moduIes 
There are at least two survey articles on the theory of D-modules, 
namely [Lê and Mebkhout, 1983] and [Oda, 1983]. Of course we profited 
from these. We also learned a lot from several fabulous talks of Björk 
(see e.g., [Björk, 1984]). Furthermore there are the papers [Brylinski, 
1982a, 1983] on P-modules and related topics. Certainly these provide a 
nice and sometimes speculative picture of the interplay between regular 
holonomic D-modules, intersection cohomology and Hodge structures. 
Perhaps the first systematic use of 2?-modules appeared in [Sato, 
Kashiwara, Kawai, 1973]. Since then there have appeared several arti-
cles by Kashiwara and others. We should also mention the contributions 
of Malgrange. Furthermore Mebkhout used the theory of P-modules to 
study the topology of singular varieties. Last but not least we mention 
the work of Beilinson and Bernstein regarding the algebraic aspect of 
the theory. 
The picture we present is complex analytic i.e., concerns differential 
operators on complex manifolds. We do not deal with the algebraic— 
meaning differential operators on algebraic varieties—theory of X>-mo-
dules. In the algebraic theory the notions of holonomicity and regularity 
behave well with respect to direct and inverse images. This in contrast 
to the analytic theory (compare §1.6). Recently there has appeared the 
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very nice book [Borei, 1987] that gives a good account of the algebraic 
theory. We refer the reader also to [Bernstein, 1983]. 
We also bypass the microlocal aspect of the theory. This is a powerful 
machinery that has been used to attack several problems in the theory 
of P-modules. The reader may consult e.g., [Schapira, 1985] for a nice 
account of this aspect or [Pham, 1979]. For the algebraic counterpart 
see e.g., [Laumon, 1983, 1985] and also [van den Essen, 1986]. 
The plan of the exposition is as follows. First of all some generalities 
on P-modules. Next comes a subsection on derived categories and de­
rived functors. After this we are sufficiently armed to enter the scene of 
V-modules. We introduce the reader to the functorial aspect i.e., direct 
and inverse images. After that it is about time for a closer examination 
of the P-modules themselves. This culminates in a class of P-modules 
of utmost importance: the regular holonomic P-modules. These are the 
subject of our study. 
In the sequel X denotes a smooth complex analytic variety of dimen­
sion n. O
x
 denotes the sheaf of holomorphic functions on X. 
1.1 Differential operators on X 
The sheaf of differential operators, denoted
 х
, is the subsheaf of 
εηά
Λ
(Οχ) defined as follows: 
Let U С X be open and suppose Χχ,... , i „ are coordinates on U. Put 
d, = g£-, for all i Ç { 1 , . . . , n}. Sections of P ^ above U can be written 
as 
Σ аад" € εηά^Ου) 
H<m 
where m G Ν, да = О"1 . . . ÔJ·, α
β
 e Γ(ί/, Ο
χ
), all α G Ν " , | α | < m. 
Composition of operators gives T>
x
 the structure of a sheaf of non-
commutative algebras. It is the subalgebra of £ηα^Οχ) generated by 
Οχ and P e r ^ O j f ) ; Pjf is a coherent sheaf of rings. It is a quasi-
coherent O^-module. The structure sheaf Οχ becomes in an obvious 
way a coherent left Pjf-module. 
1.1.1 Example Let X = C" . Then P
x
 = О
х
[ді,...,д
п
]. Further­
more O
x
 2 'P
x
/T>
x
(di,... ,θ
η
) is a coherent P
x
-module. 
1.1.2 Kashiwara notes the following. Consider a system of linear ho­
mogeneous partial differential equations 
ρ 
(*) ΣΡ4">=0' i=l, . . . ,« 
with Pij G T(X,Ρχ). Letting the matrix (P,j) act from the right on 
Ρ χ yields 
ρ«. ^ν
ρ
χ
 —»M. 
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So M := Coker(ffy) is a left P^-module of finite presentation. The 
holomorphic solutions of our system (*) can be interpreted as elements 
of the C-vector space Яотп
 х
(М,О
х
) and vice versa. This leads one 
to consider coherent left P^-modulee and the sheaf of (C-vector spaces 
7ίοτη-ρ
χ
(Μ,Οχ)·, more generally £xVVx(M,Af) for coherent left х-
modules M and λί. 
1.2 Left versus right 
1.2.1 Consider the (locally free of rank 1) Ojf-module Ωχ = : ω
χ
. It 
has in a natural way the structure of a right P^-module. Namely for 
all ω G u)
x
 put 
ωξ:=-Ι
ξ
ωςω
χ
, for all ξ € Т>ег
с
(О
х
), 
where L( denotes the Lie derivative taken in the direction of the vec-
torfìeld ξ. 
1.2.2 Let ΛΊ be a left P^-module and consider the O^-module 
u
x
 ® M. 
Οχ 
It has in a natural way a right ΐ>
χ
 -structure given by, for all £ G 
ег
с
(О
х
) 
(ω ® τη)ξ := ωξ ® m — ω ® ξτη, for all ω G ω
χ
, m G M. 
1.2.3 Let Λί be a right ^ - m o d u l e . The O
x
-module 
Ήοηι0χ(ωχ,Λί) 
has in a natural way a left P^-etructure given as follows: for all ζ € 
ег
с
(О
х
), all φ € Ήοτη0χ(ωΧίλ/) 
(ζ<ρ)(ν) := φ(ωξ) — <ρ(ν)ξ, for all ω G u
x
. 
1.2.4 Clearly the second application is an inverse for the first one. 
Hence this sets up an equivalence between the category of left V
x
-
modulee and the category of right Ί>
χ
 -modules. 
It has become customary to restrict attention to the left
 х
 -modules. 
As we can move freely from left modules to right modules and back, no 
harm is done. One often omits the word "left" and just writes "
 х
-
module" instead of "left V
x
-module". We'll do likewise. 
Notation Μοά(Ί>
χ
) denotes the category of Pjf-modules. Coh(V
x
) 
denotes the category of coherent P^-modules. 
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1.3 Examples of D^-modules 
1.3.1 Let Ρ G T(X,VX). Then Х/ ХР is a coherent î>x-module. 
(Compare with Example 1.1.1.) 
1.3.2 The structure sheaf Ox is a coherent D^-module. 
1.3.3 More general: Let V be a vector bundle on X (i.e., a locally free 
Ox -module of finite rank) with an integrable connection V. Recall that 
this is a (E-linear mapping 
V: V — Ojr ® V 
Οχ 
satisfying the Leibniz-rule V(av) = da ® ν + aVr, for all a € Ox and 
ν € V. V is called integrable if its curvature is zero i.e., 
V о V: V — Ω^ ® V 
Οχ 
is the zero map. Equivalently one can say that 
V[M = [Vi, VJ , for all ξ,η£ Ver
c
(O
x
). 
Now V can be given the structure of a coherent Ί)
χ
 -module by defining 
fo ra lUGPerœiOj r ) 
Çv:=(V(,v), for all r e V . 
Conversely suppose Λί is a coherent P^-module such that the un­
derlying O
x
-structure is coherent, then one can show—which is not 
difficult—that Λί is in fact a vector bundle with connection. 
1.4 Derived categories and derived functors 
For an adequate setting of the theory of P-modules the machinery of de­
rived categories is indispensable. We will give a simplified description of 
the derived category in a particular case which applies to almost all sit­
uations we have in mind. A similar treatment may be found in [Iversen, 
1986]. For a detailed treatment we refer the reader to [Hartshorne, 
1966], [Verdier, 1977] or [Borei, 1987], Ch. 1. Of course the ultimate 
test to try one's hand on is [Beilinson, Bernstein, Deligne, 1982]. 
[5] 
1.4.1 Derived categories 
Let A be an abelian category. C(.4) denotes the abelian category of com­
plexes of objects of A. K(.4) denotes the additive category consisting 
of the objects of C(.4) but the morphisms are homotopy classes of mor-
phisms in C(.4). Note that A may be identified as the full subcategory 
of K(.4) consisting of objects A' with Л" = 0 for all η φ 0. A mor-
phism in K(.4) f .A' —• B' is called a quasi-isomorphiem—abbreviated 
as q.i.—if # * ( ƒ ) is an isomorphism for all lb G Ζ; notation ƒ: A' ^* В'. 
Denote by K+(A) (resp. K-(«4), resp. КЪ(А)) the full subcategory 
of K(»4) consisting of complexes A' G K(«4) which are bounded below 
i.e., An = 0 for η «С 0 (resp. bounded above, resp. bounded). 
Assume that A has enough injectives. Denote by J the additive 
subcategory of injective objects. K + ( I ) С K+(.4) is the additive sub­
category of bounded below complexes of injective objects. Г € K + ( I ) 
is called an injective resolution of A' € K+(.4) if there exists a quasi-
isomorphism A' -^ Г. Every object in K+(.4) has up to isomorphism 
a unique injective resolution i.e., there exists a functor 
p:K+(A)-*K+(I) 
sending A' to its injective resolution. 
Define D+(«4) := K + ( I ) . This is called "the derived category of 
bounded below complexes of objects of A". It comes together with 
a functor p:K+(A) —• D+(.4). Often one identifies A with the full 
subcategory of Ό(Α) consisting of complexes Γ with # * ( ƒ ) = 0, for 
all Jk φ 0. If moreover any object in A has a bounded resolution by 
injectives, one may define Db(.4) := K b ( I ) . It is the full subcategory of 
Ώ
+(Α) consisting of objects Γ such that Я*(/ ' ) = 0 for Ar > 0. 
A similar discussion applies when A has enough projectives. Then 
Ό~(Α) := K~(V) where V С A denotes the class of projective objects. 
1.4.1.1 Examples and notat ions We give some notations that will 
be used later. 
Ob(V
x
):=Ob(Mod(V
x
)) 
Ob(X):=Ob{Mod(&.
x
)), 
where Mod($l
x
) denotes the category of sheaves of <E-vector spaces. 
1.4.1.2 VçohCDjc) denotes the full subcategory of Ob(Vx) consisting 
of objects whose cohomology modules are coherent P^-modules. 
1.4.1.3 In general, for any thick abelian subcategory А' С A one de­
fines D j , (Λ) as the full subcategory of D+(«4) consisting of objects A' 
such that Я*(Л·) G A' for all Jfc £ Ζ. Similarly for D^,(.4) and Ό^Α). 
Recall that "thick" means the following: any extension of objects in A' 
is again in A'. 
5 
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1.4.2 Derived functors 
Let А, В be abelian categories with enough injectives. Denote I С A 
(resp. J С В) the class of injective objects in A (resp. B). Denote by 
p: K + M ) - D+M), p': K+(ß) - D+(B) 
the canonical functors. 
Let F: A —• В be a left exact functor. It induces a functor on com­
plexes F + : K + ( . 4 ) -• K + (ß ) . The "right derived functor" 
RF: Ό+(Α) -» D+(ß) 
is defined by 
RF(/·) := p'F+(r), for all Γ € K+(J) = Ό+(Α). 
For all η 6 Ζ define R n F := Hn o R F . Abusing notation we write 
RF(A') instead of RF(pA') for all A' £ K+(A). Even more one often 
omits the "R" and denotes the derived functor abo by F. 
1.4.2.1 Let A e A. Then RnF(A) = Hn(F(r)) where Г = pA is 
an injective resolution of A. Hence R n F coincides with the usual n-th 
derived functor. 
1.4.2.2 Let A' € K+(.4). Let Г = pA' be an injective resolution. Then 
RnF(A) = Hn{p'F(r)) = Hn(F(r)), 
Thus R n F is nothing else but the n-th hypercohomology of F. 
1.4.2.3 An object С € A is called F-acyclic if RnF(C) = 0 for all 
η ^ 0. If A' 6 K+(-4) and A' -^ C" where C" is a complex of F-
acyclic objects, then RF(A') Si p'F+(C'). So in order to calculate R F 
it suffices to construct F-acyclic resolutions. 
1.4.2.4 A nice and important property is the following. Let A, В and 
С be three abelian categories with enough injectives. Let F: A —• В and 
G: В —• С be left exact functors. Assume that F sends injective objects 
to G-acyclic objects. Then R(Go F ) = RG o RG. 
1.4.2.5 Similarly in case A and В have enough projectives one defines 
the "left derived functor" L F for any right exact functor F: A -* B. 
1.4.2.6 Examples (i) We have the bifunctors 
R H o m ^ i ·, · ), RTiom χ,
χ
( ·, · ). 
The ib-th derived functors are denoted Exti)
x
( ·, · ), resp. Sxt!p
x
( •, · ). 
6 
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(ü) The bifunctor · ® · has a left derived functor denoted 
о 
L 
•9 ·• 
о 
The (-Jb)-th derived functor is Torf(·, ·) . 
(iii) The global section functor has a right derived functor НГ(Х, ·) . 
Its ife-th derived functor is denoted W*(X, ·); this yields the hypercoho-
mology. 
(iv) 
КГ(Х,КУот
 х
(М,М)) = RRomVx(M,J^). 
1.4.3 Distinguished triangles 
In general the categories K+(A) and D+(«4) are not abelian anymore. 
Therefore one has introduced the concept of "triangulated category" 
(cf. [Beilinson, Bernstein, Deligne, 1982]). Let A' 6 K(.4) be given 
and denote by dA· the differential of A'. For any η € Ζ the complex 
A'[n] 6 К(.4) is given by 
(л-[п])к = л"+\ for ail k e z¡ dA.[n] = (-irdA.. 
A triangle in K(A) is a sextuple (Α',Β',C',u,vtw) of objects and 
morphisms u:A' —» B', v.B' —• C', w.C' —• J4"[1] in K ( ^ ) . 
For any morphism u:A' —* B' in K(.4) denote by C'
u
 the mapping 
cone of u. It comes equipped with natural morphisms p.C'
u
 —* A'[l] 
and i:B' —» CJ,. The sextuple (A',B',C'
u
,u,i,p) is called a standard 
triangle. A distinguished triangle in K(A) (reap. K+(A), resp. K + ( I ) ) 
is a triangle isomorphic to a standard triangle in K(.4) (resp. K+(A), 
resp. K + ( I ) ) . 
The functor ρ sends distinguished triangles to distinguished ones. 
The derived functor RF transforms distinguished triangles in Ό+(Α) 
into distinguished ones in Ό+(Β). 
A distinguished triangle is often written as 
C' 
У \ 
A' УВ' 
where C" - i * A' denotes a morphism C' —• i4"[l]. Applying the 
cohomology functor Η to this triangle yields the long exact sequence 
• Hk(A) - Hk(B) -» Hk(C) - Hk+1(A) - » • · . . 
1.4.3.1 Example Every short exact sequence A «—• Β —» С in A 
gives rise to a distinguished triangle in D+(.4) 
С 
У \ 
A •S. 
7 
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1.4.3.2 Example Let Ζ С X be a closed subset. Put U = X - Z, 
j : U «—• X the inclusion. Let ? be a sheaf of C-vector spaces on X. 
There exists a distinguished triangle in Db(X) 
Rj.j-lr 
У \ 
Κ Γ
Ζ
^ >Т. 
The same holds for a complex T' € Db(X). 
1.5 Solution functor, de Rham complex 
1.5.1 We have already seen that it makes sense to consider the sheaves 
of vector spaces £xtVx (Λί, Οχ) for any M G MoHJ>x). These are the 
derived functors of 
5 : D b ( D j f ) - > D b ( X ) 
defined by 
M' ^R7iamVx(M',Ox). 
Thus 5 maps each i^-module ЛІ to its complex of solutions. 
1.5.2 To any M G Mod CD χ) there is associated another complex in 
Ob(X) called the de Rham complex Ш(М) of M, 
tO^M^&x ® M-> • Ω £ ® Λ ' ί - > 0 - + · · · 
Οχ Οχ 
where M is placed in degree 0. For M = Οχ this yields the usual de 
Rham complex Ω^. 
1.5.3 Example Let Ρ € Τ(Χ,Όχ). Put Μ = 2>χ/2>
χ
Ρ. Then 
S(M)= Οχ-^Οχ . 
Consequently 
Κβτ(Ρ,Οχ) = 7ύ>πι
νχ
(Μ,Ο
χ
) 
Со еі(Р, Οχ) = €xt]jx (Μ, Οχ). 
1.5.4 Example Let V be a vector bundle with an integrable connnec-
tion V. Then 
DR(V) = Ω^ ® V = Ω^(V) = KerfV, V) 
Οχ 
by the Poincaré lemma. 
Ker(V,V) is called the sheaf of horizontal sections of (V,V). It is a 
local system on X i.e., a locally constant sheaf of complex vector spaces 
of finite dimension. 
In particular ΌΚ(Οχ) = Ωχ = flyj·. 
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1.6 Construction of inverse, direct images and RT^]· 
In this subsection we discuss three operations on D-modules. Let Y 
be a complex manifold of dimension m and suppose we are given a 
holomorphic map f:X —» Y. 
1.6.1 Inverse images 
Let M be a left Vy -module. We get a quasi-coherent Οχ -module by 
putting 
ГЯ = Οχ ® r 1 ^ . 
Here / - 1 denotes the usual inverse images of sheaves; fff is the inverse 
images in the category of O-modules. f'/f is in a natural way a left 
х
 -module. In local coordinates yi,...,y
m
 onY and ΐχ,. . . , x
n
 on X 
this structure is given by 
for all ι' 6 {1,... ,n}, all о 6 Οχ, all β G λί. 
One usually writes 
β·λί=(Οχ ® f^Vy) ® r1tf = T>x~Y ® Γ1λί, 
¡~ιΟγ /"'Ру !~*Τ>γ 
where 
Τ>
Χ
-γ := Οχ ® ΓΧΤ>γ = Г 
is a left Ώχ-, right /~1Dy-bimodule. ƒ* is right exact and its left 
derived functor Lf* is given by 
LfAf=V
x
^Y ® / - W 
because f~l is exact. 
1.6.1.1 Remark Alternatively one may view Οχ ® /~ιΊ)γ as the 
/-•Or 
module of differential operators from f~lOy to Οχ. This module has 
the structure of a left Py-module by composition of operators. This 
structure coincides with the above one. 
1.6.1.2 Example Let j:U «—• X be an open embedding. Then 
и
_х = ц and Lj* = j * = j - 1 is just the restriction to U. 
1.6.1.3 Example Let X = С" <-і-> C n + 1 = Y be the closed submani-
fold given by i i = 0. Then 
i*Vy = Vx^y = уІх
х
 * Vx[βι]. 
In particular ГРу is not of finite type over 2)
x
. 
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1.6.1.4 Example If t: X —* Y is a closed embedding, then the previous 
example shows that Ί)χ_γ is a locally free left D^-module. Further­
more it is coherent as a right ì>y-module. In fact 
2>x-y = VYlJxVy 
ϋΐχ denotes the ideal sheaf of the submanifold X. 
1.6.1.5 Example Let f:X = Υ χ Ζ —•У be a submersion, say the 
projection onto the first factor. Then ƒ* is exact because Ox is a flat 
/ - 1 öy-modu le . Moreover î ^x^y is a coherent P^-module. 
1.6.2 Direct images 
The construction of the direct image is more involved. For any right 
Djr-module Jf one defines / * ( ^ ® D X î ' x - . y ) to be the direct image. 
Here ƒ. denotes the direct image functor in the category of sheaves. 
Notice that the right ƒ_1Dy-structure on Τ>
χ
^γ gives rise to a right 
Vy -structure on the direct image. 
But we prefer to work with left modules. Let λ4 be a left Ργ-module. 
By §1.2.2 ω
χ
 ® σ
χ
 Χ is a right T>
x
-module. Taking the direct image 
and tensoring with u)Çl yields a left Py-module (cf. §1.2.3) 
wy1 β Λ ( ( ω
χ
 β M) ® V
x
^y). 
Ογ Οχ Vx 
This can be rewritten as 
fAif'W . ® («x ® V
x
^y)) ® M). 
\ J-^OY Οχ VX I 
Put 
Τ>γ^χ:=ΓΧνγ ® {ux®T>
x
^y). 
J-1OY Οχ 
This has the structure of a left / - 12>у-, right P
x
-bimodule. We define 
the direct image functor 
U.O\V
x
)^Ob{Vy) 
by 
U{M) := Н Л ( Р
г
_ х ® M). 
Vx 
If instead we had put faM = /»(Ру_.х®і>х M), we run into trouble 
because it turns out that in general (g о f)o φ go o f о for g: Y —• Ζ. 
Since every holomorphic map f:X-*Y splits as a composition of a 
closed embedding followed by a submersion, it is worth-while to study 
the complicated direct image functor ƒ+ in these two cases. 
R e m a r k 1. In case j : U «—• X is an open embedding then
 х
_ = 
ц and j + = Rj, the ordinary direct image. 
2. Other notations for the direct image found in the literature are ƒ» 
and fj. 
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1.6.2.1 Case of a closed embedding 
Let i:X «—• У be a closed submanifold. Р у — χ ·• a locally free right 
Pjf-module. It is coherent as a left i~1î)y-module (cf. §1.6.1.4). More-
over t. is exact, hence 
»+(·) = i . (Py^X ® ·) 
is an exact functor from Моа(
 х
) to Моа( у) that preserves co­
herency. 
Theorem. (Kashiwara's equivalence, cf. [Kashiwara, 1978], Prop. 4.2). 
The functor i+ establishes an equiva/ence between Coh(Vx) and the 
c&tegory of coherent Vy-modules with support contained in X. 
The inverse to i+ is the restriction of the functor 
i+:Mod(Vy)-+Mod{V
x
) 
М^Поті-і^і у^х.Г
1//) 
to the category of coherent Vy -modules with support contained in X. 
Note. · + and t* are related to each other by the formula 
Ri+M = Li*, 
where d = codim(X, Y). 
Example (Cf. §1.6.1.3). Let X = <En «-Î-* <Cn+1 = У be the closed 
submanifold given by i i = 0. Then i+M = M[di], i+Af = Кег(хі,Л0· 
Case of a submersion 
Let ƒ : X —» У be a submersion. In this situation there exists a well-
known short exact sequence 
f*n{. «—» iìlx — » Ω 1 X/Y· 
Ωχ ι Y—the sheaf on X of relative differential forms—is locally free of 
гапк d = η — m = dim X - dim У and gives rise to the relative de Rh am 
complex Ω χ/y (cf. Example 1.6.2.3). It follows 
yielding that 
Ω
Χ
ιγ =
 ω
χ ® ί*ωγ1 = Wjf ® ƒ 1Wy1 
' Οχ J-1OY 
vY^x = ü
d
xly®rVy. 
Οχ 
We have a surjection Ί>
χ
 —» $*Ί)γ, which gives rise to a surjection 
п
л у у ®θχ T>
x
 —» у_
х
. 
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We obtain a relative de Rham complex for
 х 
™1χ,γ(νχ) = ηχ/γ®χνχ 
and a verification in local coordinates (cf. [Pham, 1979], Ch. II, 14.3.5) 
yields that the relative de Rham complex DRx/y(Vx)[d\ is a locally 
free resolution of Ί>γ^_χ in the category of right D^-modules. The 
differential maps in the relative de Rham complex ΌΚ
χ
^γ(ν
χ
)[(Ι\ are 
linear for the left / - 12>y-structure. Hence we obtain that for all left 
Vx -modules M 
UM = Rf.(a-
x/Y(M))[d\. 
1.6.2.3 Example Let X = C m χ С -, Y = Cm. Let f-.Χ — У be 
the projection (j/i î/m.^i,.. . .zj) н-» (уі,.. .,Ут)· Then an element 
ω € Ωχ/γ c a n be written as 
ω = Σ
 aii-ibdzii Λ . . . Λ rfzj,,, with aj,...,·,, £ Οχ. 
»1< « * 
The differential d is given by 
d w
 = E Σ 2%7^ЛАг<1Л...ЛЛ<а. 
We have the identification Τ^γ^χ = 'Рх/(дг1, · · · > Фл)Рх. 
1.6.2.4 Example Let / : X = Φ " - 1 χ С -» С " 1 = У be the projec­
tion. Then P y ^ x = νχ/θ„Τ>χ. Let Λί be a left D^-module. The 
direct image is given by the complex 
UM= M^M . 
Hence 
H0UM = M/d
n
M, H-lf+M = Кет(дп,М). 
1.6.2.5 Example (Cf. [Pham, 1979], Ch. II, §15). Let us denote by 
ƒ : (<En + 1,0) —• (<C, 0) a map-germ with an isolated singularity at 0. Let 
ƒ : Χ —• Δ be a good representative. Consider the submersion f:X—*S, 
where X = X — / - 1 ( 0 ) , 5 = Δ — {0}. By the relative Poincaré lemma 
f~1Os «—• Ωχ/s 1а a quasi-isomorphism. By [Deligne, 1970], Ch. I, 
Prop. 2.28 
Rf.f'1O
s
 = Rf,Slx<S>O
s
. 
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It follows that 
UO
x
[-n] = RMii
x/s) = Kf.SU | os. 
In particular 
H0uo
x
 = Rnf.gL
x
®o
s 
с 
at least as C>y-modules. Hence the P s-module H
0f+O
x
 is a locally 
free O^-module (cf. §1.3.3) i.e., a vector bundle with an integrable con­
nection. 
On the other hand R" f»SL
x
 is a local system on 5 (of rank μ the 
Milnor number of ƒ) and R n /.SU ®Œ Os is the corresponding vector 
bundle with connection. This connection coincides with the one arising 
from the left D^-structure. It is known as the Gauss-Manin connection. 
1.6.3 Algebraic local cobomology 
Finally let us define a third operation on 2>-modules. We are aiming at 
an analogue for the usual functor "sections with support". 
Let Ζ С X be a closed subvariety defined by an ideal 2 С O
x
. For 
any Т>
х
 -module M define 
T[Z]M := }тПот0х(Ох/1к,М). 
It is the subsheaf of M of sections annihilated by some power of I. 
Moreover it is a î?x-8ubmodule of M because £Х* С I 4 - 1 for every 
derivation ζ. Γ[ζ](') ю a ^ e x a c t functor on Mod(V
x
). Its Jfc-th 
derived functor is often denoted by 7í¡z-i( · )· 
Let t: Y *—• X be a closed submanifold of codimension d. Then one 
has (cf. §1.6.2.1) 
Rip,] = i+Ri+. 
Furthermore one puts Βγ^
χ
 := 7ігулО
х
. 
Closely related is the following 
Again this has the structure of a
 х
-module. It is a î>x-8ubmodule of 
j*j~lM, where j:U «—• X denotes the inclusion of U = X - Ζ in X. 
In D b ( P j
r
) one obtains a distinguished triangle 
ЩхМ-М 
У \ 
Rr IZ]jVÍ • M. 
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1.6.3.1 Remark 
(i) ΒΣ[
Ζ]Μ = M implies supp(.M) С Ζ. 
(ii) If M 6 Coh(V
x
) and вирр(Л<) С Ζ, then ΙΙΓ[Ζ]Λ< = M. 
1.6.3.2 Example Suppose Ζ С X is a hypereurface given by ƒ = 0, 
where ƒ € T(X, Οχ). In that case 
Щх\жіМ = М[Г1]. 
1.6.3.3 Example Suppose Ζ С A- is a divisor with normal crossings. 
Then 
Wlx\z]Ox = O
x
[*Z) 
the sheaf of holomorphic functions aaX — Z with poles along Z. There 
exists an exact sequence 
Οχ^-+Ο
χ
[*Ζ)—»Η\
ζ]Οχ. 
1.6.3.4 Example Let X = <D, Ζ = {0} «-U X, I = (ar) С O
x
, 
J: С/= <E - {0} «—> X. Put 
M:=j.O
u
/O
x
 = RlrzOx. 
This is a 2>
x
-module with support the origin. Clearly i+M S <D. Thus 
i+i+M = R'T^Ox = oAx-'yOx, 
which is a proper subsheaf of M. Hence M cannot be a coherent V
x
-
module (Kashiwara's equivalence). In particular j+Oy = j.Oy is not 
coherent as a 2>
x
-module i.e., the direct image functor does not preserve 
coherency. 
Note further that /f := Μ/Ί^Τ^Οχ is a non-zero Pjf-module sup­
ported at the origin. However ΕΓ ι^Λ/" = 0, so the implication in the 
previous remark §1.6.3.1(i) cannot be reversed. 
1.6.3.5 Example (Cf. 1.6.1.3.) Let X = <Dn *-*- <En+1 = Y be the 
closed submanifold given by x\ = 0. By Kashiwara's equivalence 
is a coherent TV-module iff R'i'+Py is a coherent P^-module. But 
R 1 i + D y S Pxfôi] which is not coherent. Hence М ш does not preserve 
coherency. 
There exists an exact sequence 
<-+ у[х^]-^Н1
ІХ]Т>у. 
It follows that IVfci"1] № n o t coherent over Vy. Later ($1.8.10) we will 
see that О у ^ Г 1 ] 'ю a coherent Py-module. 
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1.7 The characteristic variety 
Now we are acquainted with various operations on P-modules, let us 
take a closer look at the modules themselves. First we introduce the 
important notion of the characteristic variety or singular support of a 
coherent D
x
-module. It is defined by means of so-called "good filtra-
tions". Next we go into the geometry of the characteristic variety. This 
leads to the important result in §1.7.8. 
1.7.1 The sheaf V
x
 is filtered according to the degree of a differential 
operator. In local coordinates i j , . . . , x
n
 on an open U С X 
r(U,V
x
(m)) = { Ρ G Г(С/,Р
Х
) | Ρ = £ а^, а
а
 e О
у
 }, 
|a|<m 
for all m € N . This yields an increasing filtration on Vx by coherent 
Ox -submodules. 
Let ir:T*X —* X denote the canonical projection. The quotient 
х(гп.)/
 х
(т — 1) can be identified with ^*(0T-X(m)), where we 
denote by 0T-X(m) the subsheaf of Οτ·χ of sections homogeneous of 
degree m in the fibres. Furthermore 
г
 х
= ф і > х ( т ) / 2 >
х
( т - 1 ) 
meN 
identifies with the sheaf of holomorphic functions on Γ* Λ" which are 
polynomial in the fibres. 
Example Put X = <En, TX = <D2n. Then 
g r P j r - ^ O * [&,.. . ,£„] 
by sending g |- G V
x
(l) to the indeterminate {,·. 
1.7.2 An increasing filtration (Mk)kçz by coherent C^-submodules of 
a l>jf-module M is called a good filtration if 
(i)
 х
(тп)Мк С Mk+m, for all m G Ν, ib G Ζ; 
(ii) \JkfÎZMk = M; 
(iii) locally: if lb » 0, then Vx(m)Mk = Mk+m, for all m G Ν; 
if к < 0, then Мк = 0. 
In that case 
grM = ®Mk/Mk-i 
¿ez 
is a coherent gr I?jp-module. Locally every coherent
 х
-module M has 
a good filtration, induced by the local presentation 
In fact any good filtration locally arises in this way, up to some shift 
in degree. In particular this implies that a D^-module carrying a good 
filtration is coherent. 
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1.7.3 Let M be a coherent 2>^-module. Locally this gives rise to a 
coherent ideal in g r P ^ namely the annihilator of gtM. It turns out 
that its radical does not depend on the good nitration. So these locally 
defined radical ideals patch together and yield a coherent homogeneous 
radical ideal in 0
Τ
'χ. This defines a closed conic subvariety SS(.M), 
called the singular support of Λ4 or the characteristic variety of Л4. 
1.7.3.1 Let M be a coherent Z^-moduIe. Closely related to the singu­
lar support SS(.M) is the characteristic cycle char(A<). This is the for­
mal linear combination of the irreducible components of SS(A<) counted 
with their multiplicities. This notion has been introduced in [Kashiwara, 
1983b] (cf. also [Schapira, 1985]) and has many important applications. 
1.7.4 Example Let X = <E. Let Ρ = γ%.0 α,ά' G VXl am φ 0. Then 
σ(Ρ) = a
m
r Z&VX = Ох[І\ С Οτ.χ = О^ 
and SS(VXÏDXP) = ν ( σ ( Ρ ) ) a hypersurface in Τ*Λ". Traditionally 
σ(Ρ) is called the principal symbol of P. Suppose that a
m
 = x
n<p(x) 
with p(0) # 0. Then сЬа.т(
 х
/
 х
Р) = n[{x = 0}] + τη[{ζ = 0}] 
(cf. [Kashiwara, 1983b], §2.6.15). 
1.7.5 Example Let (V, V) be a vector bundle on X with an integrable 
connection. Then SS(V) = T^X the zero section of π. Note that 
O C V C V C · · 
is a good filtration on V. 
1.7.6 Example (Cf. [Brylinski, 1982], §2.) (i) Let ƒ : X -> 5 be as in 
Example 1.6.2.5. Let V = H0f+Ox = R n f t SL x ®<c Os with the Gauss-
Manin connection V. V is equipped with a descending filtration—the 
Hodge filtration—{^"p} of subbundles of V. V satisfies the transversality 
condition of Griffiths 
V ^ P ) С Ω^ ® Я * - 1 
Os 
Consider the increasing filtration given by Vp = F~p on V. This yields 
a good filtration on the I>5-module V because Vf (Vp) С Vp+i for every 
vector field ξ. 
(ii) In general, let V be a vector bundle with a connection V. As­
sume V carries a descending filtration by subbundles {!FP}. Then the 
transversality condition is equivalent to the fact that the Vjt = F~k 
define a good filtration on V (cf. рос. cit.]). 
1.7.7 In general the structure of the characteristic variety is very com­
plicated. The geometry of the characteristic variety can be studied in 
the cotangent bundle T*X. The locally defined l-form Х2Г=і í ·^ 1 · ^ o e s 
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not depend on the choice of coordinates and defines a global 1-form θ— 
the canonical 1-form—on T*X. It makes Τ*Χ into a symplectic man­
ifold. ω = du is called the canonical 2-form. For any point ξ € T*X, 
T(T*X is equipped with a bilinear, antisymmetric, nondegenerate form 
Let V С T*X be a closed subvariety. V is called involutive if for any 
smooth point ξ € V 
(TfV^CTfV. 
Involutivity of V implies that dim V > dimX. 
V is called Lagrangian—or holonomic—if for any smooth point ξ € V 
(TfV)1 = T(V. 
If V С T*X is an irreducible conic Lagrangian subvariety of T*X, then 
ir(V) is an irreducible subvariety of X and V = Τ^,γ^Χ which is by 
definition the closure in T*X ofTl/v\ X· 
w\v Iff 
1.7.8 We are arrived at a deep theorem, proved microlocally in [Sato, 
Kashiwara, Kawai, 1973] (see abo [Malgrange, 1979]). Later Gabber 
[Gabber, 1981] found a purely algebraic proof. 
T h e o r e m . The characteristic variety SS(A<) of a coherent Vx-module 
Μ φ 0 is invoiutive. 
This implies dimSS(.M) > dimX. This is known as Bernstein's in­
equality (cf. [Bernstein, 1972]). Next we single out the important class 
of modules whose characteristic varieties have the minimal possible di­
mension (i.e., equal to dimX'). The so-called maximally overdetermined 
or holonomic systems. 
1.8 Holonomic modules 
A Z>
x
-module is said to be holonomic if it is coherent and its charac­
teristic variety is Langrangian. Equivalently the characteristic variety 
is of dimension equal to dim X since it is always involutive. 
1.8.1 Example Let X = <C, 0 φ Ρ 6 Ί)
χ
. Then
 Х
І
 Х
Р is holo­
nomic (cf. §1.7.4). 
1.8.2 Example
 х
 is never holonomic (unless dim X = 0) because 
SS(î>x) = r*A\ 
1.8.3 Example Assume dimX > 1. Let Ρ € Ί>
χ
 and assume that 
VX/VXP φ 0. Then it is not holonomic since d'mSS(T>x/VxP) = 
2n - 1 (cf. 1.7.4). 
1.8.4 Example Any vector bundle with an integrable connection is 
holonomic. 
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1.8.5 Let M' *—• M —» M" be an exact sequence of P^-modules. 
If two of them are holonomic so is the third. Moreover a coherent sub-
module of a holonomic module is again holonomic. So the category of 
holonomic P^-modules forms a thick abelian subcategory of Mod(V
x
) 
(cf. §1.4.1.3). Denote by O^(VX) the derived category of bounded com­
plexes of Dj^-modules with holonomic cohomology. 
1.8.6 Let M be a holonomic P^-module. The characteristic variety is 
of the form (cf. 1.7.7) 
SS(M) = [JTSaX 
a 
where 5e = ""(K») and the V
a
 are the irreducible components of SS(Ai). 
The set 
U s
a 
dimS„<n 
is called the singular locus of M (cf. [Pham, 1979]). Outside the singular 
locus ЛІ is a vector bundle with an integrable connection or zero. This 
follows from the fact that any holonomic module whose characteristic 
variety is the zero section of T*X, is a coherent O^-module (cf. 1.3.3). 
The characteristic cycle of a holonomic P^-module M is of the form 
άι&τ(Μ) = Στη
α
ΤΖ
α
Χ 
a 
for certain m
a
 G N. 
1.8.7 Let us recall the notion of constructibility. (See e.g., [Borei, 
1984].) A s h e a f s on X of complex vector spaces is called constructible 
if there exists a stratification X = [J
a
 Sa euch that the restriction of 
ƒ" to each stratum 5
a
 is a local system i.e., locally constant with finite 
dimensional stalks. A complex ƒ " G D b(X) is called constructible if its 
cohomology is constructible. Denote by Ό^(Χ) the derived category of 
complexes with constructible cohomology. 
1.8.8 The importance of the holonomic modules stems from 
T h e o r e m . (Cf. [Kashiwara, 1975]). The soiution complex S(M) of & 
holonomic 'V
x
-module ЛІ is constructible. 
Kashiwara even proves that there exists a Whitney stratification X = 
\J
a
Sa such that SS(M) С \J
a
T^X and S(M) is constructible with 
respect to this stratification. 
Example Let X = <D. Put M =
 х
/
 х
(хд - a), α G С - Ζ. Then 
S(.M)|<E-{o} is a local system; its monodromy is given by ехр(2яча). 
S(M){o} = 0. 
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1.8.9 The category Dc(^0 № equipped with a notion of duality—called 
Verdier duality—defined by 
( Г ) ф = К ? і Ь т
с
( Я - , 3 ^ ) . 
A holonomic P^-module has the remarkable property that for all 
к φ η = dim Χ 
SxtkVx(M,Vx) = Q. 
In fact this characterizes the holonomic modules. The left Z>
x
-module 
о* 
is again holonomic (if M is so). The contravariant functor on D¡j(Dx) 
defined by 
M ~ £xtlx(M,Vx) ® ωχ1 = : M' 
Οχ 
establishes an equivalence oiO^(V
x
) with itself (cf. [Kashiwara, 1975]). 
One has Μ" Ξ M and SS(Aí*) = SS(A^). For every holonomic D é -
module M there are natural isomorphisms in θ£(ΛΤ) (cf. [Mebkhout, 
1981]) 
8(М*)=ат(М)=*8(МУ. 
It follows that the de Rham complex DR,(.M) of a holonomic i^-module 
is constructible. 
Example (i) Let X = С Put M = Т>
х
/
 х
(дх) Ξ С Ы * - 1 ] . Then 
M* S 1>
х
/
 х
(хд). Furthermore 
S(A<)|c-{o} S £«-{0}. S(M)o = 0; 
Η
0
ΏΚ(Μ) = Пот
 х
(М\О
х
) *< SU; 
Н^ЩМ) = εχ^Μ',Οχ) г < ^ 0 } . 
(іі) Let V be a vector bundle with connection V. Then DR(V) is a local 
system on X (cf. §1.5.4), hence constructible. 
1.8.10 So far we have seen just a few examples of holonomic D é -
modules. The following result changes this. Cf. [Kashiwara, 1978] and 
in the particular case of Οχ also [Mebkhout, 1977]. 
Theorem. Let Ζ С X be & dosed subvariety ала M a Aofonomic 
Djf-module. Then RR^jAi Aas AoJonomic cohomohgy. 
Using the distinguished triangle of $1.6.3 it follows that we have also 
Щх\г)М € Db(Vx). 
The proof of the theorem is reduced to the case of a hypersurface; 
say Ζ is defined by ƒ G T(X,O
x
). It suffices to show that Mlf'1] 
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is holonomic for any holonomic D^-module M. The difficult part is 
the assertion that ΛΊ[/ - 1 ] is coherent as a P^-module. (Compare with 
Example 1.6.3.5.) 
In particular one has to show that Οχ[/~ι] is coherent as a Ί>
χ
-
module. Since the ascending chain of coherent submodules 
х
$с
 х
£с-сО[г1) 
is exhaustive, it is necessary and sufficient to see that the chain is sta­
tionary. This means: find TV 6 N such that 
JkeVxJÑ' foral l fc>W. 
The key to solve this is the existence of the Bernstein-Sato polynomial. 
1.8.11 Theorem. There exists a non-zero poiynomiai 6(e) and a dif-
ferentia] operator P(s) G ï 'xt*] sucb that 
J W + 1 = *(«)ƒ'· 
The unitary polynomial of lowest degree satisfying the theorem is 
called the Bernstein-Sato polynomial or the b-function of ƒ. The name 
"b-function" originates independently from Sato and from Bernstein 
(cf. [Kashiwara, 1976]). The existence in the polynomial case was proved 
by Bernstein [Bernstein, 1972]. Björk [Björk, 1979] generalized this to 
analytic functions. Kashiwara [Kashiwara, 1976] proved the rationality 
of the roots of the b-function. In case ƒ has an isolated singularity 
Malgrange [Malgrange, 1976] abo showed this; moreover he shows that 
{ exp(27r»'a) | α is a root of the b-function of ƒ } is the collection of the 
eigenvalues of the monodromy. The rationality of the roots implies also 
that the monodromy is quasi-unipotent. 
Although the origins of the b-function are seemingly unrelated to 
I>-modules, the existence of b-functions has become one of the corner­
stones of the theory of 2?-modules. 
1.8.12 Example (i) Let X = <En. Let ƒ = £ "
= l x?. Then one has 
i = l °Xi 
For more examples and relations with the singularity of ƒ see [Yano, 
1983]. 
(ii) Let Y «—^ A' be a closed submanifold. Then Ву\
х
 is holonomic. 
SS(ßy|^) = ΤγΧ. In particular Βγιχ is coherent over
 х
. Further­
more 
*
+ (Яу|х) = R d « ' + o
x
 = і'О
х
 = Oy. 
Thus by Kashiwara's equivalence i+Cy = Βγ\
Χ
 (cf. §1.6.2.1). 
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1.8.13 Functorial behaviour of holonomicity. 
As we have seen the notion of coherency behaves very bad under the 
operations of inverse images (Ex. 1.6.1.3), direct images (Ex. 1.6.3.4) 
and local cohomology (Ex. 1.6.3.5). Let us investigate the holonomic 
modules in this aspect. The algebraic local cohomology has already 
been dealt with. It is not difficult to infer from this 
Theorem. (Cf. [Kashiwara, 1978], Thm 4.4.) Let f.X -* У be a 
morphism of complex manifolds. Then for any holonomic Vy -module 
«V, the complex \jf*M has holonomic cohomology. 
The direct images are nastier. The following result has been obtained 
by Kashiwara ([Kashiwara, 1976], Thm 4.2). 
Theorem. Let f: X —* Y be a projective morphism. Let M be a holo­
nomic Vx-module and assume that M carries a global good filtration. 
Then the direct image f+M has holonomic cohomology. Moreover 
Rf,S(M)[dimX] = S(f+M)[dimY] 
(cf. [Mebkhout, 1984], Thm 3.1.1.) 
Remark If t: У *-• X is a closed embedding then ¿+ preserves holo-
nomicity. (Compare with Kashiwara's equivalence in §1.6.2.1.) 
Remark An important ingredient to obtain results like those above is 
of course a study of the behaviour of the singular support—or better 
the characteristic cycle (cf. §1.7.3.1)—of the module in question. (See 
e.g., [Ginzburg, 1986] or [Malgrange, 1985].) 
1.9 Regular holonomic P-modules 
At last we encounter the main topics: regular holonomic D-modules, 
the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence, perverse sheaves. We will treat 
these successively in the remaining subsections. 
The notion of regular singularities is classical. For an overview see 
for instance [Bertrand, 1980]. We also refer the reader to the chap-
ters III and IV of [Borei, 1987] for a nice account of the theory. One 
studies systems of linear differential equations in the complex plane in 
the neighbourhood of a singular point. There are various ways to decide 
wether or not a system has a regular singularity (cf. [Gérard and Levelt, 
1973]). The notion of regular singularity has been successfully general-
ized to higher dimensions by Deligne [Deligne, 1970]. Generalizations to 
X>-modules may be found in [Kashiwara and Kawai, 1981], [Mebkhout, 
1979] and [Ramis, 1978]. We ignore here systems with irregular singu-
larities. These have been studied mainly in the one dimensional case 
(see e.g., [Levelt, 1973]). A complete classification is due to Malgrange 
(cf. [Malgrange, 1983c]). 
One meets several equivalent definitions of the notion of regularity 
in the literature. Let us say a few words on the one dimensional case in 
order to motivate some of the definitions in higher dimensions. 
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1.9.1 Let X = А С <C be a disc around 0. Put U = A' = Δ - {0}. 
Let Ρ = а
т
д
т
 Η h αο be a differential operator with α,· £ T(X, Οχ), 
a
m
 φ 0. Suppose furthermore that α ^ Ο ) Π Δ* = 0. 
(a) Ρ is said to have regular singularities at 0 if the (multivalued) 
solutions of Pu = 0 have a moderate growth near 0. Equivalently all 
(multivalued) solutions of Ρ are of the form 
J^ae.ix' i log*) ' , with a0i,· € Οχ. 
a,i 
Now consider the situation at the stalk in 0 i.e., 
Οχ,ο -Ζ* Οχ
ι0. 
In [Malgrange, 1974] Malgrange shows that the complex vector spaces 
Ker(P, Οχ
ι0) and Coker(P, Οχι0) are finite dimensional and that 
χ(Ρ,Οχ
ι0) = dim д. Ker Ρ - dim c Coker Ρ = m — v(am) 
(where v(g) denotes the valuation of g € Οχ at 0). If we replace Οχ0 
by its completion О = Œ[[x]], then 
x(P,O) = s u p { p - t > ( a p ) | 0 < P < m } 
(b) Moreover he proved: the operator Ρ has regular singularities at 
0 iff xiP, Οχ
ι0) = χ(Ρ, O). In particular this gives a classical result of 
Fuchs that says: Ρ has regular singularities at 0 iff ν(θρ) — t/(a
m
) > p—m 
for all ρ i.e., j * - has a pole of order at most m — p. 
(c) In terms of complexes: Ρ has regular singularities at 0 iff the 
complex " Οχ0 -£-> Οχ0 " is quasi-isomorphic to " Ô -£-» Ô " . 
1.9.2 Suppose X is an η-dimensional manifold. We will write down 
some equivalent definitions of regular holonomic Py-modules. 
Let M be a holonomic D^-module. The following statements are 
equivalent. 
(i) For any smooth curve С and any morphism ƒ : С —• X, Lf*M is a 
complex whose cohomology modules have regular singularities. 
(ii) (Compare with (b).) For every χ € X 
η 
£(-!)'dim«.Εχΐί,
Χ | β(Λ<„σχ,,) 
1=0 
η 
= E i - i y d i m c E x t ^ ^ . Ó ^ ) , 
1 = 0 
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where Οχ
ιΧ
 denotes the completion ο{Οχ
ιΧ
. 
(iii) (Cf. [Mebkhout, 1984] and abo [Ramie, 1978].) For every closed 
subspace Ζ С X 
OR(BI[Z]M) = RT^DRÍA*)). 
Or equivalently 
S(M)Z = S(Rr[z]A<) 
= Юит
 х
(М,0]ф), 
where O-rr^ = \\mO
x
/Iz is the formal completion ofOx along 
Ζ. (Compare with (c).) 
(iv) (Cf. [Kashiwara and Kawai, 1981], Cor. 5.1.11.) There exists a 
global good filtration on M such that the annihilator of gr M is a 
radical ideal in g r T ^ . 
If one of these equivalent conditions is satisfíed, M is said to be regular 
holonomic. A complex M' € D{j(2>x) is called regular holonomic if its 
cohomology is regular holonomic. 0{|
Γ
(Ζ>γ) denotes the corresponding 
category. 
1.Θ.3 Remarks 
(1) Regularity can be checked locally on X. 
(2) Conditions (i), . . . , (iv) remain equivalent if one replaces M by a 
bounded complex M' with holonomic cohomology. 
1.9.4 Example O
x
 is a regular holonomic. To see this we may assume 
that X = <Cn. Thus gtV
x
 = Ο
χ
[ξι,. ..,&,]. Take the good filtration 
О С O
x
 С O
x
 С · · · - It follows that the annihilator of gtO
x
 is the 
ideal generated by ξι,. ,.,ξ
η
, which is a radical ideal. 
1.9.5 Example If V is a vector bundle with an integrable connection, 
then V is regular holonomic (on X\). 
1.9.6 Example Let M be a regular holonomic P*-module. Let Ζ С Χ 
be a closed subspace. Then ΒΓ^Λί and R I ^ | Z ] . M are again regular 
holonomic. This follows immediately from 1.9.2(iii). 
1.9.7 Example If M is regular holonomic, then its dual M' is regular 
holonomic (cf. [Mebkhout, 1984]). 
1.9.8 Example Let X = <E. Put M =
 х
/
 х
(х3д - 1). Then M is 
holonomic, but not regular. 
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1.9.9 Inverse images of regular holonomic modules 
Theorem. (Cf. [Mebkbout, 1984], Thm 3.2.1 and also [Kashiwara and 
Kawai, 1981], Cor. 5.4.8.) Let f:X-*Ybea holomorphic map. Let Ai 
be a regular holonomic Vy-module. Then Lf*Ai has regular holonomic 
cohomology and S(Lf*Ai) = /"^(W). 
1.9.10 Direct images of regular holonomic modules 
Theorem. Let f.X—*Y be a proper morphbm. Let M be a regular 
holonomic Τ>
χ
-module. Then f+M has regular holonomic cohomology. 
(Cf. [Kashiwara and Kawai, 1981], Thm 6.2.1 or [Mebkhout, 1984] in 
case ƒ is projective.) Generalizations of this result are obtained in 
[Malgrange, 1985], [Houzel and Schapira, 1984] and [Kashiwara and 
Schapira, 1985]. 
1.9.11 Remark If M is a holonomic D^-module one defines the local 
index of M at χ as 
x(M,x) = Ç(-l)idiin&i5,x(A<1Ox)r. 
i 
If X = <D and M = VX/VXP (notations as in §1.9.1), then χ{Μ,0) = 
χ{Ρ, O
x 0 ) . The index theorem due to Malgrange χ(Ρ, Οχι0) = m — 
v(a
m
) (cf. §1.9.1) relates the local index with the multiplicities of the 
characteristic cycle of M, ch&r(M) = r (a
m
) [ { i = 0}] + m[{£ = 0}] 
(cf. Example 1.7.4). This generalizes to a general index formula due 
to Dubson (cf. [Brylinski, Dubson, Kashiwara, 1981]) relating the local 
index at x, the multiplicities m
a
 of the irreducible components T£ X 
(compare §1.8.6) and a topological invariant—the Euler obstruction—of 
Sc at x. 
1.9.12 Example Let /:(<C n + 1,0) -• (<D,0) be a germ of an isolated 
singularity at 0. Let f:X —* Δ be a good representative. Then f+Οχ is 
a regular holonomic DA-module. In particular the Gauss-Manin system 
G = H0f+Ox is regular holonomic. Cf. [Brieskorn, 1970] and §2.1.2. 
1.10 The Riemann-Hilbert correspondence 
Theorem. The solution functor S restricted to Ό^Όχ) establishes an 
equivalence of categories 
S:Ol(Vx)^Ob
c
(X). 
The Riemann-Hilbert correspondence is one of the highlights in the the­
ory of D-modules. It establishes a bridge between analytic objects (reg­
ular holonomic modules) and geometric ones (constructible sheaves). It 
has been proved independently by Mebkhout (cf. [Mebkhout, 1984a,b]) 
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and Kashiwara (cf. [Kashiwara and Kawai, 1981]). Its proof uses the 
whole machinery of D-modules, Hironaka's resolution of singularities 
and Deligne's canonical extension of connections. In [Kashiwara, 1984] 
Kashiwara constructs an inverse functor using the sheaf of distributions 
on X. One interprets the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence as a gener­
alization of Deligne's solution of the 21-st problem of Hilbert (cf. [Katz, 
1976] and also [Mebkhout, 1980]). 
1.10.1 Example (i) S(C?X) = &.x. 
(ii) Let Ζ С X be a closed subvariety. Then 
$Щг\°х) = $(Οχ)ζ = & (rf· 1.9.2(iii)). 
Note that in general НГг
г
іО
х
 is a complex, however <£.
ζ
 is a single 
sheaf. Example 1.8.9(i) snows an occurrence of the other extreme. 
1.10.2 Example If V is a vector bundle with connection V, then 
S(V) = DR(V)* is the Verdier dual of the local system Ker(V, V). So in 
a sense the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence generalizes the well-known 
one-to-one correspondence between vector bundles with integrable con­
nection and local systems. 
1.11 Perverse sheaves 
Recall that we have identified Μοά(Ί)
χ
\
τ
 as the fìlli subcategory of 
^ h r ( ^ x ) consisting of complexes M' satisfying Hk(M') = 0 for all 
к φ 0. The constructible complexes of sheaves that correspond via S to 
an object in Μοά{Ί>χ\
τ
 esa be nicely characterized. 
An object T' € θ£(Χ) is called a perverse sheaf if it satifies: 
(i) Н\Г) = 0, for all ι < 0; 
(ii) codimsupp (#· '(ƒ")) > i, for all i e Ν; 
(iii) the Verdier dual (ƒ'")* satifies (i) and (ii). 
The category of perverse sheaves is denoted Perv(JV). Note that a per­
verse sheaf is in general a complex of sheaves. For many reasons the 
category of perverse sheaves is important. See e.g., the nice survey arti­
cle [MacPherson, 1984]. (Cf. also §2 and [Beilineon, Bernstein, Deligne, 
1982].) We have (cf. [Brylinski, 1982a] for a prove) 
T h e o r e m . The Riem&nn-Hilbert correspondence induces an equiva­
lence of categories 
S:Mod(V
x
)bT^PeTv(X). 
1.11.1 Example Let У «-^ X be a closed submanifold of codimension 
d. Then 
S(Byix) = SiRTpjOjfM) = ffiyHJ] 
is a perverse sheaf on X. 
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1.11.2 Example Let us mention a nice application of the above theo­
rem. Let Ζ С X be a closed subvariety of codimension d. Assume that 
Ζ is not locally a complete intersection. Then, in general, RT^jCjf is 
a complex and thus 1Е.
г
[-а] = 8(ΙΙΓί
Ζ
ιΟ
χ
[(ί]) is not perverse. 
1.11.3 The intersection complex 
Examples of perverse sheaves are the intersection complexes (see §2.1.3). 
This leads to a formulation in terms of P-modules. Let Y С X be a 
closed subvariety of codimension ά. Let Σ С У be a closed subspace 
containing Veing. Finally let V be a local system on Y — Σ. 
Theorem. (Cf. [Brylinski and Kashiwara, 1981], Prop. 8.5.) There 
exists a unique regular holonomic
 х
-тоаиІе, denoted by C(Y,X, V), 
such that 
(i) ЦЪХ. Ях-цХ Ву.цх.,. 
(") п^(ау,х, )) = Hfa(c(y,x,vy) = 0. 
The module C(Y, X,V) corresponds to the intersection complex (see 
§2.1.3 for notation) 
OR(C(Y,X,V)) = ICY(V)[-d\ 
1.11.4 Example Let V be the constant sheaf <£.у_
Е
. Put M = 
η\γ-τ]0χ- T h e n 
C{Y,X) ~ c(Y,x, v) = (M'/n^iM·))· 
1.11.5 Example Let У be a submanifold of Χ of codimension d and 
denote i: Y «—• X the inclusion. Then 
Βγ\χ ® Ω> = D R ( 5 K | X ) = SLy[-d\ 
Οχ 
which implies that 
n
i+d(X,OR(BY\x)) = ЯЧУ.Ф). 
Now В \
Х
 = МтШ^
х
(О
х
/Р,О
х
) is filtered by the coherent O
x
-
modules€xtox(Ox/2k,Ox). Givefi^ the stupid filtration. This yields 
a filtration on DR(ßy|X) and hence a filtration on Я'(У, С). If У is 
projective this is the Hodge filtration (cf. [Brylinski, 1982a], §3). 
1.11.6 Example Suppose that X is a projective manifold and let У 
be a divisor with normal crossings. Note j:U = X — Y <—• X the open 
embedding. Note that (by 1.9.2(iii)) 
D R ( R r [ x | y ] C 7 x ) = R j . r 1 ^ = RJ.ÍEí/· 
Now Rr[x\Y]Ox = Ox[*Y] (cf. Example 1.6.3.3) is filtered by pole 
order. Again this yields a filtration on DR(Ox [*Y]) and thus a filtration 
on 
•H*(Xtm(Ox[*Y\l) = ?£'(*, Rj.!Eu) = н\и,с), 
the Hodge filtration (cf. [loc. cit.]). 
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2 Motivation and summary 
2.1 Motivation 
The interest in the theory of D-modules is due to its applications in 
various parts of mathematics. We briefly discuss three examples. 
2.1.1 Representation theory 
2.1.1.1 Let G be a semi-simple, connected linear algebraic group over 
(C. Let В С G be a Borei subgroup. Let X = G/B be the flag variety 
of G. This is a projective manifold. One may identify the Lie algebra 
L = L(G) of G with the right invariant vector fields on G. This gives 
rise to a homomorphism 
φΜ{ΐ)-+4χ,ν
χ
). 
Let Ζ be the centre oiU(L) and let I be the ideal in U(L) generated by 
Zr\U(L)L. One can show that Кет φ = I and even that φ is surjective 
(cf. [Brylinski, 1981]). 
Example. Let G = SL^ and В the subgroup of the upper triangular 
matrices. Then X = G/B S Ρ 1 , the projective line. Let (zo : zi) be 
homogeneous coordinates on P 1 , then 
is given by 
e<i
""^''аГ'
 0
-
, , J
-
1
· 
2.1.1.2 Define О to be the category of Z/(I)-modules M that satisfy: 
(i) M is a finitely generated W(L)-module; 
(ii) for any m G M, dim<cW(I(ö))m < oo, (where L{B) denotes the 
Lie algebra of 5 ) . 
One can prove that any object of О has a composition series of finite 
length. Furthermore this category contains all the Verma modules. The 
multiplicities of the simple modules appearing in a composition series 
of a Verma module have been conjectured^by Kazhdan and Lusztig. _ 
Finally let C\r¡v be the subcategory of О consisting of objects M G О 
that satisfy IM = 0. Now we are in a position to state (cf. [Brylinski 
and Kashiwara, 1981] and [Beilinson and Bernstein, 1981]) 
Theorem. The functor F:M •-» Y(X, M) establishes an equivafence 
between the category of regular hoionomic V
x
-modu!es whose charac­
teristic varieties are contained in \Jw€W Тх
ш
Х and the category Otriv 
Here W denotes the Weyl group and X = Uuigw Xv> № tbe stratification 
of X by the Bruhat cells X
w
-
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2.1.1.3 In [loc. cit.] this result is used to prove the Kazhdan-Lusztig 
conjecture about the multiplicities of the simple modules appearing in 
a composition series of a Verma module. (Cf. also [Springer, 1982].) 
One proceeds by invoking the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence. This 
yields an interpretation of the Kazhdan-Lusztig conjecture in topologi­
cal terms, which then could be solved. 
The Verma modules correspond to Ή^χ γ O
x
, w G W (where η = 
dim Λ") whereas the simple modules correspond to (see § 1.11 for nota­
tion) ¿(-Χ^,Λ"), w G W. Via the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence the 
Verma modules agree with <C.x
u
 ['(tu) — «] and the simple modules agree 
with the intersection cohomology complexes XC— \l(w) — n]. 
2.1.2 Singularity theory 
2.1.2.1 Suppose ƒ :(<Dn + 1,0) -* (C.O) is a germ of a holomorphic func­
tion with an isolated singularity. Let ƒ : X —* S be a good representa­
tive. Now ƒ defines a submersion f':X' = X — {0} —• 5 ' = 5 — {0}. 
One obtains a local system R"ƒ.'£!.*' o n S' whose stalk above s e 5 ' 
equals Hn(X,,<C) = : H, the cohomology of the Milnor fibre. Equiva-
lently one has the associated vector bundle 7ί := R"/»<Cx' ® Ος' with 
an integrable connection V, which is traditionally called the Gauss-
Manin connection (cf. [Brieskorn, 1970]). The vector bundle Tí ex-
tends uniquely to a vector bundle Τίχ on 5 with a logarithmic connec­
tion V such that the eigenvalues of the residue of V are contained in 
{z€ <D | - 1 < Rez < 0} . 
2.1.2.2 The projective case. Assume ƒ is projective. In that case 
Hn{X, ,<E) carries a pure Hodge structure. This gives rise to a Hodge 
filtration on the vector bundle Ή satisfying Griffiths' transversality. Ac­
cording to Schmid (cf. [Schmid, 1973]) this filtration extends to Ηχ and 
yields a mixed Hodge structure on Ήχ^βΉ,χ^ = Η. 
2.1.2.3 The general case. In [Steenbrink, 1976] Steenbrink constructed 
a mixed Hodge structure on Η by using a resolution of singularities of 
ƒ. Varchenko [Varchenko, 1980, 1982] defined a mixed Hodge struc­
ture on Η by using the asymptotic expansion of period integrals. One 
is interested in these because the mixed Hodge structure gives rise to 
useful invariants of the singularity of ƒ. Pham [Pham, 1983] (cf. also 
[Pham, 1979]) advocated the use of 2?-modules in these. In [Scherk and 
Steenbrink, 1985] Steenbrink's filtration is described using the theory of 
regular holonomic P-mod ules. Similar results are obtained by M. Saito 
(cf. [Saito, 1982, 1984]). 
2.1.2.4 Let us briefly indicate how one proceeds. The vector bundle Ή. 
with connection V may be viewed as a P5'-module (cf. §1.3.3). As such 
it coincides with Η0(/+Οχ·), where the subscript " + " indicates the 
direct image in the theory of D-modules (see §1.6.2 and example 1.6.2.5). 
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Put Ç := H0(f+Ox), then Ç\S' = H. Ç ів called the Gauss-Manin 
system (cf. [Pham, 1979]). Decompose ƒ as an embedding i: Χ *-» X x 5 
on the graph of ƒ, followed by the projection n:X χ 5 —• 5. Then 
(cf. Example 1.6.2.5) 
g = Rn+ïir,(ü'XxSfS ® Вх
х5\цх)). 
Cxxs 
Here 
#xxs|¿(;r) = 4 σ χ = C'A-XSK^ - Л ~ ] / σ χ χ 5 
and < is a coordinate on 5. The l?^
x 5 -module BXxS^x^ is naturally 
filtered by pole order. Giving iï'Xxsis ^ е stupid filtration yields a 
filtration on Ç. (Cf. [Brylinski, 1982a]). Now Ç contains the canonical 
lattice 7ix (cf. [Pham, 1983] and also [Barlet and Kashiwara, 1986]) and 
Ήχ,ο/Μχ,ο — Η. The induced filtration on Η gives rise to the mixed 
Hodge structure of [Steenbrink, 1976] (cf. [Scherk and Steenbrink, 1985] 
and [Saito, 1982]). 
Remark. Consider again the particular case that ƒ is a projective mor-
phism. Then i,.X, ·—• P"'· ' 1 is a closed submanifold and 
ö = 7 i n + 1 ( P n + 1 - « p . + V A : . ® B p . + . | X . ) . 
Since Ωρ. + , .χ (g) Hp»+>|xt is quasi-isomorphic to the shifted complex 
г,,0,
Хг
[-\] (cf. [Pham, 1979], Ch. I §14.2.2), this implies 
д, = 'н
п{х.,а
Хі
) = нп(х.л). 
Moreover the induced filtration corresponds to the Hodge filtration on 
Hn(X,,<E). Thus the filtration on Ç is an extension of the Hodge fil-
tration on H. (Cf. [Brylinski, 1982a] and Example 1.11.5.) 
2.1.3 Cohomology of singular spaces 
2.1.3.1 Let У be a complex analytic variety of dimension m. У admits 
a stratification into disjoint connected nonsingular analytic subvarieties 
{Υ
β
}. Σ := UdimV <m^e с о п * а і п в the singular points of Y. Goresky 
and MacPherson introduced the notion of intersection cochain complex 
J(7'(Y) on Y. This calculates the intersection cohomology IH'(Y). The 
intersection cohomology for a singular variety Y satisfies many impor­
tant properties such as Poincaré duality and hard Lefschetz theorem. 
We refrain from recalling these, but instead we refer the reader to the 
nice paper [MacPherson, 1984] (and also [Brylinski, 1982b]). 
The notion of intersection cochain can be sheafified and gives rise to 
a complex of sheaves IC'y. Using sheaf theoretic constructions Deligne 
gave another construction of IC'y (cf. [Beilinson, Bernstein, Deligne, 
1982]). The intersection complex ICy may be characterized by the 
following properties: 
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(i) IC'y = 0 if » < 0; 
IC'Y is a bounded complex with constructible cohomology i.e., for 
some stratification {Y
e
} of У Н1(1Су)\У
а
 is a local system, for 
all a and i; 
(ii) codim 8ирр(Я,(2Су)) > i, for all t G Ζ; 
(iii) the Verdier dual (IC'y)* satisfies (i) and (ii); 
(iv) for some stratification {Y
a
} of У one has: 2Cy|y_E — ULy-j:· 
The construction of IC'y generalizes as follows. For any local system 
V on У — Σ one defines a perverse sheaf 1С'у( ) . It is characterized as 
above but (iv) has to be replaced by 
(iv') ІСу( )\у-ъ * V. 
2.1.3.2 The complexes ІС'у( ) are examples of perverse sheaves (com­
pare §111). For many reasons the category of perverse sheaves on У is 
important. We refer the reader to [MacPherson, 1984] for a nice account 
of this. We single out two major themes. 
Let us assume that У is a closed subvariety of a complex manifold 
X. Let i:Y '—* X denote the inclusion. Put d = codim(Y,X). The 
complexes i, (lCy(V))[—d] are all perverse sheaves on X. Usually one 
drops the i» and considers 1Су(К)[-а] as a perverse sheaf living on 
X. By the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence the category of perverse 
sheaves on X, Perv(X), is equivalent to the category of regular holo-
nomic X>
x
-modules. The regular holonomic P^-modules C(Y, X, V), 
introduced in §1.11, correspond to ICy(V)[—d]. 
2.1.3.3 Theorem. Let Y bea projective irreducible variety. Assume V 
is the underlying local sytem of a polarized variation of Hodge structure 
on Y — Σ. Then the intersection cohomology groups IHl(Y, V) carry a 
pure Hodge structure. 
This was conjectured in [Cheeger, Goresky, MacPherson, 1982] and has 
recently been proved in a pioneering paper by M. Saito [Saito, 1986c]. 
(Cf. also [Saito, 1985].) In fact he derives a much more general result 
(cf. [Saito, 1986c], Thm. 5.3.1). In order to establish this he works in 
the category of filtered D^-modules and introduces the notion of Hodge 
modules. He studies the functorial behaviour of the Hodge modules 
(cf. also [Saito, 1986b]). 
2.1.3.4 Another consequence of his work is a proof of the 
Decomposition theorem. Let ƒ : Ζ —• У be a projective morphism 
of complex varieties. Then f,TC'z is a direct sum of intersection coho­
mology complexes of the form IC'y (V). 
(Cf. also [Saito, 1983b].) Until then the only known proof used charac­
teristic ρ methods (cf. [Beilinson, Bernstein, Deligne, 1982], Thm 6.2.5). 
The decomposition theorem has important consequences; for example 
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see [Goresky and MacPherson, 1981], [MacPhereon, 1984] and [Springer, 
1982]. 
2.1.3.5 L2-cohomology. Finally we would like to mention the fol­
lowing. Let У be a compact analytic variety. Let V be as above. 
The question is wether the intersection cohomology groups and the L2~ 
cohomology groups associated with V coincide (cf. [Zucker, 1982]). In 
the one-dimensional case this was shown by Zucker [Zucker, 1979]. In 
case У is a non-singular Kahler manifold and Σ a divisor with normal 
crossings it has been confirmed by Kashiwara and Kawai (cf. [Kashiwara 
and Kawai, 1986]) and independently by Cattani, Kaplan and Schmid 
[Cattani, Kaplan, Schmid, 1987]. Recently there has appeared a proof 
by Looijenga [Looijenga, 1987] in the context of locally symmetric va­
rieties. 
2.2 Summary of results 
We focus our attention on the category of regular holonomic modules. In 
the preceding examples it has become clear that in general this category 
is very complicated. One would like to get a better understanding of 
its structure. Below we summarize results in this direction. First of all 
we mention those where one works in the category of perverse sheaves. 
Next we come to the cases where the study is done in the framework of 
U-modulee. 
2.2.1 Classifying perverse sheaves 
2.2.1.1 Deligne [letter to MacPhereon, 1981] gives a combinatorial de­
scription of the category РегИ0'(<С) of perverse sheaves on С with 
respect to the stratification {0},<C — {0}. It uses a characterization of 
constructible sheaves given in [Deligne, 1973a,b]. 
The category Perv'0'(C) is equivaient to the category of pairs E Ц ^ F 
of finite dimensional complex vector spaces E, F and linear maps can, 
var, satisfying 1 + var о can is en automorphism of E. 
If ƒ" is a perverse sheaf on <C (w.r.t. the stratification {0}, <E — {0}), then 
E Sí ^ "|, the stalk above 1. (E, l + tmrocan) represents the local system 
? l<c-{o}· The complex "E - i + F" (E in degree 0) is quasi-isomorphic 
to ^"|{o}· I« fact E = ¥ ( ί " ) , F = Φ(Τ), where Φ (resp. Φ) denote 
the nearby cycle functor (resp. the vanishing cycle fiinctor) defined in 
[Deligne, 1973a]. He generalizes this to the normal crossings case in <Cn 
(see $1.2.1.2). 
2.2.1.2 In [Galligo, Granger, Maisonobe, 1985a] a classification of per­
verse sheaves on Φ" with regular singularities along normal crossings is 
given. The result is analogous to that of Deligne, but their method is 
quite different. Let Г С С be the divisor with normal crossings given 
by i j . . . x
n
 = 0. Denote Perv (Œ") the category of perverse sheaves on 
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<En whose singular loci are contained in T. Introduce the category Cn 
of 2"-tuples {ƒ/ : ƒ С {1,. . . ι n}} of finite dimensional complex vector 
spaces related by a set of linear maps 
щ-.Гт^ Fr
u{,·} Vi : F¡u{i) -* Fj 
satisfying 
UiUj = VjUi, ViVj = VjVi, UiVj = VjUi; 
1 + υ,«, is an isomorphism. 
T h e o r e m . There exists ал equiva/ence of categories 
PervT(<En) — C
n
. 
Their method to show this consists in using suitable real scissions of 
<D"—or rather of Τ—and studying the associated distinguished trian­
gles. 
An appeal to the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence yields an equiv­
alence between the category of holonomic 2>œ· -modules with regular 
singularities along Τ and the category C
n
. In a second paper [Galligo, 
Granger, Maisonobe, 1985b] the authors apply their results to obtain 
some corollaries on holonomic Vq.· -modules. 
2.2.1.3 In [Granger and Maisonobe, 1984] one studies the case where 
the singular locus is a cusp. In [Maisonobe, 1985] this is generalized 
to the case of a plane curve Δ. They use a suitable scission of the 
real surface Δ. Their method is very laborious and it requires a good 
understanding of the topology of the situation. The method is similar 
to the one for the normal crossings case. 
T h e o r e m . Let X С С 2 be ал орел disc around 0. Let Δ С X be a 
plane curve. There exists an equivalence of categories 
P e r v A ( * ) - C ( A ) . 
The category C(A) consists of (6 + 2)-tuples of finite dimensional С 
vector spaces related by linear maps 
E^Fk^*G, ke{l Í} , 
satisfying a set of conditions (cf. [loc. cit.], Ch. IV, §1). The number δ 
is given by topological means (cf. [loc. cit.], Ch. I, Prop. 2.2). 
2.2.1.4 In [MacPherson and Vilonen, 1986] an elementary construction 
of perverse sheaves is given. Elementary in the sense that the construc­
tion uses only topology and linear algebra. Furthermore it is clear from 
their construction that the category of perverse sheaves is abelian. 
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Denote by Рет (Х) the category of perverse sheaves with respect to 
a given stratification of the variety X. Their construction of Perv(X) 
is by induction on the strata and starts with X — Σ. The inductive 
step constructs Регу(Л') from Perv(X - S) for a closed stratum 5 С 
X. Peiv(X) is then obtained as a category consisting of objects A € 
Perv(X — S) together with a commutative diagram 
F(A) ^ • G(A) 
\ / 
В 
where F and G are certain functors on Perv(X — S) and Τ is a natural 
transformation. 
In a second paper [MacPherson and Vilonen, 1985] they use their re­
sult to obtain a classification of the perverse sheaves on C 2 with respect 
to the stratification {0}, {y" = xm} - {0}, C 2 - {yn = x m } . Their 
description is analogous to the one of [Maisonobe, 1985] (see $2.2.1.3). 
2.2.1.5 Narvaez Macarro [Narvaez Macarro, 1984] considers the fol­
lowing. Let /:(<E2,0) -+ (<E,0) be an irreducible germ with an isolated 
singularity. Let f.X —• D be a good representative. Suppose 1 £ D and 
fix io € Χι- Let £ be a local system on U = X — XQ. Note that Φ/(£) 
is a perverse sheaf on XQ. Since Xo is homeomorphic to <C, * / ( ¿ ) is 
determined by a pair of vector spaces (cf. 2.2.1.1). Narvaez Macarro 
gives an explicit description of this pair. 
Theorem. Put L = ігі(Хі,Хо) Í"1^ F = CXo. Denote I(L) the aug-
mentation ideal of<D[L], then Ф/(£) is given by 
E 4» Нопквд(ІЩ, E). 
Here IE + ve gives the monodromy. 
Next he applies the extension theorem of Verdier (see 2.2.1.6) to ob­
tain a combinatorial description of Рег Д Г о(Л'), the category of perverse 
sheaves on X with respect to the stratification {0}, XQ - {0}, U. 
T h e o r e m . Рег Д Г о(Х) is equivalent to tAe category consisting of ob­
jects 
E i=^ φι (*· ι ι )· 
Eom
c[L](I(L),E) ^ φ2 
Here £ is a C[TJ(Í7,ro)]-module and φι, фч are finite dimensional 
complex vector spaces. The arrows represent linear maps satisfying 
some relatione (cf. [loc. cit.], Thm 2). 
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2.2.1.6 Although it is not really a classification of perverse sheaves we 
like to remark the following. Let ƒ: X —» С be a holomorphic map. Put 
XQ = f-1(0),U = X-Xo. 
Theorem. (Extension theorem) The fijnctor 
defines an equiVaJence between Perv(X) and the category consisting of 
objects ( £ , $ ! *=* £ 2 ,α) . Here G e Рег ^ ) , Gi,G2 e Рег (Хо) and 
α:Φƒ(Ç) -»-• Gì is an isomorphism such that lç + а~1 са gives the 
monodromy ofG-
This is a result of Verdier [Verdier, 1985a] (cf. also [Verdier, 1985b]) 
on extensions of perverse sheaves over a hypersurface. In Chapter IV we 
will give a proof of an analogous version in the language of D-modules. 
If we take the special case X = C, Xo = {0}, we get back the 
classification of perverse sheaves on Φ as mentioned in §2.2.1.1. 
2.2.2 Classifying D-modules 
2.2.2.1 Let χ be a coordinate on <C. Boutet de Monvel gives a de­
scription of holonomic P^-modules which are regular at the origin 
(cf. [Boutet de Monvel, 1983b]). 
Theorem. Let A4 be a holonomic V^.-module, regular at {0}. Then 
ЛІ is isomorphic to a direct sum of indecomposable modules. The in­
decomposable modules are isomorphic to one of 
Vc/Vdxd - a)", (a ¿ Ζ ) ;D
c
/P
c
( . . .хдхд) ; ^/ ^... хдх). 
For а proof see [Boutet de Monvel, 1983b] and also [Briançon and 
Maisonobe, 1984], Cor. 19. 
Boutet de Monvel proceeds with a classification of holonomic Dé-
modules, regular at {0}. His treatment is not correct but can be easily 
adapted to yield the following. Let M be a holonomic D^-module, reg-
ular at {0}. Put E := (7tom'p(0,M))1. Denote by 7 the monodromy. 
Next put (compare Ch. II) 
Va~[JKer((dx-a)n,Mo); V:= 0 Va; 
n€N 0<Rea<l 
Wa:= U Ker((xd-a)n,Mo); W := φ Wa. 
n€N 0<Rea<l 
These are finite dimensional vector spaces over $ . Multiplication by 
χ (ге р. д) induces a linear map u:V —• W (resp. v.W —• V). Then 
βχρ(2πι«υ) agrees with y. W
a
 identifies with 
(J Kerifr-e2·'"·!*)".^ 
n€N 
and W identifies with E. 
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Theorem. The bolonomic Dc-modules, regular at {0}, are classifíed 
by pairs E *=* V such that for every eigenvalue λ of ut;, 0 < Re A < 1. 
A similar discussion applies to holonomic Pa-modules with regular 
singularities at the points { α ϊ , . . . , α
η
} . These are classified by (n + 1)-
tuples (E, Vi,..., Vn) and linear maps 
E^Vi, i e { i , . . . , n } . 
Furthermore, as Boutet de Monvel noted, essentially the same applies 
when X is a Riemann surface. 
2.2.2.2 Two more cases of a classification of regular holonomic V-
modules are described in [Gelfand and Khoroskhin, 1985]. Let X = <En 
and σ = {Σι, . . . ,Σ*} a stratification of X. Denote Μοαφχ,σ)^ the 
category of regular holonomic Djf -modules M satisfying 
к 
SS(M)C[JTÍ,X. 
i= l 
Let η = 2. Let (z, y) be coordinates on X. Put ΛΌ = {rj/(x+y) = 0} 
and let σ be the obvious stratification. Let A denote the category of 
objects (U, VitVi, з, W) of finite dimensional complex vector spaces 
related by linear maps (t € {1,2,3}) 
anU-tVi, bi-.Vi-^U, aiVi-tW, di-.W^Vi, 
satisfying 
(i) the eigenvalues of Ь(<ч (resp. c.d,·) are contained in { ζ € С | 0 < 
R e z < 1} ; 
(ii) Ε<*»< = Σ Μ . = 0 ; 
(Hi) dibj + diCj = 0, for all i φ j . 
Theorem. The category Μοά(ν
χ
,σ)^
τ
 is equivalent to A. 
A similar description is obtained in [Maisonobe, 1985] (cf. §2.2.1.3). 
Let η > 4 and let ΛΌ = {Σχϊ = 0). σ= {{0},Xo-{0},X - Xo). 
Denote B
n
 the category of objects 
o d 
of finite dimensional vector spaces and linear maps satisfying 
(i) the eigenvalues of (a are contained i n { z € < E | 0 < R e z < l } ; 
(ii) ab — cd = 0, if r» is even; 
ab — cd= £ lv , if η is odd. 
Theorem. The category Моа(
 х
, <7)hr is equivalent to Bn. 
In each case the authors give an explicit description of the Ί)
χ
 -module 
belonging to a given element in A (resp. B
n
). 
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Chapter II 
CLASSIFICATION OF D-MODULES WITH REGULAR 
SINGULARITIES ALONG NORMAL CROSSINGS 
by 
M.G.M. van Doorn 
0 Introduction 
0.1 To classify regular holonomic Di-modules Boutet de Monvel [2] uses 
pairs of finite dimensional (D-vector spaces related by certain <C-linear 
maps. Galligo, Granger and Maisonobe [4] obtain, using the Riemann-
Hilbert correspondence, a classification of holonomic !>„-modules with 
regular singularities along χχ. ..x
n
 by means of 2n-tuples of C-vector 
spaces provided with a set of linear maps. We mention that also Deligne 
(not published) gets a classification of regular holonomic ΤΊ-modules. 
The aim of this paper is to get such a classification in a direct way. 
The idea is roughly as follows. Denote by Ci the category whose objects 
are diagrams E *=* F of finite dimensional (C-vector spaces such that 
{ λ | λ eigenvalue o f « u } c { o e C | 0 < R e o < l } . We construct X>i-
modules ƒ"' ("Nilsson class functions"), F" ("micro Nilsson class func­
tions") and Di-linear maps U.F' -> T" ("canonical map"), V: 7" -» Я 
("variation"). For M 6 Mod/(Z>i)hr i.e., M is a regular holonomic left 
Pi-module, we consider the solutions of M with values in T' (resp. Я ' ) 
i.e., НотрДМ, ƒ"') (resp. Нот^ДМ, ƒ"")). In this way we get an ob­
ject in C\ i.e., a functor 5: Mod/(I>i)hr —» C\. In order to prove that S 
defines an equivalence of categories we exhibit an inverse functor Τ of 
5. As a matter of fact T(E *=±F)-= Hom(£ j=t F, Τ τ=* Τ"). The 
proof that S and Τ are inverse to each other reduces to a study of what 
happens to simple objects of both categories. 
The generalization to several variables is more or less straightfor­
ward, but the proofs get more involved. In proving statements we use 
induction on η to step down to the case η = 1 (or η = 0 if you wish). 
This causes some technical problems (cf. Lemma 4). At the end the 
proof of the equivalence (Proposition 3) becomes a formal exercise. 
Notations Let η e N. Write di = jf-, i G { l , . . . ,n} . Denote 
0 = O
n
 = € [ [ * ! xn]] (resp. <D{x1,..., ,j;rl});2)n = On[Ô1 Ôn]. 
Denote 0 ( n ) = <C[[in]] (resp. С{і,,}); 2>(n) = C?(„)[Ôn]. Let V be 2>n 
or !>(„). Denote by Mod|(P) the category of left P-modules. If Ρ G Ί> 
the left P-module VjVP is denoted by I>/(P). If M G Mod/(2>) and 
Ρ G 2?, left multiplication with Ρ on M is denoted by M -£-» M. 
Finally we put J := { α G С | 0 < Rea < 1}. 
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0.2 Throughout the paper we assume that the reader has some famil-
iarity with the language of P-modules. He may consult e.g., [1], [7]. 
Let M,N € Modj(2>n). Then the tensor product M ®o N has in a 
natural way a left Pn-module structure, namely given by 
di = ô,(m) ig) η + m ® θ,·(η), all i. 
Let M € Modj(2>„_i), then О®«?,,, M has a left l?„-module structure 
given by (cf. [7], Ch. 2, 12.2) 
ді(о<8т) = д>(а)®тп + а®ді(тп)
І
 all i € { ! , . . . , η - 1} 
о„(а®т) = a
n
(o)®m. 
In a similar way Ö ®о
ін) N has a left Dn-structure if TV G Mod/(ï>(„)). 
If Qi £ 2?(i), the following is easily verified 
(θ ® I » n - i / ( Q b . . . , Q n - i ) ) ® ( o ® V(n)/Q(n)) 
Sí2>/Wi , . . . ,0n) . 
1 The operation С 
1.1 In order to state the results in a neat way we introduce some 
general notions. Let A be a category. Denote C(A) the category 
whose objects are quadruples (E, F,u,v), where E, F are objects of A, 
и e Konu(E,F) and υ 6 Н о п и ^ . Я ) . li (E, F, и, ν) and (E', F',и', ν') 
belong to C(A), then 
Еот
сіл)((Е,Р,и, ),(Е',Р',и,У)) 
= {(f,g)enomA(E,E') 
χ Hom¿(F, F') I и'f = gu,fv = v'g}. 
Hence C(A) is the category of diagrams in A over the scheme u · »=* · " . 
Cf. Grothendieck [5] and Mitchell [6], Ch. II $1. С (A) may be seen as a 
functor category and as such it inherits the properties of A. In particular 
C(A) is an abelian category if A is abelian. We have two evaluation 
functors eo and ei from C(A) to A. If X = (Ε,Ε,ν,υ) € C(A) then 
eo(X) = E, ei(X) = F. If A is an abelian category these functors are 
exact and collectively faithful. Hence in particular: X' —• X —* X" is 
exact in C(A) if and only if ei(X') —» e,(A") —• e,-(.Y") is exact in A, for 
all » G {0,1}. Notice that we have natural transformations u:eo —• ej , 
v.ei —* eo. If F:A —» ß is a functor between categories A and β, 
there is obviously an induced functor C(F):C(A) —* C(B). Clearly if A 
and В are additive and F is an additive functor, then C(F) is additive. 
Exactness properties of F are transferred to C(F). Furthermore, if 
G: A —* В is another functor and η: F —• G is a natural transformation 
(resp. equivalence), there is a natural transformation (resp. equivalence) 
C ( i , ) : C ( F ) - C ( G ) . 
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1.2 Let Λ be a category. For all η G N we define inductively 
Co(A) := A 
C
n+l(A)~C(Cn(A)). 
For each η G N we have 2" evaluation functors defined inductively as 
follows: for all i i,..., i
n+1 € {0,1} 
β
»ι····'.+ι = c»i —·• o e »»+i · 
If E € Cn(A) and i i , . . . , i „ G {0,1} we mostly write E(ii...in) or 
£,·,...,·. instead ofе^.^Е). 
For every j € {! , . . . , n} and all i i , . . . ,»j- i i*j+i i · •·»»!» G {0,1} we get 
>t-morphisms 
E(ii... t ,_ i0 t , + i . . . і
п
) -* E(ii... ¿,-_i l i j+ i . . . »'„) 
^(»'i · · · »j-il»'i+i · · · »n) -» ^(«'i · • · »j- iOij+i . - · ¿n) 
It is easily seen that the category C„(A) can be identified with the 
category whose objects are 2n-tuples (E(ii... »„); »Ί,..., t
n
 G {0,1}) 
of objects of A, connected by .4-morphisms, for all j G { 1 , . . . , η}, all 
¿ і , . . . ,»пб{0,1}, 
ti:E(-0-) — E(-l-) v. E(-l-) -> E(-O-), 
where E(—r—) stands for E(ii ...ij-irij+i ...i„). The following dia­
grams have to commute 
Eoo —* Eoi Eoo *— Eoi Eoo —* Eoi Eoo i— Eoi 
.Z?io —• Ец Ею *— Ец Ею —» Ец Ею *— Ец 
where for simplicity we have written E
r
, instead of 
E(ii... ij-irij+i... i' t_ii»' t +i... i„), all r, * G {0,1}. 
Remark Let Л be a ring and let Mod/(,4) be the category of left A-
modules. We write Cn(i4) instead of C(Mod|(i4)). Furthermore we put 
Cn = Cn(C). 
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2 Definition and properties of ƒ"„ 
2.1 Our next goal is to construct a particular object T
n
 of £„(!>„). Let 
therefore π 6 Ν, η φ 0. For α € J, i 6 Ν - {0} define 
*(„).<,, : = 1>(п)І({дпхп - α)') ^ ) ( β > < := Ρ ( η ) / ( ( χ η θ η - α)')· 
For each α € J, the P(n)-linear maps 
^(
П
).а,.· - ^(n),«^!. educed by Ρ ~ P(d
n
x
n
 - a) 
and 
J f n W - ^Г»)1в1(+1 - i n d u c e d ЬУ P ^ ^(«nft. - a) 
yield inductive systems (J/,,)
 βι
,·)ί *nd (^7п)
і0і<)і· Define 
(^n) ~ φ Üül^ nW Г^») := іІЩ ,^)...*· 
Furthermore, the 2?(
n
)-linear maps 
Τ»)> β ι ί - ^(η),α.ο educed by Ρ н* Ρ«,,, 
give rise to î>(n)-linear maps 
UW '· ?{") -* ?(*) V(n): ^(n) — Fin) • 
Hence we have constructed an object 
•^ (n) := (•?r(n).-?7(n).w(n).V(n)) €Ci(Z>(n)). 
By extending coefficients we get О ® 7(
п
) € Сі(
 п
). 
0(·) 
Remark Instead of the clumsy notation &(0 ® ·)(?(η)) w e prefer 
σ(») 
to write О ® ƒ(„). 
2.2 The preceding constructions lead immediately to 
Lemma 1. There exist short exact sequences ofV(n)-inodu¡es 
p(n)/(a„xn - a) ^n ) v<">iH- eV ( 'n ) ) a G J _ {0}. 
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PROOF. Let о € J - {0}. The D(n)-linear map 2>(„)/(ο„ι
η
 - a) -» 
^(ιοΛζηοη — tt)i induced by Ρ !-• P9n is an isomorphism (left to the 
reader). We have the commutative diagram with exact rows 
i i i 
where the vertical maps are induced by Ρ ι-» Рдп- Hence, by induction 
on i, it follows that Я.
 a { -* F?. a ., 1 ι-> dn is an isomorphism for 
all t G Ν - {0}. 
It is easily verified that we have a commutative diagram with exact 
rows 
l· I > I ' I» 
^ ) / № ) 1 ~ ^ X ' ) , ^
n
).o1 < + 1 - " ^¡.,Α,+ι — *(.)/№.) 
Taking the direct limit and summing over α G J we obtain the exact 
sequence of P(
n
)-module8 
î>(n)/(ôn) — ^ î H ^ ) . 
The other two sequences are obtained in a similar way. 
2.3 Consider the bifunctor ®ο·ΜοΔ,(Ί)
η
) χ Mod f(P n) -• Mod^D,,), 
(Μ, Ν) ι-» Μ ®
σ
 Л^ . It induces a bifunctor from C
n
_i(Z>„) χ Ci(X>„) to 
^ ( ^ n ) ! aleo denoted by ®σ· Keeping this in mind we define inductively 
on η € N 
/"o — C 
ƒ·„ := (θ ® .F„_i)®(o ® ^ ( n ) ) €C„(X>n). V ο._, / о о(щ) к V 
Hence 
^n(»i . . . i
n
) = ( 0 ® ^ ( і ) ( « і ) ) ® - ® ( 0 ® ^(„)(¿n)) 
for all 11 , . . . , tn G {0,1}. The X>n-Iinear maps are identified as 
1®W())®1 
Fn(il---ii-lOij + l...in) Z ^ ^η(«Ί ...tj-ilij
 + i . . . l n ) . 
1®V0 )®1 
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We are ready now to define the functor 5„. Therefore consider the 
bifunctor tf
n
:Mod,(2>
n
) χ Могі,(Р
п
) — Co, (Μ,Ν) ~ Hom
v
.(M,N). 
It induces a bifunctor С„(Я
П
): Mod|(D
n
) xC
n
(I>
n
) —* C
n
. So there arises 
a contravariant functor 
5
n
: Mod,(2>„) - Cn S
n
(M) := С;(Я
П
)(Л/
І
^„). 
Notice that 5
n
 is characterized by 
5
n
( M ) ( t i . . . i„) = H o m ^ ( M , ^
n
( i i . . . i
n
)) 
for all ii,...,in 6 {0,1}. 
3 Study of the functor S
n 
3.1 We restrict our attention to the category Modj(2?
n
)JJ' 'x* the full 
subcategory of Modj(X>
n
) consisting of holonomic P
n
-modules with reg­
ular singularities along xj ...x
n
. For a definition we refer to van den 
Essen [3], Ch. I, Def. 1.16. He gives also a description of the simple ob­
jects in Mod/(X>
n
)^ " r - (loc. cit. Ch. I, Th. 2.7). They are of the form 
í>n/(gi,. · · ,qn) with qi G {xi,d¡}U{dm-ац I ai € Φ, 0 < Reoü < 1} 
for all ί G {1, . . . ,η} . It is suitable for us to write this as 
(θ ® N)®(O® V(n)/(qn)) 
where TV = Т>п-і/(Яі>- • • i în- i ) ш а simple object from the category 
Моаі( п-і)ъІ x"1. To simplify notations we introduce: 
For α G J U {1} define q
n
(a) G X>(
n
) as 
5η(0) :=9
η
; Çn(l):=Xn; qn{a) := д
п
х
п
 - a, a G J - {0}. 
For N G Mod^Pn.j) define 
Ρα(Ν)^(θ <g> N)®(0 ® X>(„)/(ç„(a))). 
For M G Mod, (!>„) define 
Qa(M) := Кег(Л/ 1-^) M). 
So for each a G J U { l } w e have a pair of functors (Pa,Qa) 
P
a
: Mod,(P„_i) -* Mod,(D
n
) Q^rModKPn) - Mod^Pn-O. 
Obviously: 
- Q
a
 is left exact; 
- P 0 is exact because 0 ® o ( n ) D(n)/(9„(a)) is a flat <?n_i-module; 
- P
a
 is a left adjoint of Q 0 . 
3.2 By a direct calculation, using the definitions of F'
n
 and ƒ"„ o n e 
establishes the following. For convenience we write ® instead of ® . 
C(») 
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Lemma 2. There exist short exact sequences ofVn-i-moduies 
for aii α € J - { 0 } . 
PROOF. During the proof we write ® instead of ®0(,)· Let a G J. It is 
straightforward to verify that On-i Si Qa(0 ® T'^ a¿). One may use 
e.g., 
о ® ^
η ) ι β > < = сц«;
1]«;-^tog*»)'-1 + · • • + О К М ' Г l 
or the lemma on page 39 in [7]. Furthermore 
On.! S Сокег(0 ®
 (п)/(дпхп - a f ' ^ a ) 0 ® Цп)/(дпХп - α)) · 
Consider the short exact sequences of 2>-modules 
О ® /(»),.., t — Ö ® ^ , , ) , . , ^ ! — * О ®
 (п)/(дпхп - a). 
Writing (frj for the map: left multiplication with ο
η
ι
η
— α on 0&FL)
 0 · 
for all j G N — {0}, we obtain a long exact sequence 
О,,-! = Ker^j '—* Ker^ + i = On-! —• Ker^o = On_i 
-i-> Сокег ф( -¿-* Сокег фі+1 —» Coker φο = On_i 
where every map is Z>
n
_i-linear. By induction on t we have that 
Cokerфі = On-i· Now O
n
-i is a simple Pn-i-module, hence 6 is 
an isomorphism. Moreover ε = 0 and Coker фі+і = 0„-ι- So we have, 
for all t G N — {0}, a commutative diagram with exact rows 
Оп-г — 0®r(n)iaii
 ( β
· ^ -
ο )
 0 ® ^ „ ) i O i J - * On-! 
1· 1 II· 
о,,-! — o®r(n)iaii+l
 (B
^
a)
 σ®^
η ) ι α , + 1 -^ On-i 
Another calculation learns that left multiplication with d„Xn — a on 
О ® ?l
n
)tfiii ¡β a bijection for all t G N - {0}, all β G J, β Φ α (use 
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induction on »). After taking the direct limit and summing over β G J 
we arrive at the short exact sequence 
On-i — σ ® ^ η ) ( β ^ β ) σ ® ^
η ) . 
Using that left multiplication with ô„i„ - a on О is bijective and 
the commutativity of the next diagram with exact rows (cf. Lemma 1) 
|(β.*.-α) Ι(β«*.-β) Κβ.Γ,-β) 
Ο — 09Г
ІЯ) -^ 0®ηη) 
one establishes the exactness of 
On-r «— О ® ^ ) ( β · - ^ α ) О ® ^ ) . 
It is immediately verified that left multiplication with x
n
 on 0®Т!
п
^ 
is bijective. Furthermore left multiplication with ar„ on 0®I>(
n
)/(xn) 
is surjective and has Ker = On-i· Consider the second sequence in 
Lemma 1, argue as above and obtain the exactness of 
Combining results on left multiplication with 9„in and left multiplica­
tion with x„ yields the exactness of the upper sequences in the lemma. 
3.3 At this point we introduce a category С as follows. 
Co is the category of finite dimensional (C-vector spaces; 
Cn+i is the full subcategory of C + i consisting of all the objects 
(E, F, u, v) 6 Cn+i that satisfy: 
(i) E,F£Cn·, 
(ii) { A | A eigenvalue of е^...^(1ш)} С J for all t'i,..., t
n
 € {0,1}. 
Notice that C„ is a thick abelian subcategory of Cn- For each a G ^ U{1} 
we introduce a functor La:Cn-i —* Cn by putting for all E G Cn-i: 
Lo(E):= (£ ,0,0,0) 
¿^^(О.Д.О.О) 
¿„(Я1) := (Я, Я, 1, Q1) for all a G J - {0}. 
These are all exact functors. Clearly for each a G J U {1} La restricts 
to a functor from C - i to Cn, also denoted by L
a
. 
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3.4 Putting η = 1 in Lemma 2 we may reformulate it as 
S1(vi/{ql(a)))=La(<D)eCl 
Ext},, (ΐ>ι/(ίι(β)),*·ι(θ) = 0 all α € J U {1}, all t € {0,1}. 
However elements of Modj(Pi)hr have finite length. Hence S\ induces a 
contravariant exact functor—denoted Si—from Modj(I>i)hr to Ci. This 
result generalizes to 
Proposition 1. Sn induces a contravariant exact functor 
Sn:Mod,(!>„)£ ''^Cn. 
PROOF. By induction on n. We need only to consider a simple module 
M € Mod/(Pn)*; χ · . Hence let a € J U {1}, Ν € ΝΜ/(2>
η
_ι)£ r * - , 
such that M = P
a
N. Let i i , . . . , ι„ € {0,1}. Write 5 = qn(a), Ρ = Ρ
αι 
Q = Q
a
, L = L
a
. Lemma 2 says that left multiplication with q is 
surjective on О ®0(») ^(n)(»n)· Furthermore О ®o(») F(n)(*n) is a flat 
On-i-module and 4 è î'(n). hence 
<3(^η(«Ί...»η))= ^n-i(«i. . .¿n-i) ® CÍO ® ^(„)(in)). 
0 . _ i \ Of.) / 
Again using Lemma 2 we get Ci(Q)(0®о(.)?(»)) = ¿((?n-i)· It follows 
that 
Sn(PN) = CniHnKPN, Tn) = С
п
(Я
п
_1)(ЛГ,Сп(д)(^п)) 
= C
n
(H
n
-l)(N,rn-1 ® Ci(i?)(0 ® ƒ(„, 
= С
п
(Я
п
_і)(лГ )^п_1®і(<Г)) 
= (С;_і(Я„-і)(ЛГ,Я,_і))®£(а!) = LSn-гЛГ 
с 
The exactness of Sn follows, by induction, from the next general result. 
Lemma 3. Let А, В be abeftan categories with enough injectives. Let 
G: В —> Л be a /eft Adjoint of F:A —* В and assume that G is exact. 
Furthermore, ¡et A e A be such that ТОГЦ) = 0. Then one has that 
ExtlA(G{B),A) 2 Ext¿(B,F(^)), for ai/ В e В. 
Remarle RlQ(T
n
(ii ...i'n)) = 0 because left multiplication with 9 is 
surjective. 
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PROOF. Notice that for an injective object I 6 Λ F(I) is injective in В 
because one has Нотв( ·, F(I)) S Нотд (G( · ), /) and this last functor 
is exact. Consider a short exact sequence A «—• / —» R in A with I 
injective object in A. Since R1 F(A) = 0 we get an exact sequence in В 
F(A) ^ F{I) —» F(R). 
(Obvious F is left exact.) Let В € В. There results a commutative 
diagram of abelian groups with exact rows 
EomA(G(B),A) ^-* Hoiiu(G(ß),/) 
Яотв(В,Р(А)) ^ Яотв(В,Р(І)) 
—» EomA(G(B),R) —» Exti(<?(£),Л) 
— Нотв(В,.Р(Я)) —» Ех^
в
(В,Р(А)) 
Hence the lemma follows. 
4 The inverse functor 
4.1 In order to prove that 5
n
 defines an equivalence of categories we 
come up with an inverse functor. First some generalities. Let A be an 
additive category and let Л be a ring. A left A-object in A is an object 
A G A together with a homomorphism of rings p.R —* Нотд(Л,Л). 
(Cf. Mitchell [6], Ch. II, §13.) For instance the objects of C
n
{R) are 
iî-objects. Further if Л € Л is any left Л-object, then the abelian 
group Нотд(В, A) gets in a canonical way a left Л-module structure. 
If α £ Horru(5,.B') then Hom>«(a, Л) is amorphismof left Л-modules. 
In particular we have a left exact contravariant functor 
T
n
.C
n
 — Mod,(D
n
) E >-* Еот
Сщ
(Е,Г
п
). 
4.2 In order to study this functor T
n
 we first consider the operation С 
We recall that for any additive category A we defined Komc(A)(E,F) 
for all E, F 6 A in such a way that the following sequence of abelian 
groups is exact 
Hom
c(A)(E,F) ^—+ Еотл(Е0іЕо) x EomA(Ei,Fi) 
—• Hom^(f?o, Fi) ж Еот
л
(Еі, Fo) 
(ƒ> 9) ·-* (»fr/ - QUEJVE - VF9) 
This observation enables us to prove the following. 
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Lemma 4. Let Л be a Φ-a/gebra, В an A-aigebra. Let A be an abeiian 
subcategory of Co- Suppose G: Mod|(B) —» Mod/(A) is a ieft exact func­
tor. Let 0o:<-?(Homc(-i ·)) -* Hom« ( ·, CJ( · )) be a naturai transfor­
mation (resp. equivaiencej of bifune tors from .4 ж Mod|(B) to Modi (A). 
Tben there is a naturai transformation (resp. equivalence) 
e
n
:G(EomCn(,))^EomCn(-,Cn(G)()) 
of bifunctors from Сп(Л) x C
n
(B) to Modj(j4). 
4.3 Finally let us define for each or € J U {1} a functor Ka.Cn —* C„_i 
as follows: 
Ko(E, F, u, v) :=Keru 
Κ^Ε,Γ,η,υ) :=Kerv 
K
a
(E, F, u, υ) := Ker(t)U - o l ) , all a G J - {0}. 
Clearly ΑΌ is left exact for all α € J U {!}. Furthermore, as one easily 
verifies, La is a left adjoint of Ka. 
4.4 Before we return to the functor Tn we need a description of the 
simple objects of Cn. We leave it to the reader to verily 
Lemma 5. (i) Every F G £
η
, F φ 0, bas a subobject of the form L
a
E, 
for some a G J U {1} and some simple object E G Cn-i · 
(ii) The simple objects in C„ are those of the form L
a
E for some a G 
J U {1} and some simple object E G Cn-i-
(Hi) Every object in Cn has a finite length. 
4.5 Now we are ready to prove 
Proposition 2. T
n
 restricts to a contravariant exact functor Cn —* 
Mod|(D
n
) j^" **, that taires simple objects to simple objects (and is still 
denoted Tn). 
PROOF. By induction on n. We may assume F G Cn to be simple. Let us 
say F = L
a
E, a G J U {!}, E G C
n
_i simple. Write L = L
a
, К - K
a
, 
Ρ = P
a
. For each t G {0,1} О Θο,., Т(
п
)(і) is a flat C?„_i-module. 
Hence in virtue of Lemma 1 we get 
Κ(Γ
η
) = ?η-ι ® (θ ® Р ( п ) / ( д „ ( а ) ) ) = С „ _ 1 ( Р ) ( ^ п _ 1 ) . 
Apply Lemma 4 to the well-known equivalence Hom«(.F, M) ®o N — 
Momc(F,M ®CJ N)t where F is a finite dimensional C-vector space, 
M G Mod(<!>), N a flat O-module, gives 
T
n
(LE) S Н о т с Д Я . В Д , ) ) SS HoinCi,.1(£?1C„_i(P)(^„_1)) 
In fact these isomorphisms are 2)n-linear. To exhibit the exactness of 
Tn we use 
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Lemma 6. Let R:Modt(T>n) -> Co be an exact functor. Then, for all 
E e cn, Ext¿.(f;,c„(A)(^n)) = о. 
PROOF. According to Lemma 1 £/(„), V(„) and V(
n
)W(
n
) — αϊ are sur-
jective, hence R1Ä'(J7n) = 0. Since R is exact it commutes with К and 
R1K(Crl(R)(^'n)) = 0. Hence according to Lemma 3 it follows that 
ЕіА^ {іЕ,Сп(Е)(Гп)) ^ Εχ£
η
(Ε,€η-ι{1№){Γη-ι)) = 0 · 
Remark According to Mitchell [6], Ch. VI, Corollary 4.2 (with R = <C), 
Cn is equivalent to a category of right modules over a certain ring of 
endomorphisms. (Recall, cf. §1, that C
n
 is a functor category of the 
kind mentioned in this Corollary.) Hence Cn has enough injectives. 
5 The equivalence of categories 
In the preceding pages we have shown the existence of two contravariant 
exact functors 
Sa-Modt(Vn)Ü '-^Cn Tn-.Cn^MoMVnKl r-
By some formal considerations it follows now that 5n defines an equiv-
alence of categories with inverse T„. 
Proposition 3. 5 n and Tn are inverse to each other. 
PROOF. First we mention the natural equivalence of ©-vector spaces 
Нотс^.Нотр^Л/.ЛО) S Homp.ÍM.Homc^,^)) , where E G Co, 
M, Ν £ Mod/(I?
n
). By Lemma 4 there results a natural equivalence 
EomCn(E,Cn(Hn)(M,F)) 2 Нот^(Л/,HomC n(E,F)) 
where E G C„, M G Mod/(2>
n
), F G ί
η
(2)
η
) . So in particular we get a 
natural equivalence 
HomC n (E, Sn(M)) S Н о т ^ (M,Tn(E)) 
where E G Cn, M G Μοάι(Ί>„)^ "'. Or, working in the dual category 
С 
Bomel(SÜM)tE)°iEomVm{M,TZ{E)). 
Hence Sn is a left adjoint of 1%. This gives rise to natural transforma-
tions 0:1 — T'S' = Tn5n , ф:ЗЖ — 1 and dual φ0:1 — 5„Γ
η
. Both 
S° and T° aie exact and take simple objects to simple objects. Hence 
in particular both functors are faithful. Hence ψ(Μ) and φ0{Ε) are 
monomorphisms if M G Mod/(Z>„)fi¿ *", E G Cn- Hence both are iso-
morphisms in case the object is simple. So, by induction on the length, 
φ and φ0 are equivalences. 
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Chapter ΙΠ 
TVMODULES WITH SUPPORT ON A CURVE 
by 
M.G.M. van Doom and A.R.P. van den Essen 
0 Introduction 
0.1 In [10] (see also [2], [4]) Kashiwara proves the following 
Theorem. Let X be a complex manifold and Y a closed submanifold. 
Let i: Y «—• X be the inclusion. The direct image functor i+ establishes 
an equivalence between the category of X'y-moduies and the category 
ofVx-modules with support contained in Y. 
What happens in case У is no longer smooth, but only a closed subva­
rie ty? Following [9], [5], [14], [13] one defines the ring 2>y of differential 
operators on У. In case Y is non-singular this definition coincides with 
the usual one i.e., the subalgebra of End
a;((7y) generated by Ογ and 
Dcr
c
(Oy). 
Bloom [5], [6], Vigué [14], Bernstein a.o. [1], and recently Smith and 
Stafford [13] in the algebraic case, investigated these kind of rings and 
showed that in general they fail to have some nice properties such as 
being left or right noetherian. However, as already Bloom and Vigué no-
ticed, in case У is a curve the situation is more pleasant. Investigations 
have culminated in a nice 
Theorem. (Smith and Stafford [13], Thm B.) Let X be an affine curve 
and тг.Х—*Х the normalization. Assume ir is injective. Then ^{X) is 
Morita equivalent to (Х). 
It goes without saying that X is non-singular, hence Ί>(Χ) is well-
known. (See e.g., [3].) Using this we are able to modify Kashiwara's 
theorem as follows. 
Theorem. Let (Ar,0) be ал irreducible germ of a curve in (C n ,0). 
Then the category of Vxt0-modules is equivalent to the category of 
V
ni0-modules with support contained in X. 
0.2 In this paper we take a ringtheoretic point of view. O
n
 is the 
formal (resp. convergent) power series ring in η indeterminates over k, 
an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero (resp. <£). ρ С O
n
 is a 
prime ideal of height η — 1. Our aim is to prove that the category of
 п
-
modules with support contained in V{p) is equivalent to the category 
of 2>(O
n
/p)-modules and thus to the category of Dj-modules. 
In $1 we collect some facts concerning differential operators over a 
commutative ib-algebra. In §2 we introduce the functors which are going 
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to establish the required equivalence. We derive a necessary and suffi-
cient condition for the equivalence to hold. In §3 we investigate "dis-
tribution" modules i.e., P(On/p)-modulee with support at the origin. 
We exhibit the equivalence for these modules. In §4 we use Kashiwara's 
theorem for the regular case and the result of $3 to obtain that the 
afore mentioned condition in $2 is fulfilled. §5 contains an application. 
We show that for irreducible f £ O2 = О the left P-module Oj/O is 
simple. (Cf. [8], [15].) 
We should like to thank Prof. S.P. Smith for the many valuable dis­
cussions during his short stay in Nijmegen. Much of the formalism and 
facts of differential operators as in §1 we learned from him. 
1 Generalities on differential operators 
1.1 Let Л be a commutative /fc-algebra. Throughout this paper к will 
denote an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero. Let M and N 
be A-modules. One defines ν^Μ,Ν), the space of Jfc-linear differential 
operators from M to N of order < n, inductively by ^1(М1 Ν) := О 
and for η > О 
νχίΜ,Ν) — {θ €Eomk(M,N)\[e,a]€V'X-1(M,N), аЯаеА]. 
Put 
00 
VA(M,N)~ и&\(М,М). 
n=0 
Л
(М) := Ί>
Α
(Μ,Μ) is a ib-eubalgebra of Endk(M). Ί>Α(Μ,Ν) is a 
Τ^Α(Ν)'Ί>Α(Μ) bimodule. The module action is given by composition 
of maps. We refer the reader to the paper of Smith and Stafford [13], 
§1, where a nice survey of results on differential operators is given. The 
reader may also consult [9] or [11]. 
1.2 We would like to add the following observation: 
Let M be an A-moduie of finite presentation. Then
 А
(М,М) S 
НотліМ,Ί>Α(Α,Ν)) as A-modules, where the A-module structure 
on Ί>Α(Α,Ν) is the one coming from the right
 А
(А)-8Ігисіиге. 
The short proof runs aa follows: 
DJ(M, N) 2 llomA(P2 ® M, N) 2 Нотд (M, Hom„(Pj;, Ν)), 
A 
where EomA(PA, Ν) is formed by viewing PJ as an A-module through 
the left action of A (see note below). ΙΙοιη
Α
(Ρχ,Ν) is considered as 
an A-module through the right action of A on Ρχ. As M is finitely 
presented we may apply [7], §1, Prop. 8a and conclude 
1ітХ>^(М,ЛГ) 2 Нотд (M, lim Нот^ (Р2 ,Ν)). 
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Note Let μ: A ®t A —* A be the multiplication map α ® 6 •-• ab. Put 
JA = Кет μ, PJ = A ® t i4/J^+ l. PJ has two structures of an Л-
module. Namely multiplication on the left, giving the "left" structure 
and multiplication on the right, giving the "right" structure. (See e.g., 
[9].) Observe that in case the PjJ are projective Л-modules of finite 
type, then 
VA(A,N) = N®VA(A) 
and T>A(A) is a flat Л-module. This occurs for instance when Λ is a 
regular Jb-algebra of finite type or when A = O
n
. 
1.3 Due to the absence of an appropriate reference we mention the 
following: (See also [13], end of §4.) 
Let I С A be an ideal, then (by induction on the order of an operator) 
oo 
VA(A,A/I) С \J{ θ € Eomk(A,A/I) | в(Г) = 0}. 
n = l 
Hence 
VA(A,A/I) S Um EomA(A/P,VA(A, A/I)) 
i.e., Biipp(VA(A,A/I)) С V(I). In particular, if м С A is a maximal 
ideal such that к =£ А/м, then as one easily verifies by induction on n: 
oo 
VA(A, k) 2 (J { θ € НопцИ, Jb) I (мп) = 0 } 
n = l 
2 1ітНопи(Л/лЛ1Ь). 
Hence in case Л is a noetherian, local Jb-algebra with maximal ideal м 
such that А/м 2 к then, according to [7], exercise 32 of §1, VA(A,k) 
is a dualizing module for A. So in particular VA(A,k) is the injective 
hull of the .A-module Jb. (This fact was kindly pointed out to us by 
S.P. Smith.) 
Note that we are considering VA(A, A/1) as an .A-module through it's 
right I>(./4)-structure. 
1.4 To finish this section we fix the setting for the rest of the paper. 
Let η € Ν, η φ 0. О := On+ì denotes the formal (resp. convergent) 
power series ring in the indeterminates x, x\ xn over Jb (resp. (C). 
Ol denotes the formal (resp. convergent) power series ring in the inde-
terminate t over Jb (resp. <C). O0 denotes the formal (resp. convergent) 
power series ring in the indeterminate χ over к (resp. <E). 
V:=V0(0,0) = 0[d,dl an] Vl:=V0i(OvOl) = 01[dt] 
M := (χ, Zi,..., χ
η
) denotes the maximal ideal in О. 
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Let ρ С О be Ά prime ideal of height η such that χ £ P- A := 0/p 
is a local ring of dimension 1 with maximal ideal м = м/р. The 
normalization of A i.e., the integral closure of A in its field of fractions, 
is Οχ. In the sequel we will identify О/м = к = А/м, k = OJtO^. 
We fix once and for all some canonical maps 
я·: О —» Α τ: О —» ib 7: А — » к 
with τπ = т. 
We have 
V(A) := Ι Μ Λ , Λ ) S I(pV)/pV Sí E n d ^ P / p D ) 
where 
/(pZ>) = the ideaUzer of pV in V 
•.= {D€V\D(p)Cp}. 
See [13], 1.6 or [5], [11], [14]. The identification arises as follows. If 
D G V such that D(p) С ρ, then xD(p) = 0. Hence it induces a Jfc-
linear map D: A —* A such that vD = Dir. In fact D £ 'D(A). Note 
that 1.2 implies that, at least as left 2?(.A)-modules, 
V(A) = V0(A,A) S Н о т 0 ( С ? / р , Р 0 ( 0 , Л ) ) = Endp(D/p2>). 
1.5 Morita equivalence. The (А)- і bimodule Ρ := Ί>
Λ
(Οι,Α) is 
isomorphic to a right ideal in Vi. Hence Ρ is projective and a generator 
because gl. dimT>i = 1. The rings (А) and P i are Morita equivalent 
if the natural map 
P ® O i — A, P®f>-*p(f) 
Vi 
is surjective. (See [13], Prop. 3.3.) As Ρ is a left 2>(.A)-module we only 
need verify that 1 is in the image. That is the case; arguing as in [13] 
we get AnnA(Oi/A) D tNOu for some N € N. Put ρ = П^ГіЧ* 9 - Д 
then p(V) = 0 for all j G {Ι,.,.,Ν - 1}, p(iN) = (Ν - 1)ΗΝ and 
ρ(1) = ( - 1 ) ( - 2 ) . . . (-ЛГ + 1), thus ρ G P . So V(A) and Vi are Morita 
equivalent. 
The functor 
N~N ® Ρ 
V(A) 
from Моа- (А), the category of right X>(j4)-modules, to Mod-Z>i, the 
category of right Pi-modules, is an equivalence of categories. The in­
verse functor is Μ ι—• Н о т ^ Д Р , Af). 
Similarly 
N ~ Иот
 ІА)(Р, Ν) = Ρ' ® ЛГ 
gives an equivalence between P(i4)-Mod, the category of left V(A)-
modules and TVMod, the category of left Pi-modules. One has 
Ρ ' := Eom
v(A)(P,V(A)) 2 Р д ( Л , О і ) . 
The reader is referred to [13], §2, 3 for the details. 
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Remarle Let (Χ,Ο) С (<Εη,0) be a germ of a curve. Let τ : X —• X 
be the normalization. According to [13], Thm 3.13: If # x " 1 ( 0 ) = ^ 
then "Ρχ
 r
-i(0) is Morita equivalent to T>x 0. Now # τ ~ 1 ( 0 ) = number 
of the irreducible components of the germ (X,0)· Hence in case (X,0) 
is an irreducible germ of a curve V
x 0 is Morita equivalent to VQ 0 . 
(Cf. [14], II.) 
2 T h e main theorem 
2.1 As we have mentioned in the introduction we want to compare 
P-modules with support contained in V(p) and P(j4)-module8. Let 
Modp-P denote the category of right P-modules M such that, consid­
ered as O-module supp(M) С V(p). It is a full abelian subcategory of 
Mod-P, which is closed under extensions. In case A is regular i.e., V(p) 
is non-singular, the Л-module A <8>o V can be given the structure of a 
left P(A)-module. (See e.g., [2], [3].) This enables one to define inverse 
images of P-modules. Now Α ® σ Ρ = ^ ( Ο , - Α ) and it is not difficult to 
show that the above mentioned left 2?(i4)-module structure on A ®e> V, 
in case A is regular, coincides with the usual left 2>(i4)-module structure 
cmV
o
(0,A). 
This motivates the following 
Definition. В := V0(0,A). 
Б is a V(A)-V bimodule and as we already saw, вирр0(В) С V(p), 
where В is considered as an 0-moduIe via the action of V. Moreover 
the natural inclusion 
l imHom 0 ((?/p n , iV ® B) ^—>N ® В 
-^ V(A) V(A) 
is an isomorphism for all N € Mod-2>(j4). So N ® (л) В ia a. right 
I>-module with вирр(ЛГ ®τ>(Λ) В) С V(p). This justifies the following 
Definition. 
i+:Mod-V(A) ^ Mod0-V, N >-+N ® B; 
P
 Х>(Л) 
<+: Mod-Î) — Uod-V(A), Μ ι-^  H o m
r
( B , M). 
We make the following observations: 
- і+ is a left adjoint of i + . 
- i'+ is left exact; »'+ is right exact. 
- If M € Modp-D, Μ φ 0, then i+(M) φ 0. This is obvious since 
t + M = Homo(0/p,M). 
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2.2 Theorem. t + defines an equivaience between the category of right 
V(A)-moduies and the category of right V-modules with support con­
tained in V(p). 
2.2.1 In the remainder of the paper we shall be mainly concerned with 
the proof of this theorem. In fact the theorem follows directly from 
Proposition 2 and the Corollary to Proposition 5. As a first step we 
have 
Proposition 1. i+ is an exact, faithful functor. 
PROOF. We want to prove that »+ is an exact functor. Or what amounts 
to the same В is a flat 2?(.A)-module. Now as we already saw В = 
lim B
n
, where 
В
п
:=Еото(0/рп,В). 
By induction on η we show that each B
n
 is a projective left Ί>(Α)-
module. This certainly implies the flatness of B. For η = 1 we have 
Si = Eom0(0/p,B) = Komv(V/pV,V/pV) = V(A), 
hence Bi is projective. 
For each η e N we have an exact sequence of C7-modules 
рп/рп+і c_^ σ/ρ»+ι — » σ / ρ " , 
which gives rise to an exact sequence of left V(A)-moduies 
B
n
 - - B
n + 1 —» H o m 0 ( p n / p n + 1 , ö ) . 
Now pn /pn+1 is an O/p-moduie of finite type. Hence we have a sur-
jection 
r 
0 σ / ρ — pn/Pn+1 
•=i 
and an injection 
г г 
Hom0(p"/Pn+1.-B) — ®Eom0(0/p,B) = ®V(A). 
» = 1 · = 1 
So B
n+i/Bn may be identified with a submodule of ©¿-j (А). Since 
Т>(А) is Morita equivalent to Pi, gl.dimZ>(j4) = 1. This implies that 
every submodule of a projective P(v4)-module is itself projective. So 
B
n+i/Bn is a projective left Z>(.4)-module and we have a split exact 
sequence 
Bn *—• B
n
+i —» B
n
+i/B
n
. 
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By induction on n, B„+i is a projective left Z>(A)-module. We can say 
even more, namely 
В Sí Bi φ ß j / ß i φ Β3/Β2 φ · · • . 
So Βι 2ί ЩА) is a direct sum factor of В and this implies 
N ® B = Q iff ЛГ = 0. 
Hence i'+ is faithful. 
2.2.2 Our aim is to show that i + defines an equivalence of categories. 
Now Modp-I> is closed under extensions in Mod-2>, hence we should 
have 
Exti,(B, i+N) й Exti, ( 4 )(D(A), N) = 0, for all N € Mod-P^). 
We claim that this is ako sufficient. Let us first mention the existence 
of natural transformations η: 1 —» «+i+, c : i+i + —• 1, arising from the 
adjointness of i+ and i+. 
Proposition 2. Assume Exti,(B,i+^) = 0» *)' &1I N e Mod-P(A). 
Then i + is an equiva/ence of categories. 
PROOF. Let N be a right I>(.A)-module. Since gl.dimî>(.A) = 1, N has 
a projective resolution of length 1 
Pi ·—* Po — N. 
Applying i + t + we get a commutative diagram with exact rows 
t+i+Л ·—• i+i+Po —» i+i+N — Exti,(B,i+Pi) = 0 
Jflift) |п(Яо) |ч(ДГ) 
Now η(Ρι) and »ί(Ρο) are isomorphisms, [7], §6, Prop. 7. Hence »?(A^ ) is 
an isomorphism. Hence r; is an equivalence. 
Furthermore we have for any M G Mod-D a composition of maps 
·+ i r 4(»+*ί) .+. .+ „ ·+«(Αί) .. 
r M —• r i + i * M —• t*M 
i+e(M)o!,(t+A/) = l. 
Since »7(i+M) is bijective, i+e(M) is bijective. Hence t+(Kere(A/)) = 0, 
implying Kete(M) = 0 because Kete(M) is a submodule of i+i+M, 
hence Kere(M) G Modp-P. Consider 
i + t + M гЩ
)
 M —» Cokerc(M). 
Applying : + yields an exact sequence 
i+i+i+M ' ^ i+M — t + Coker£(JW) —• Exti,(B,t + i + M) = 0. 
Hence i + Coker e(M) = 0 because i+e(M) is surjective. Now if M G 
Modp-D, then Coker ε(Μ) G Modp-I>. It follows that Coker ε{Μ) = 0. 
This proves that ε(Μ) is an isomorphism for all M G Modp-D. 
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2.3 So we see that a necessary and sufficient condition for i+ to be an 
equivalence is the vanishing of the ΕχΙ^Β,ί+Ν). Later we will see 
that it suffices to show Extp(ß,ß) = 0 for all к € { ! , . . . , η } . Even 
ib € { 1 , 2 } suffices. 
3 The module VA(A,k) 
3.1 Before we proceed, we focus our attention on a 2>(./4)-module with 
support {AT} namely
 А
(А,к). We already mentioned in the introduc­
tion (1.2) that, for Л-modules of finite presentation, one has an iso­
morphism of Л-modules VA(M,N) a RomA(M,VA(A,N)). It follows 
immediately that 
i+(V
o
(0,k)) * Ηοιη 0 (Λ,Ϊ> 0 (σ,*)) S V0(A,к) = VA(A,k). 
This means that we have a bijective map 
ф:
 А
{А,к)^і+{
 о
(0,к)), 
which is Л-Ііпеаг. It is straightforward to check that for every D € 
VA(A, к), ф(0) € i+(D0(0,Jb)) = llomv{B,V0{0,k)) is theP-linear 
map 
E »- DE, for all E G В = V0 (О, A). 
Hence φ is a. right 27(Л)-1іпеаг isomorphism. 
3.2 Let I С О be an ideal containing ρ and let / = I/p the corre­
sponding ideal in A. Then 
І+( (А)/7 (А)) = A/1®V0(0,A) = Vo(0,0/I). 
Applied to I = M this gives 
і+( (А)/мТ>(А))= 0(0,к). 
The faithfulness of t+ and the fact that Т>0(0,к) is a simple right V-
module imply that also (А)/м (А) is a simple right P(j4)-module. 
Hence the natural map 
(А)/*П)(А)^
 А
(А,к) 
is injective. The surjectivity is established by the following 
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Lemma 1. VA(A,k) is л simple right Т)(А)-то<1и1е. 
PROOF. Consider the canonical map 
(1V«M ® P' = V^iOuk) 9 V^A.Oi) -» VA(A,k). 
Vi Ί>, 
Clearly this map is non zero and hence injective because Vi/tVi is a 
simple right X>i-module. It remains to show the surjectivity. According 
to 1.5 Ρ β ρ , Ρ' и ЩА). Hence 1 = ^
o 6 / paqa (for some finite set I), 
with p
a
 € Ρ = Ί>
Λ
(Οι,Α), q
a
 € Ρ* = 1>A(A,Oi), for all α € I. Now 
let θ G VA(A,k). Then θρα € P0l(Oi,Ä;), for all a € / and 
ас/ а€/ 
CoroUary. і+і+(і>л(і4,ік))аР,4(Л,ІЬ). 
3.3 Remark In case of a right ideal I С V(A), I = (Αχ,..., A
m
)V(A) 
one finds a right ideal J CV such that 
i+(V(A)/l)=V/J. 
One may argue as follows. Choose a finite presentation о( (А)/І i.e., 
an exact sequence 
V(A)m -s- Ό(Α) —» 2>(A)//. 
Apply ¿+ and recall that В = V/pV; the map i+(a) lifts to a map 
a: D m -*Ί> to give a commutative diagram with exact rows 
Bm iii·) Б _ ^ ,·+(χ)μ)//) 
1 Î I' 
D"* -2» D —* 2)/Imä 
and Ker^ = pD/(Im аПрІ?) = (p2>+Imä)/Imä. Furthermore Im а = 
( P i , . . . , П
т
) with π£); = Α,-τ for ail j G {1,..., m}. So Dj (ρ) С ρ 
and Ζ?,- induces Л, G Ϊ^Λ)· One concludes that 
• + (D(A)//)=P/J I 
where J = pP-l- I inö= р + (Di,... .D,,,)^. 
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4 The modules Ext^(A,B) 
4.1 Let us now attack the problem of proving ΕχΙ^Β,ϊ+Ν) = 0 for 
all right T>(i4)-modulee N. As noted before such a module N has a 
projective resolution of length 1 
Pi ^ Po — N. 
Applying J+»+ one finds a commutative diagram with exact rows 
i+i+Pi «— i+j'+Po - ^ » + »+^ 
(1) |>J(^.) |ч(А) |ч(АГ) 
Pi «— Po — ЛГ 
and long exact sequences 
(2) E x t k i B . i + P c O - ' E x t ^ B . i + A O ^ 
Ext*,+ 1(ö, i+A) - Ext*,+1(B,i+Pb). 
For a projective right P(v4)-module Ρ the obvious map 
Ρ ® E x d ( ß , B ) - » E x d ( ö , P ® B) 
is an isomorphism. ([7], §6, Prop. 7.) It follows that η(Ν) is injective, 
establishing again that i'+ is faithful. Furthermore 
(3) Coker η(Ν) Sí Сокег a 
й Ker(Ext¿(B,i+A) -» Ext^ö.t+Po)) 
2íKer(Pi ® Ext4,(B,B)-»Po ® Εχίί,ίβ,β)) 
ü(^) V(A) 
*Toi?(A)(N,Ext],(B,B)). 
Observe that Ext^)(B, B), for all ¿b 6 {1, · · ·, η}, has a left and a right 
2?(.A)-module structure. Since we are only interested here in the left 
one, we prefer to write Exto(A,B) instead of Extp(B,B). (Note that 
Ext^(A,B) S Ext^(5,5) ; this uses Λ®
σ
2> = V0(0,A) = В and the 
fact that V is a flat O-module. [7], §6, Prop. 8.) 
For notational convenience we introduce the left D(j4)-module8 
Ck := Ext^(A,B), for all Jb G { ! , . . . ,η). 
The previous observations (2) and (3) can be reformulated as 
Coker η(Ν) = Toif(A)(N, C1); 
(4) 
Po ® C ^ E x t k t B . i + A O ^ P ! ® C t + 1 - P o ® C*+ 1, 
V(A) Ό(Α) V(.A) 
are exact sequences. 
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4.2 Our aim is to prove Ck = 0 for all fc € { l , . . . , n } and thereby 
establishing Εχί^Β,ί+Ν) = 0 for all t € { ! , . . . , n } . The first result 
to this end is the following proposition, whose proof is postponed till 
the end of this section. We are still considering Ck = Ext{j(j4,B) 
as a left 2>(A)-module. In particular Ck inherits the structure of an A-
module. We discard the other .A-module structure. Note that in forming 
Exto(AtB), В is viewed as an O-module through its right P-module 
structure. 
Proposition 3. 8иррд(С') С [м], for aJi / G {1 η}. 
The proposition emphasizes that the left ??(.A)-modules C' are sup­
ported on the singular point [м]. Before we proceed we need a technical 
Lemma 2. Let ρ G Ρ* = VÁ(A,Oi), m £ N and Γ* G V(A). There 
exist q G Ρ*, Ν Ε Ν such that tNp = qtm. 
PROOF. By induction on the order of p. 
(i) р€ ^(А,Оі) = Яот
А
(А,Оі). Take q = ρ, N = m. 
(ii) ρ G V^+1(A,Oi). Then [p,tm] G ν^Α,Οι). Hence there exist 
q G Ρ', N G N such that tN[p,tm] = qtm. It follows that tNptm -
tN+mp _ qim α α ά t h u 8 ^ + т р _ ^ffp _ 9 ^ m 
Proposition 4. Let / € { 1 , . . . , n}. Assume 
ToI?Á)(VA(A,k),C,) = Q. 
Then C' = 0. 
PROOF. Let ¡ G {!, . . .,η} and put С = С1. Assume to the contrary 
that С φ 0. It implies Р*®і>(л)С φ 0. Hence there exist ρ G Ρ*, с G С, 
such that ρ ® с ^ 0. According to Proposition 3 some power M of AT 
annihilates с Choose m G N big enough such that tm G ΛΪ*' С ^(A). 
(This is possible because Ann^(Oi/A) / 0.) By Lemma 2 we can find 
q G Ρ*, N G N such that tNp = çim . It follows that tN(p® c) = 
qtm ®c = q® tme = 0. We arrive at the conclusion that P* ®V(A) С 
contains a non-zero element which is annihilated by t. A contradiction 
because 
Ker(i-,P* ® C) = Tor? ,(îJi/<î>bP* ® C) 
V(A) V(A) 
= Тот?А)(
 А
(А,к),С) 
which by assumption vanishes. 
So we are reduced to prove that all these Tori's vanish. This is the 
content of 
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Proposition 5. For all l G {!,...,n) 
Totf(A)(VA(A,k),C,) = 0. 
PROOF. By induction on /. 
( i ) / = l : 
ToTf(A)(VA(A,k),Cl) = Сокегі7(Х>д(Л,ІЬ)) = 0 
by the Corollary at the end of §3. 
(ii) Assume the proposition has been proven for 1,..., /. By the previous 
Proposition C' = 0. Applying the long exact sequence (4) with Jb = / 
we get 
Т:от^
л)(
 А
(А, к), C,+l) г Е х 4 ( Я . і+1>ліА,к)) 
°¿Ext,o(A,Vo(O,k))=0 
because
 0(0,к) is an injective O-module. (Cf. 1.3.) 
Corollary. Е х 4 ( В , i+N) = 0, for all I 6 { 1 , . . . , η), N e Mod-P(A). 
4.3 Proof of Proposition 3. 
Let / € { ! , . . . ,n}. We have to show that зирр
л
(С') С [м]. Now A is 
a local ring with only two prime ideals (0) and м. We need only show 
that (0) g 8upp(C')· Now 
Л о ) ® С ' = Op®C^ = Εχί'^Α,ΟρΘΒ). 
А О О 
Furthermore 
Op® В = 0p®Vo(0, A) = 0(Ор,Ор/рОр), 
σ ο * 
so it is a right P(C?p)-module and we are done if we can show that 
Ext^iOp/pOp.Po^Op.Op/pOp)) = 0 . 
In fact we will prove that for any right
 р
 = О
р
[д,ді,... ,dn]-module 
M with supp(M) С V(pOp) 
Ext,Ott(Op/pOp,M) = 0, for a l l /e {!,..., η}. 
By a suitable change of coordinates we can manoeuvre ourselves into 
the following situation (Normalization theorem. See [3], Ch. 3, 3.22): 
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(i) ι $ ρ (this we already assumed from start); 
(ii) ρ contains an element f\ such that f\ € Oofci] is an irreducible 
Weierstrass polynomial in xi; 
(in) Let Δ € Oo be the discriminant of f\. ρ contains elements ƒ2, 
. . . , ƒ„, such that for any 1' € {2 , . . . , n} ƒ,· = Δι< — T¡, for certain 
î< G Oo[xi]; 
(iv) рОд = ( ƒ ! , . . . , ƒ „ ) ; 
(ν) Notice that Δ ^ p; hence pOp = (fi,..., fn) and ( ƒ 1 , . . . , ƒ„) is a 
regular sequence in pOp; 
(vi) di(fi) e Op- pOp i.e., di(fi) is a unit in Op for all 1' G {1 η}. 
di{fj) = 0,iìi>j€{ì,...,n},i>j. 
By induction on d one proves 
Sublemma. Let M be à right Op[di,..., dd]-inodule with supp(M) С 
V(fi,...,fd)· Then ( / i , . . . , fd) is ал M-coregular sequence. 
(The reader is referred to [7], §9, No. 6 for the definition of coregular 
sequence.) 
PROOF. By induction on d (fi,...,fd-i) is an M-coregular sequence. 
We need to verify that right multiplication by fj is surjective on 
M' := Kert/b M) П...П Ker(fd-i,M). 
Put ƒ := fd, S := öd. The right Op[¿]-module M' has вирр(М') С 
V(f). Let m G M'. Some power N of f annihilates m i.e., m / w = 0. 
Hence 0 = mfNS = {m6f - mN6(f))fN-1. By induction on N we 
may assume that m i / - mN6(f) = mof, for some mo G M'. Hence 
m = (m¿ — mo)(N6(f))~ f because 6(f) is a unit in Op. 
It follows that ( Λ , . . . , ƒ „ ) is M-coregular for any right Vp-module 
M with supp(M) С V(pOp). Hence for any such module 
Ext'o^Op/pOp, M) = #„_,((ƒ!, . . . , ƒ„ ) , M) = 0, 
for all / € { 1 , . . . , " } according to [7], §9, No. 7. 
Remark No doubt the reader familiar with the theory of Z>-modules 
will have recognized this proof as one for a special case of Kashiwara's 
theorem. (Cf. e.g., [4].) 
4.4 Remark Let Y be an affine non-singular variety over k, an al-
gebraically closed field of characteristic zero. Let »: X «—• У be a 
closed sub var iet у of dim X = 1. Assume that the normalization map 
π:Χ —» X is injective. Then Μοάχ-Ί)(Υ), the category of right V(Y)-
modules with support contained in A", is equivalent to Mod-X>(X). 
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Of course the "same" proof as above applies. Put 
Β:=τ>0{γ)(0(Υ),0(Χ)) 
as in §2. Note that in case X is non-singular, В corresponds to the 
sheaf Djr_»y. Put 
i + := · ® B, V(X) 
i + := Кот (у)(В, ·)ι 
a pair of adjoint functors. V(X) is Morita equivalent to V(X) (cf. [10], 
Thm B), which achieves that »'+ is faithful and exact. 
By Kashiwara's theorem (cf. [2], [4]) 
Е х 4 ( у ) ( В , В ) = Е х ^ ( у ) ( 0 ( Л " ) , Б ) =: С', 
to be viewed as a left Z>(X)-module, is for / φ 0 supported at the 
singular points of X. Write A := O(X), A := 0(X). Let χ £ X be 
a singular point corresponding to a maximal ideal M in A. As τ is 
injective, let м be the unique maximal ideal of A, which is above M. 
Identify к = A/M = А/м. The D(A')-module
 А
{А,к) has support 
{л-*}. As in Lemma 1 one obtains 
А
{А^) = ^от
щ2){Р, ^А,к)), 
where Ρ = ν^Χ,Χ) is the bimodule establishing the Morita equiva­
lence. One derives that 
0 = Cokerr j^A,*) ) = T o r f ^ D ^ A , * ) , * : 1 ) 
= ^
X){V¿A,k),P· ® C1). 
л
 Щл) 
Now R := .A~ is a regular local ring, whose maximal ideal мА^ is a 
principal ideal; say M ~ = мА~. Then 
0 = Тог?(д)(1>(Я)/<Р(Я), P*M 9 ClM), 
which means that C]^ = (Cl)x, the stalk at x, has no t-torsion. But 
then C]^ = 0 because suppiCj^) С {мА
м
}. By induction on / one 
derives that C'^ = 0. 
4.5 Let ƒ 6 02 be irreducible and let M be a right ^-module with 
8upp(M) С V(f) i.e., Mf = 0. Then the Corollary to Proposition 5 
implies that Ext7j3(B, M) = 0. Hence the right multiplication by ƒ on 
M is surjective. 
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5 An application 
5.1 The application we have in mind is to show the following propo-
sition. We will not dwell on its meaning but refer the reader to [8] 
or [15]. 
Proposi t ion 6. Let f £ O? =: О be irreducible. Then Oj/O is & 
simple leñ V-module. 
PROOF. There exists a ¿-linear involution on Z>—transposition of dif-
ferential operators—determined by 
(i) a' = a, for all α € О; 
(ü) dl = -dt, for all i; 
(üi) (PQY = С*Р\ for all Ρ, Q € V. 
Clearly this involution turns every left D-module into a right one, de-
noted by M' , and vice versa. This involution induces a ¿-algebra anti-
isomorphism 
I(Vf)/Vf°iI(fV)/fV = V(A). 
Furthermore there exists a ¿-algebra isomorphism 
ф:іи )І! ^І{ !)І !, 
induced by the map: for all D € / ( ƒ # ) , D *-* D', where D' e I(Vf) is 
the unique element such that Df = f Σ?. 
Composing both maps gives a ¿-linear involution on Ί>(Α), which 
turns A into a right Z>(A)-module, provisionally denoted by A'. It is 
straightforward to check that 
i+{(OJ/0),)*iA,. 
Since Λ is a simple left P(.A)-module (as Τ>(Α) is Morita equivalent to 
Ί>ι), it follows that A* is a simple right I>(.4)-module. Hence (Oj/O)* 
is a simple right 27-module, which implies that Oj/O is a simple left 
D-module. 
R e m a r k The above proposition has been obtained independently by 
S.P. Smith [12] by a quite different method. 
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Appendix 
For later use we derive a slight reformulation of our main theorem. 
Let (X, 0) С (<En + 1,0) be an irreducible germ of a curve; denote by 
i:(X,0) <—> (<Dn+i,0) the inclusion. Let ж:(Χ,Ο) — (Χ,Ο) be the 
normalization. Note that (X,0) 2 (<C,0) (cf. §1.5 Remark). Finally 
put π := i ο π. 
Theorem. The direct image functor f+ defines ал équivalence between 
the category of right Vg -modules and the category of right V^n+i
 0-
modules with support contained in (X,0). 
PROOF. Put О = О
С
п+і0, A = Охо, λ = Οχ„. We will write V = 
V^n+i
 0 , V(A) = T>xo, V(Ä) = Ί>χ0· Recall that the direct image 
functor #+ is defined by 
for all right 2>(yl)-modules N, where 
V
x~*-+\o = λ®ν = vo(0,Ä). 
The bimodule
 о
(0,А) viewed as a right D-module is supported at 
X. If for a moment we forget the left D(./i)-structure on B, we obtain 
isomorphisms of .A-modules 
i+(v0(o,Ä)) = ΐίοπι
ν
(Β,ν
σ
(σ,Α)) 
^ilom0(A,V0(0,Ä)) 
~V0(A,Ä) by 1.2 
= VA(A,Ä)°<P'. 
Obviously the isomorphisms are linear for the left î>(Â)-structure. Fur-
ther it is straightforward to check that this yields an isomorphism 
i+(V0(0,A)) S Ρ* of right P(v4)-modules. In virtue of the main 
theorem 2.2 this yields an isomorphism of (А)- bimodules 
ν0(ο,λ)~Ρ* ® B. 
V(A) 
Now we are done since 
*+(N)~(N ® P') ® B = i+(N ® Ρ') 
V(Z) VW V(A) 
i.e., 7Г+ = іг+ о i+ where π + ( · ) := · ® P* establishes the Morita 
V(Ä) 
equivalence (cf. 1.5) and »'+ is the equivalence of the main theorem 2.2. 
Remark Since π: (X,0) —* ( C + 1 , 0 ) is a holomorphic map of smooth 
germs the ordinary theory of D-modules applies to it. 
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Chapter IV 
VANISHING CYCLES A N D P-MODULES 
by 
M.G.M. van Doom 
0 Introduction 
This paper arose while we where working on the problem of classifying 
regular holonomic P
x
-modules (X a complex manifold) with a pre­
scribed singular support i.e., the projection under тг:Т*Х —* X of the 
characteristic variety. In [vD] we treated the normal crossings case. We 
believe that such classifications should be done by "P-module theoretic" 
methods. In other words one should not start to translate the problem 
into one on classifying perverse sheaves. 
The theorem on extensions of perverse sheaves of Verdier [V] has of 
course an analogue in the framework of T-modules. This analogy arises 
by means of the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence (Cf. [Me] or [KK2]). 
The main goal of this paper is to give a "P-module theoretic" proof 
of the analogue of the extension theorem (cf. Thm 3.2). Meanwhile 
we establish some results (Prop. 1.5.1 and Prop. 2.4.3) which might be 
important on their own. 
As a preliminary task one is forced to find analogous versions of 
the nearby cycle functor Фу and the vanishing cycle functor Фу of 
Deligne [D], (where ƒ : X —» <C is a non-constant holomorphic function) 
and the natural morphisms can: Фу —• Фу, var: Фу —•Фу. In [Ma] 
Malgrange considered the structure sheaf Οχ and defined P
x
-modules 
corresponding with Фу 31* and Фу Six. In [Kl] Kashiwara treats the 
general case; he defines functors φ and φ such that for every regular 
holonomic Djf-module Μ, ΦΜ reep. фМ agree with Фу.?7 resp. Фу^", 
where ƒ" = ΚΗοπι-ρ^Μ,Οχ). Furthermore there are natural mor­
phisms c(M)·. фМ —» фМ, (М).фМ —* фМ corresponding with can, 
var. The main result (Theorem 3.2) is then as follows (cf. [V], Cor.l). 
Theorem. The functor 
F:M~ (М\Гх),фМ * = * ΦΜ,φ{τ)) 
defines an equ/vaience between the category of regular holonomic
 х
-
modules and the category of triples (M,N\ * = * Λ/ζ,α). Here τ:M —» 
M[f~l\ denotes the canonical map and λί, λίχ, Λίζ are regular holo­
nomic V
x
-modules such that: 
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Μι, M2 are supported by X0 = f~l(0); 
U, V are Pj^-morphisms; 
o: Mi -~-» V"·^  is an isomorphism satisfying aC/V = c(M)v(M)a. 
In §1 we introduce Kashiwara's filtration and state the main prop­
erties (Thm. 1.4). Moreover we put forward a nice description of this 
filtration (Prop. 1.5.1). This enables a rather easy proof of the Artin-
Rees property (cf. 1.6.3) . 
In §2 following Kashiwara (cf. [Kl] and also [Ma]) we introduce func­
tors φ, φ on Моа(
 х
)
Ь т
 We list some properties. Using material from 
§1 we deduce the existence of a distinguished triangle in Dhr(î?^) 
Щх.]М[1] 
У \ 
фМ • фМ . 
We obtain some corollaries to be used later. We make some comment 
on relations with Deligne's functors and add a remark concerning why 
one should restrict attention to regular holonomic
 х
 -modules. 
In §3 we formulate the main theorem 3.2. This section is rather 
technical. By then it is obvious that the functor F is exact and faithful. 
However the difficulty is to show that F is essentially surjective. To 
solve this problem we introduce an inverse functor G, which does the 
reconstruction for us. The details are in 3.2.3. 
For a moment we return to the classification problem mentioned at 
the beginning. Suppose one wants to classify holonomic P^-modules 
with regular singularities along XQ. The main theorem reduces this to 
a problem of classifying pairs Mi 1=* M7 of regular holonomic
 х
-
modules with support contained in XQ. In a subsequent paper we will 
return to this question. 
N.B. If we write "module" we always mean "left module". 
Mod(V
x
\T denotes the category of regular holonomic P^-modules. 
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1 The canonical good filtration 
1.1 Definition 
Let У be a complex manifold and let Ζ be a closed submanifold of Y. 
Let I be the defining ideal of Ζ С У i.e., the sections of Ογ vanishing 
on Z. Following Kashiwara [Kl], (see also [S]), we define a descending 
filtration F'Vy on Vy by 
FkVy := { Ρ € P y | PI' С IHk, all j £ N }, for all Jb 6 Z. 
In local coordinates (yi,...,ym,zi,...,zn) on У such that Ζ is given 
by Уі = 0, . . . , y
m
 = 0, one has 
Ρ
0
Ί>γ is the subring of Vy generated over Oy by 
A. J- A. JL 
о > · * · Ì α ' l ' I α ι * * * ι Ут Q ÔZi dzn дух ду
т 
F0Vy is a noetherian sheaf of rings. (Cf. [S], Ch.III §1.4 and appendix 
C.5; cf. also [KK2], Ch.I §1.1.) The Рк у are coherent modules over 
Р
0
 у. F0'Dy/F1Vy is a coherent sheaf of rings. 
1.2 Definition of good filtration 
Let M be a coherent Py-module. A descending filtration F'M on M 
is called a good filtration if 
(1) FlVyFkM С F ' + ' M , for all k,l 6 Z. 
( 2 ) A I = U
e
i F * M . 
(3) F ' X is a coherent F02)y-module, for all к € Ζ. 
(4) Locally one has: 
F'VyPbM = F t + 'A< if ^ > 0 , l b > 0 ) o r ( / < 0 , * < 0 ) . 
If this is the case then for any ib € Z, gr'jVf := FkM/Fk+1M is 
a coherent i ; , 0Dy/F1Dy-module. Notice that a coherent Py-module 
has locally a good filtration. Moreover if M is a regular holonomic 
Dy-module, such a filtration exists globally. 
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1.3 Definition of canonical good filtration 
From now on we assume У = Χ χ <D, X a complex manifold. Let t be 
a coordinate on (E. The ideal I = tOy defines the closed submanifold 
Χ χ {0}, which we identify with X. Let θ denote the vectorfield td on 
У, where д = £. Clearly we have 
t _ ƒ F0VYtk, if ifc 6 N 
F V Y
~ { Σ~=Ο F0VY^, if -к e Ν. 
The coherent sheaf of rings F0Vy/F1'DY may be identified with Х[ ]. 
Let M be a coherent Vy -module with a good filtration F'M. The 
filtration is called a canonical good filtration if 
(5) there exists a non-zero polynomial 6 G (Ε[θ] such that 
(i) 6(0 - k)FkM С Fk+lM, for all * 6 Z, 
(ii) 6 - 1 ( 0 ) C { z 6 C | 0 < R e z < l } . 
1.4 T h e o r e m . (Cf. [Kl], Thm 1 and [L], Thm 3.1) Let M be a coAerent 
Vy-module. Then: 
(i) M admits at most one canonical good filtration. 
(ii) If ЛІ is holonomic, then M carries locally a canonical good filtra­
tion. 
(in) If M is regular holonomic, then M has a canonical good filtration. 
(iv) If M is regular holonomic, then for all к G Ζ, grfc.M is a coher­
ent T>
x
-module, where F'M denotes the canonical good filtration. 
[Notice that V
x
 С 1>
x
[td] = Ра у/Р1 у and in general grkM 
is only coherent over
 х
\td\.] In that case gr*.M is a regular 
holonomic V
x
-module. 
1.5 Let M be a coherent Py-module equipped with a canonical filtra­
tion F'M. We want to give a more explicit description of this filtration. 
Therefore we introduce the following notation: for a linear subspace 
С С M and any Jfe G N put 
rkC~{m£M\tkm€C}. 
Consider the descending chain of subspaces of M 
• · · С Г
2F0M С Г lF0M С FaM С tF0M С ί2ΡαΜ С · · · 
We claim that this is just the canonical good filtration. 
1.5.1 Proposition. Let M be a coherent Vy-module carrying a canon­
ical good filtration F'M. Then for all к G Ζ 
FkM = tkF0M. 
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PROOF. Let 6 € Φ[θ] be a non-zero polynomial satisfying condition (5) 
of 1.3. Observe that for к € Ν ' , 
F-kM С t-kF0M, tkF0M С FkM. 
Let us prove the other inclusions. 
(1) Let Jb 6 NV Suppose m G t-kF0M i.e., í*m G F°M. Hence 
dktkm e F-kM·, thus (θ + к) ...(θ + l)m в F-kM. On the other 
hand there exists N € Ν, ЛГ > Jb + 1, such that m € F-NM\ thus 
6(0 + Jb + 1 ) . . . 6(0 + N)m € F-kM. Because of condition (ii) of 1.3(5) 
(0 + Jb)... (0 +1) and 6(0 + Jb + 1 ) . . . 6(0 + N) are relatively prime. This 
yields m G F~kM. 
(2) Locally there exists jo G N such that F'VYF>0M = F>+>0M, 
for all j > 0. It follows that F>°+>M = t3F><>M, for all j > 0. If 
j 0 = 0 we are done, so assume j 0 > 0. We will derive that Fl0M = 
tFi'^M. Let m G F>°M. Then 6(0 - j 0)m G ^ 0 + 1 Λ ί . Hence 
there exists mo G FioM С Fl0-lM such that 6(0 - jo)"n = tm0. 
Writing 6(0 - jo) = 06(0) + 6(-jo), with 6 G €[0] , we have 6(-jo)m = 
i(mo - Ô6(0)m). Note that 6(-jo) G С*, mo - Ö6(0)m G F10-1 M 
and thus m G tF'o^M. This yields F'0M С tF^^M. The other 
inclusion is obvious. It follows that already F3o~l+3M = t3F*a~*M, 
for allj > 0. By descending induction we arrive at F3M = t3 F^M, for 
all j > 0. 
1.6 Using this description of the canonical good filtration we will de­
rive that a morphism φ: Mi —* M2 of coherent Py-modules, carrying 
a canonical good filtration, is a strict morphism between the filtered 
modules. By this we mean that 
lm<pnFkMi = tp(FkMi), for all Jb G Ζ. 
This will be done by proving an Artin-Rees lemma for canonicali good 
filtrations. As a preliminary step we have: 
1.6.1 The canonical filtration on 7ί?χ]Μ 
Let us first recall the following. Let Ζ С F be a subvariety defined by 
an ideal 1. For a Py-module M one defines 
Tlz]M = ІітПот0 (Оу/Г,М). 
This is a7?y-module with support contained in Z. (Cf. [K2], §1 or [Me].) 
Let ΙίΚ-ι denote the Jb-th derived functor of Fj^j. If M is coherent it is 
not necessarily the case that 7{rz-,M is coherent. However Kashiwara 
proved: 
- If M is holonomic, then Tíf^iAÍ is holonomic. ([K2], Thm 1.4). 
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- If M is regular holonomic, then also П^М. ([KK2], Thm 5.4.1). 
The ideal tOy defines the closed submanifold Χ χ {0} = X. Let M 
be a coherent Py-module and assume that ftfjf ,Ai is also coherent. We 
make the following observations: 
(1) ПщМ = { m G M I there exists N 6 N such that iNm = 0 } 
= (J Ket(tk,M). 
(2) 7ί?χ]Μ carries a descending filtration given by 
[x]
 І 0 if ¿ G N . 
(3) This is a good filtration, because: 
(i) Conditions (1) and (2) of 1.2 are trivially satisfied. 
(ii) 1.2(4) is true, because Кег(<',Л<) =* Θ' ΐΪ ,^ ' Ker(t,A<). 
(iii) Кег(<|Л<) is a coherent 2?^-module ([K2], Prop. 4.2), and 
thus a coherent F0Z>y-module. This implies 1.2(3). 
(4) Furthermore (td - k)Fk 7ί°
χ]Μ С F
k+l
 H°X]M, for all it € Ζ as 
one easily verifies. Thus the filtration given by (2) on 7ί?
χ
·\λ4 is the 
canonical good filtration. 
1.6.2 The induced filtration on a quotient 
Let M be a coherent 2>y-module and let AÍ С M be a coherent Py-
submodule. Suppose M is equipped with a filtration F'M which is 
canonical good. There are induced filtrations on Л/" and Μ/λί defined 
by 
Fktf :=λίη FkM, for all Jb Ç Z, 
Fk(M/U) := FkMlFkJsf, for aU it € Z. 
Proposition. The induced nitration F'(M/Af) is canonica] good. 
PROOF. Clearly the induced filtration satisfies properties (1), (2), (4) 
and (5) of the definition of canonical good filtration. Condition (3) is 
fulfilled, because locally Fk(M/Ai) is a F0î>y-module of finite type 
and it is a Р0 -submodule of the coherent Dy-module М/Я. By [S], 
Prop. 1.4.2 and the last lines of 1.1 Fk(M/Áí) is a coherent F02>y-
module, for all ifc 6 Z. 
Note. By the last line F * ^ is a coherent F02>y-module, all к G Ζ. 
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1.6.3 The induced filtration on a holonomic submodule 
Proposition. Let M be a coherent Vy-module and let AÍ С M be 
a coherent submodule. Assume M carries a canonica/ good filtration 
FM. Then: 
(i) KeT(t,M)r\FoM = 0; 
(ii) the induced filtration on λί is canonical good. 
PROOF. We begin the proof of (ii) and meanwhile obtain (i) as a special 
case. The induced filtration satisfies conditions (1), (2), (3) and (5). 
The problem is to show that F'Af satisfies condition (4) i.e., locally 
FlVyFkM=Fk+lN if ( / > 0 , t > 0 ) o r ( / < 0 I f c < 0 ) . 
We proof this in two steps. 
1: FlVyFkN = Fk+,Af for all / < 0, ib < - 1 . 
It is enough to prove 
F " * - 1 ^ = F-lVYF-
kM, for all к > 1. 
Therefore let jb € N* and η G F - * - 1 ^ . Let 6 6 <Γ[Θ] be a non-zero 
polynomial belonging to the canonical good filtration F'M (cf. 1.3(5)). 
Then Ь( + к + 1)п € Afn F-kM = F-kM. Write Ъ( + к + 1) = 
діЪ{ + l) + 6(fc), Ь € <Π[Θ] and Ъ(к) € € \ Further <6(0 + l)n G F-bMt 
yielding that η G F-ktf+dF-kM = F-lVYF~kM. 
2: The problem seems to be in the tail of the filtration. We shall derive 
that 
FlVyFkX = Ft+'Ar, for all Jb,/ G N. 
It suffices to show that Fk+lM С tFkM, for all ib G N. 
Let us first treat the special case 
2a: M = H\X]M. 
Let ib G N and η G F ' + W = Λ/Ή F * + 1 M . By proposition 1.5.1. 
there exists m G FkM such that η = tm. Because Μ = Ή^χ-ιΜ 
there exists N G N such that tNn = 0. It follows also tN+lm = 0, 
hence m G H^M = λί. So η = im with m G F*JV. This yields 
Fk+1AÍCtFkAÍ. 
Hence in the particular case λί = ?ί?χ]Μ we have established that 
the induced filtration is canonical good and by unicity (Th. 1.4 (i)) 
equals the filtration given in 1.6.1. In particular Κβτ(1,Μ)Π F0M С 
λίη F0M = 0, so this yields part (i). 
2b: The general case. 
Let Jb G N and let η G F t + 1 jV. There exists m G FkM such 
that η = im (Prop. 1.5.1). Denote with m the image of m in Μ/λί. 
Then iñí = 0 in Μ/λί. Hence m G Κβτ(ί,Μ/λί) П Fk(M//S) С 
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Ker(t, Μ/λί) П Γ0(Μ/λί). By proposition 1.6.2 the induced filtration 
on Μ/Λί is canonical good, hence by (a) above m = 0. It follows that 
m G Ai П FkM = FkM and η = im € tFkN. This yields F*+1jV С 
tFkM for all jfe € N. 
1.6.4 Corollary. Let ip:M\ —* Mi be a morphism of coherent Vy-
modules. Assume Mi and M? carry canonical good filtrations F'M\, 
F'Mi- Then φ is a strict morphism of filtered modules. 
PROOF. Put Af = I m p С Mi· Then F'Mi induces a canonical good 
filtration οηλί (Prop. 1.6.2). Also F'Mi induces a canonical good 
filtration on Af (Prop. 1.6.3). But there can be only one canonical good 
filtration on Af, hence p ( F * X i ) = Afn FkMi, for all Jb G Ζ. 
1.6.5 Corollary. Let Mi «—• Mi —» Мз be a short exact sequence 
of coherent Vy-modules with a canonical good filtration. Then for all 
к G Ζ we have exact sequences: 
(i) FkMi «—-• FkMi —» РкМз of F0 Vy-modules; 
(ii) gtkMi «—• gtkMi —» gr'A^a of Pjf [0]-niodu]es. 
1.6.6 R e m a r k 
Let M be a. coherent Vy -module admitting a canonical good filtration 
F'M. The multiplication with t induces, for all fc G Ν, a bijection 
gTkM -2-»· gr f c + 1jM. This follows from 1.6.3(i) and 1.5.1. 
2 Vanishing cycles and nearby cycles 
Let Χ, Y be as in 1.3. Let f:X —• <E be a non-constant holomorphic 
function on X. 
Let 
t: X — Y = Χ χ <C, x>-(z, f(x)) 
be the embedding on the graph of ƒ. 
Finally put X0:= f-1 (0). 
2.1 Let M be a coherent 'P^-module. Then 
ùM = (Vy/Vy(t-f)) ®M 
(where we have identified X with the graph of ƒ) is a coherent Vy-
module supported on the graph of ƒ. If M is holonomic, then %
Λ
Μ 
is holonomic (cf. [KK2], Lemma 5.1.9.). If M has regular singulari­
ties, then i»M has regular singularities (ibid.). In fact ¿. is an exact 
functor and establishes an equivalence between the category of coherent 
Vx-modules and the category of coherent Py-modules with support 
contained in the graph of ƒ (cf. [K2], Prop. 4.2.). The inverse functor 
of i . is given by 
Ker(t - ƒ , · ) = Ήχ>τη
Ογ
(0
γ
/{1 - f)Oy,). 
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In fact one has the identification 
i,MSSUi[d\9M, 
where the T>y-structure on the right-hand side is determined by (in local 
coordinates χι,..., xj, i on У): 
for all m 6 M, i € Ν: 
Цд* ® m) = -io 1 '" 1 <8> m + д' <$ f m 
ô(a ,'®m) = a< + 1®m 
aaiö·' ® m) = a* ® 9am - Ôi+1 ® ô0(/)m, 
f o r a l l a e { l , . . . , i / } , ( ö a = ^ 7 ) . 
2.2 Definitions 
2.2.1 The category of coherent P^-modules M satisfying the require-
ment that i,M admits a canonical good filtration is by 1.6.2, 1.6.3 and 
1.6.4 an abelian category. Let us denote this category by TZ. Following 
Kashiwara [Kl] (see also Malgrange [Ma] and M. Saito [Sa]) we define 
for any M G 71 
фМ := ^(іМУРЧиМ) 
ФМ := F-\ùM)IF°(uM), 
where F'(χ.M) denotes the canonical good filtration on i,M. 
2.2.2 Left multiplication with t resp. д induces maps 
с{М):фМ-^фМ, 
V{M):T¡>M -* фМ. 
2.2.3 If we make the identification X = Χ χ {0} (see 1.3), then r¡>M 
and фМ have the structure of a module over F^Vy j'Fi'DY = T>x[td]. 
Moreover фМ and фМ are coherent Ί>
χ
 [<d]-modules. The mappings 
c(M) and ν(Λ4) are P^-linear and the action of td on фМ (resp. фМ) 
is given by v(.M)oc(À4)- Іфм (resp. c(M)ov(M)). The Py-modules 
ipM and фМ have their support contained in 
i ( * ) Π (X x {0}) = graph(/) Π (X x {0}) = Xo x {0}. 
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2.3 Restriction to regular holonomic modules 
By Thm 1.4(iii) the category U contains the category of the regular 
holonomic modules Мо<1(
 х
)
Ьт
. According to theorem 1.4(iv) φ M 
and φΜ are regular holonomic P^-modules if M is regular holonomic. 
The restrictions of ψ and φ to Μοάφχ)^ are still denoted ψ and φ. We 
view them as functors from A<od(Px)h r to itself. There exist natural 
transformations с:ф —» V> ν'·Ψ —,• Φ- These satisfy the condition that 
for any M 6 Mod(T>x)hT there exists a non-zero polynomial 6 G <Ε[Θ] 
such that: 
(i) the ^A^-endomorphism c(M)v(M) satisfies b(c(M)v(M)) = 0, 
(ii) ¿"ЧО) С {г€<С | 0 < R e z < l } . 
2.4 A dist inguished triangle 
Our goal in this subsection is to show the existence of a distinguished 
triangle in D h r (2> x ), the derived category of bounded complexes of D é -
modules with regular holonomic cohomology. For any Л4 G Мо<Ц
 х
 ) h r 
there exists a distinguished triangle 
Rr[Xo]À<[i] 
У \ 
φΜ • φΜ. 
Or in more down to earth terms, there exists an exact sequence of 
regular holonomic Z>^-modules 
п
а
[Хо]м ^фМ^фМ-^ nlXoìM. 
We start with a lemma; its proof is a bit technical. 
2.4.1 Lemma. Let M be & Vx-module. There exists a natura/ iso-
morphism of
 х
-modules 
Ήμ^Μ -2- Kei(t,i,M) = Ήοτηο^Ογ/ίΟγ,ΰΜ). 
PROOF. Recall that (cf. 1.6.1, 2.1) 
ηΐχ^Μ = (J Кег(Г,M) i.M = <ф] ® М. 
nÇN 
Let ρ = Σ"=ο & ® m i € ÙM. 
Then tp = Σ,^Ζο д і ® ( " О + l)mJ+i + fmj) + 9n ® fm
n
. Hence 
ρ E Кет(і,г,М) iff fm
n
 = 0,птп
п
 = fm
n
_i,... ,τηχ = /mo 
iff r + 1 m o = 0, 
jlrrij = / 'mo for all j G { 1,..., η }. 
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This clearly implies that the inject i ve maps 
ε
η
(Μ):Κη(Γ,Μ) «—» Кет(і,і,М), 
" 1 
m ι-» 2_] ~^d' ® / ; m i for аИ m i 
induce a bijective O
x
 -linear map 
ε(Μ):Η°
Χο]Μ -* Кег(<,і.Л<). 
Clearly ε is functorial in «M, so it remains to check that ε(Μ) is Т>
х
-
linear. Therefore let ξ e 2>ег(О
х
), ra € Ker(/n,.M). Then ím € 
Кег(/п+1,Л<). Using the description of the Dy-structure on <D[d]®M 
in 2.1 one obtains 
Ée(JW)(m) = É¿-V®/'m 
j=oJ· 
= Σ V ® ^ m - Σ V+1 ® ^/)/ і т 
-
n¿:77rT)Toi®í(/)/¿-lm 
= ¿ V ® ^ m = e(-MKím)· 
2.4.2 Corollary. Let Ai be a Pjf-moc/u/e. Then 
КГ(Хо]-М - ^ КНотСу{оуІЮу,і.М). 
PROOF. The result follows once we have checked that 
M injective
 х
-module ^ i*M is acyclic for 7υ>τη0γ(Ογ/ΙΟγ,—). 
But this is clear, because an injective 27
x
-module M is injective when 
considered as an οχ-module. Hence M is divisible by ƒ i.e., mul­
tiplication by ƒ on Ai is surjective. This implies that the multipli­
cation with t on itM is surjective i.e., Sxt^ (Оу/Оуі,і*М) = 0, 
for all t > 0. The argument is as follows: Let m € Л4. There ex­
ists η £ M such that fn = m. Proceed by induction on j , using 
i(d} ® n) = -jfr-1 ® η + ^ ® m. 
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2.4.3 Proposition. Let M G Mod(Vx)hT. In Dh r(Px) we ¿ave a 
distinguished triangle, functorial in M, 
Щх.іМ[1] 
У \ 
$M. • ψΜ. 
PROOF. LetA^ be a regular holonomic P^-module. Consider the short 
exact sequence of F^Vy -modules 
Fux.M ^ i.M —•» i.M/F0i.M, 
where F'ÜM denotes the canonical good filtration on i,M. The functor 
Κ7ίοτη
σγ
(Ογ/ίΟγ,—) applied to this sequence yields a distinguished 
triangle 
Κ7ύ>τη
Ογ
(0
γ
/ί0
γ
, i,M/F0i.M) 
У \ 
Шрт
Оу
(Оу/Юу,Р0і,М) —• Юіот0 {ОуІЮу,иМ). 
By 2.4.2 we have 
ЮЬт0у{РуІЮуХМ) = Rr[Xo]Aí. 
By Proposition 1.6.3(i) and Proposition 1.5.1 it follows 
KHomOY{Oy/tOy,F0UM) = Fai,MltFaitM\-l] = ΦΜ[-1]. 
By Proposition 1.5.1 
КетЦ.иМ/Р^М) = t-lF0i,M/F0i,M = фМ. 
Let us investigate Сокеф, UM/F0ÜM). Therefore let m G ι'.Λί. For 
some TV G Ν*, m G F-Ni,M. It follows that α(θ)τη G F0i.M, where 
α(θ) = 6(0 + 1)...Ь( + Ν) and 6 G <С[ ] is a non-zero polynomial 
satisfying (5) of subsection 1.3. Then а( ) = іда( )+а(0) with 5 G <С[ ] 
and α(0) G С*. Thus α(0)τη + іда( )т € F0i,M. We conclude that 
Co\ieilt,ÙM/F0uM) = 0. 
Finally collecting things we end up with a distinguished triangle 
ФМ 
У \ 
фМ[-1) >Щх
о]М. 
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2.4.4 Some easy consequences 
Let M G Mod(Vx)hT. There are two natural distinguished triangles in 
Dhr(î>x) 
Щхоімт Щх
о]м[і) 
У \ У \ 
фМ >і>М M *M\J-X\. 
It follows immediately from these triangles. 
2.4.4.1 Proposition. For every M G AW(2>jr)h r the following are 
equivalent: 
(i) м -SU Л ^ Г 1 ] ; 
(ii) Я Г
№ ) М = 0; 
(iii) с(М):фМ —• VAÍ is ал isomorphism. 
2.4.4.2 Propos i t ion. For every .M G A^odiD^Jhr the following are 
equivalent: 
(i) supp(AO С ΑΌ; 
(Ü) ^
Χ ο ] Λ ί = Λ<; 
(iii) ΛίΙ/" 1 ] = 0; 
(iv) φΜ = M. 
Furthermore any of these conditions implies ψΜ = 0. 
PROOF. The equivalence of (i), (ii) and (iii) is well-known, (iv) ^ (i) is 
clear. Now (ii) implies itM = Ή?χχι0\]ΰΜ, hence ψΜ = 0 (cf. 1.6.1.) 
and thus φΜ = RT^^M = M. 
R e m a r k . With a little more effort one can show that ψΜ = 0 implies 
φΜ=Μ. 
2.4.4.3 Corollary. Let M G Mod(V
x
)bT and let τ:M -+ M[f-1] be 
the canonical map. Then: 
(i) ψ(π):φΜ —• i>(M[f~1]) is an isomorphism; 
(ii) there exists an exact sequence 
ηΐχο]Μ ^ΦΜΦ-^ ФМГ1]) — nìxjM; 
(iii) ciMtf-1]) о ^ ( r ) = φ(π) о c(M). 
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2.4.5 An alternative proof of 2.4.3 
The reader who is not happy with the given proof of 2.4.3 is offered a 
different approach. We give a derivation, in the category Мо<і(
 х
)
Ьг
 of 
an equivalent formulation of 2.4.3. We avoid the use of Corollary 2.4.2. 
First we need some preliminary results. 
2.4.5.1 Sublemma. Let M be a coherent
 х
-module with support 
contained in X0 (thus M = 7i?Xo]M). Then фМ = M and фМ = 0. 
PROOF. Note that UM is coherent Dy-module supported on X = Χ χ 
{0} i.e., itM = Ή?χιυΜ. Thus the canonical good filtration F'i,M 
satisfies (cf. 1.6.1) F^üM = Кет(і,і.М) and Fki,M = 0, for all 
lb € N. Thus ψΜ = 0 and by Lemma 2.4.1 фМ = M. 
2.4.5.2 Sublemma. Let M be a V
x
-module. Then the map "multi­
plication by t" 
ùiMif-^-^ùiMir1]) 
is bijective. 
PROOF. The injectivity follows using Lemma 2.4.1. The surjectivity 
follows (as in the proof of Corollary 2.4.2) by induction on j , using 
<(d' ® f'1™) = -jdi-1 ® f-^m + d' ® m for all m € Μ[Γι]. 
2.4.5.3 Corollary. Let M be a coherent
 х
-module such that i,M 
admits a canonical good filtration. Assume that the canonica] map 
π: M —* Mlf-1] is an isomorphism. Then с(М).фА4 — фМ is an 
isomorphism. 
PROOF. Consider the commutative diagram with exact rows 
F0ÜM ^-* F-luM —» фМ 
FH^M - — F0ÙM — фМ 
The left arrow is bijective by Prop. 1.5.1. and Prop. 1.6.3(i). By Sub-
lemma 2.4.5.2 the middle arrow is injective. This Lemma together with 
the fact that F^uM = t-lF0i,M (cf. Prop. 1.5.1) yield the surjec­
tivity of the middle arrow. Hence с is bijective. 
2.4.5.4 Proposition. Let M G Моа(
 х
)hr. There exists a naturai 
exact sequence of regular holonomic
 х
-то(1и1ез 
rfx^M ^φΜ + ψΜ-» HfaM. 
PROOF. Consider the short exact sequences of P^-modules 
Піх0]М ^ Μ ^ M 
M с— л^Г 1 ] — пІ
Ха]м 
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where M = Іт(Л< —• M[f~1]). In view of Sublemma 2.4.5.1 these give 
rise to two commutative diagrams with exact rows 
7ifXa]M - - фМ — ФМ 
I 1· l· 
0 < — фМ —» 1>M 
фМ ^ ф(М[Г1]) -^ лі
Хо]м 
l· -1· I 
фМ «-^ Ф(м[/-1}) — · о 
By Corollary 2.4.5.3 c(M[f~1]) is bijective. Hence the second diagram 
gives Кегс(Л^) = 0, Colterc(M) = Τίίχ^Μ. Now using the first dia­
gram it follows that 
Ker c(M) = n0[Xo]M, Coker c(M) = П^М. 
2.5 Relation with Deligne's functors 
2.5.1 It is well-known that the contravariant "solution" functor 
5:^<o(i(î»x)hr-^Perv(A-) 
defined by 
S(M) = R7ù>mVx(M,Ox), 
establishes an (anti-)equivalence of categories. Неге Рег ^ ) denotes 
the category of perverse sheaves on X. This is known as the Riemann-
Hilbert correspondence (cf. [Me] or [KK2]). Via this equivalence the 
functors φ reep. V correspond to the vanishing cycle functor Φ/ resp. 
the nearby cycle functor Φ/ as introduced by Deligne [D]. More precise 
for M € ModÇDjc)hr there are natural isomorphisms (cf. [Kl], Thm 2) 
8(ΦΜ)\χ0 S Φ / (5Λί)[-1] 1 
S(^.M)|jr0 S 9j(SM)[-l]. 
с agrees with the canonical map can: Ψ ƒ —» Фу and ν " " 2 " '~ agrees 
with the variation map var: Φ/ —• Φ/, where θ = cv. The monodromy 
on Φ/ is given by S(exp2iri0) (loc. cit.). 
Furthermore 
5(ΗΓ ( Χ ο ]Λ<) S S(M)\Xo 
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for every regular holonomic P^-module M. (Cf. [Me], Prop. 1.2.1). So 
our distinguished triangle corresponds to the fundamental distinguished 
triangle in Perv(X) 
Φ/(5Λ<) 
У \ 
S(M)\x0 •»/(SM). 
2.5.2 We have seen that we might define functors φ and φ on Ά some­
what bigger category 41 (cf. 2.2.1), the abelian category of coherent 
V
x
-modules M such that i,M carries a canonical good filtration. To 
assure that φΜ and ψ M are again regular holonomic V
x
 -modules we 
restricted those functors to the category Mod(V
x
)hT (cf. Thm. 1.4(iv)). 
We shall indicate that in some sense this is necessary too. 
Note that, for M € Моа(
 х
)h, S(M) € De(X), the derived cate-
gory of bounded complexes of <£^-modules with constructible cohomol-
ogy. On this level S is not an equivalence. The functors Φ/ and Φ/ 
are defined on O
e
(X) and take their values in DC(AO). In Dc(Xo) there 
exists, for all ƒ" € DC(X), a distinguished triangle 
У \ 
Ях. >*ί?· 
• Assume that for any M e Uh '•= Tlr\Mod(p
x
)h·. 
- there exist natural isomorphisms 
5(φΜ)\
Χα
 S Φ/(5Λί)[-1], 3(φΜ)\χ
β
 2 9,{SM)[-l). 
Note that φΜ and ψλ4 are holonomic 2?^-modules. 
Under these assumptions 2.4.3 still holds i.e., for any M G Tlh we 
have a distinguished triangle in Mod(V
x
)h 
Щх0]М[1] 
У \ 
φλ4 • ψλ4. 
This triangle corresponds via 5 to the triangle above (take ƒ" = S(M)). 
This yields 5(ΙΙΓ[Χο]Λ<) = S(M)\x0 i.e., M is regular along ΛΌ· So 
in order that ( · ) holds, we have to limit ourselves to regular holonomic 
х
 -modules. 
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3 T h e main t h e o r e m 
Let X, Y, ƒ, XQ be as in §2. In this section we prove that the mapping, 
for all M e Mod(V
x
)hT: 
M ~ (Μ[Γι],φΜ φ ФМЖ*)) 
(with τ: M —• Mlf'1] the canonical map), defines an equivalence of 
categories. By the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence (cf. 2.5.1) this cor­
responds to Verdier's extension theorem of perverse sheaves (cf. [V]). Of 
course this offers a way to prove the above claim, but we prefer to give 
a derivation using only the language of P-modules (without an appeal 
to the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence). 
3.1 Definitions and notat ions 
First of all we introduce some notations in order to be able to formulate 
the theorem correctly. Let МосІ(Т>
х
)
Хо h r denote the category of regular 
holonomic ©^-modules with support contained in XQ. 
3.1.1 Let C(V
x
)Xo h r denote the category determined as follows: 
- Objects: quadruples (Mi,M2,U, V) where 
Mi,M2eMod(v
x
)XBM, 
U e Еот
 х
(МиМ2), V e Н о т ^ О М г . Л ^ і ) . 
- Morphisms: (αι,αζ) € ìlom((MuM2,U>V),(M'1,M'2,U',V')) 
iff αϊ G Яот
 х
(Мі,М'1), аг G Н о т Ï , X ( X 2 1 ^ 2 ) such that 
Ε/'αι =a2U, a1V = V'a2. 
C(T)
x
)Xoht. is an abelian category. For details we refer to [vD, §1]. 
Note that for all M G Mod(V
x
)hT we have (фМ,фМ,с(М), (М)) G 
С(7>
х
), where for convenience we dropped "AOihr". If a: M —* M' is 
a morphism, then (ф(а),ф(а)) is a morphism in C(T>X). 
Notation. In the sequel we use the notation .Mi * = * M? to denote the 
object (Mi,M2,U,V)€C(Vx). 
3.1.2 Let Rc(X,Xo) denote the category determined as follows: 
- Objects: triples (Μ,Μι * = * M2,a) where 
M G Mod(T>
x
 ) h r such that M -s-» A<[/_ 1] (canonical map); 
Μι φ M2 e c(v
x
)·, 
a:M.2 -=-• ΨΜ is a 2?^-linear isomorphism such that 
aUV = c(M)v(M)a. 
- Morphisms: 
(ß,ßi,ß2)eEom{(M,Mir=iMt,a),{M',M'l Ρ^Λί',,«*)) 
iff β: M —* M' is Djf-linear and 
(ßi.ßi) e Нот
с
(Л<і J=t M2,M'Í J = ' M'2) such that 
а'/?2 = ^(/3)а. 
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RC(X,XQ) is an abelian category. Note that for all M € .Mocf(T>x)hr 
(Μ,Μι £* Μι,α) G RC(X,A:O), с(М):фМ — ψΜ is an iso­
morphism (by 2.4.4.1(iii)). Note furthermore that we have a morphism 
{c{M)-laU,a)£Tiom
c
(Mi τ=± Μτ,φΜ ι=* фМ). 
3.1.2.1 R e m a r k 
Let (Μ,Μι •=* Mi,a) € Rc(X,Xo). Mi (resp. Mi) can be given 
the structure of a 1>χ [<9]-module by defining the action of td as the 
X>
x
-endomorphism VU — 1 (resp. UV) (1 denotes the identity map on 
Mi). Let 6 G Φ [θ] be a non-zero polynomial belonging to the canonical 
good filtration F'i
m
M (cf. (5) of 2.1). This implies: 
Ь{ід)фМ = 0, 
ô - ^ C Î z G C | 0 < R e z < 1}. 
Hence b(td)M2 = 0. Further Ub(td + l)Mi = b(td)UMι = 0 i.e., 
dtb(dt)Mi = 0. So we see that Mi * = * M2 satisfies the additional 
requirement (compare with 2.3): there exists a non-zero polynomial 
α G <С[ ] with: 
а(1д)М2 = 0, 
a(td + l)Mi = 0, 
а-
1(0)С { z G Œ | 0 < R e z < 1}. 
3.1.2.2 Remark 
Let M £ Мо<1(
 х
\
г
 and denote ττ:Μ —• М[/~1] the canonical map. 
By Corollary 2.4.4.3 we have that ф(іг) is an isomorphism and that 
ф(п)с(М) (М) = viMif^MMlf-1])^). From this it follows that 
(Μϋ-'ΙΦΜ φφΜ,φ(π)) €Rc(X,X0). 
Furthermore if a: M —» M' is a morphism, then ( α [ / - 1 ] , $ ( α ) , ^ ( α ) ) is 
a morphism in Rc(X,Xo). 
3.2 T h e o r e m . The functor 
F:Mod(V
x
)ht^B£(X,X0) 
defined by, for ail M 6 Mod(V
x
)hT 
Μ ~ (Μ[Γι},φΜ φ φΜ,φ(τ)) 
establishes an equivalence of categories. 
The rest of this subsection is devoted to the proof of the theorem. 
As we mentioned already this theorem is an analogue of a theorem on 
extensions of perverse sheaves due to Verdier [V]. Before we begin with 
the proof we derive two lemmas. These throw some light on how to 
reconstruct M from the data F(M). Needless to say that they will be 
used in the derivation of 3.2. 
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The difficulty of the derivation lies in the reconstruction. Given 
an object (λί,Λίι *=^ Л/г.ог) € Rc(X,Xo), find a regular holonomic 
х
-module M such that F(M) is isomorphic to the given element in 
Rc(X,Xo). The idea is to recapture the various levels of the filtration 
from the given data and thereby reconstructing λ4. By considerations 
in §1 F0itM, the zeroth-level, must equal Fai*M. The first lemma we 
derive, Lemma 3.2.1 tells us how the (—l)-level can be regained. Succes­
sive applications of the second Lemma 3.2.2 take care of the (—ib)-levels 
for all Jfc > 2. 
During this process a lot of things need to be checked. This we plan 
to do in subsection 3.2.3. Finally in subsection 3.2.4 we finish the proof 
of theorem 3.2. 
3.2.1 Lemma. Let M € Мо(1{ х\
т
. Denote F'i^M the canonical 
good filtration on i,M. Denote π:Μ —• Λ^[/_ 1] the canonical map. 
Consider the commutative diagrams 
F0i,M —» ΨΜ F-W.Ai —» ФМ 
FûMif-1] — ФМІГ1), F-ч.м -1] -^ Фмц-1] 
where the horizontal arrows are the obvious projections. 
Then these are pull-back diagrams of F0T>Y-modules. 
PROOF. By Cor. 2.4.4.3(i) Ф{іг) is an isomorphism. It follows from the 
Corollaries 1.6.4 and 1.6.1(2) that i.ir: F0UM -» F0i,M[f-1] is an 
isomorphism. This settles the diagram on the left. The assertion about 
the diagram on the right is easily verified by chasing in the following 
commutative diagram with exact rows and exact columns. We leave it 
to the reader. 
р
-
1{
-П[Хо}м 
F0i.M ^-* Ρ-Η,Μ 
Si i.» ·.» 
F^ûMlf-1] «— F-U.Mir1] 
" 
№\
χ<λΜ) 
фМ 
«») 
Ф{М[Г']) 
3.2.2 Lemma. Let M be a coherent Vy-module carrying a canonical 
good filtration F'M. Then, for any к e Ν, к φ 0, we have a push-out 
diagram of рт~1
 х
-modules (pi.X x С —• X denotes the projection) 
F-k+1M ^ — F-kM 
1· 1· 
F-kM «—• F - * - 1 ^ . 
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PROOF. Let Jfc € N, Jb φ 0. We must show that the following sequence 
is exact (as p r - 1 ! ^ -modules) 
F-k+lM - ^ F-kM Φ ^ - * Л < - г - F - * " 1 ^ — 0. 
m »-»· ( -ôm, m) (m, m') ·-• m + dm' 
Clearly sr = 0. Now let m, m' 6 F~kM be such that s(m, m') = m + 
ôm' = 0. Hence /dm' = - i m G F - t + 1 X . But 6(<fl+Jb)m' G F - * - · - 1 ^ , 
where 6 G <Ε[Θ] is a non-zero polynomial as in (5) of 1.3. As Jfc φ 0, td 
and 6(iô-(- Jfc) are relatively prime, this implies that m' G ί'~*+ 1Λί and 
thus (m.m') = r(m'). This establishes the exactness in the middle. 
Finally let us show that a is surjective. Let η G . F - * - 1 ^ . Then 
b{td + Jfc + l)n G F-kM. As b{td + Ár + 1) = діЦід + 1) + &(*:), with 
¿(Jfc) G Φ* (because к φ О) and some 6 G <Ε[Θ], it follows that η G 
F-kM + dF-kM = \ms. 
Remark. We have seen in 1.1 that p r _ 1 D
x
 is a subring of Ρ0Ί>γ. 
Elements of p r - 1 ^ ^ commute with д. In fact рт*
 х
[Ід] = F0Vy. 
R e m a r k . The lemma implies that d.gi~kM —* gr~*-1A< is bijective 
for Jfc > 1. Compare this with 1.6.6. 
3.2.3 T h e reconstruct ion procedure 
The reconstruction is rather technical. We begin with defining an 
abelian category A and an additive subcategory A'. The category 
A* serves as an intermediate in the construction of a V
x
 -module M 
from the given data N = (Μ,λίι * = * A/iiOr) G Rc(^,Xo)i such that 
F(M) = N. We define a functor P:A* -> A* that takes us from the 
(—Jfe)-level to the (-Jfc — l)-level of the filtration to exist on i,M. Re­
peated applications of Ρ yield an inductive system. Taking the direct 
limit gives a functor P^.A* —+ Мо(1( у) which regains i,M from the 
(—l)-level of the filtration. 
Finally in 3.2.3.5 we define a functor Q:Rc(X, Xo) —» A* that ex­
tracts the (—l)-level from the given element N G IU(X, Xo)· 
In 3.2.3.6 we consider the composition P^Q and introduce an inverse 
functor for F, namely G.Rc(X,Xo) -+ Mod(V
x
)hT . 
3.2.3.1 Denote A the category defined as follows: 
- Objects: (G,H,i,6) where G and H are pr~12?^-modules and 
t,6:G —• Я are pr_1I>^-morphisms. 
- Morphisms: (α,β) G UomA((G,H,it6),(G',H',i',6')) 
iff a: G —• G', β: Η —• Я ' are pr - 1 P
x
-morphisms satisfying 
βι = t 'a, βδ = 6'a. 
A is an abelian category (because it is a functor category. Cf. [vD], §1). 
The kernel and the cokernel of a morphism in A are evident. 
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Define a map Ρ: Λ —* Λ as follows: for every (G, Η, ι, 6) € Λ, let 
Р{С,Н,і,6) = (Η,I,ч,δι) € A be given by the push-out diagram of 
pt~lVx -modules 
G -i-* H 
1' ь 
Я - ^ ƒ 
Because of the universal property of push-out, Ρ is functorial. This 
yields also that Ρ is rightexact. 
3.2.3.2 Denote A* the subcategory of A given as follows: 
- Objects: (G, Η, ι, 6) € A that satisfy the additional requirements: 
(i) the рт~1
 х
-structure on G (resp. Я ) comes from a Г0 у-
structure on G (reep. Я); 
(ii) ι is a F02)y-linear injection; 
(iii) for all A € Ο
γ
·. 6h - h6 = id(h); 
(iv) tH С Im¿ i.e., < : # — • # factors through t; [Abusing language 
we denote the factorisation by t: Η —• G (thus it = t). There 
will be no ambiguity for ι is injective.] 
(v) the action of td € Р0
 Г
 on G (resp. Я) is given by the р г _ 1 І >
х
-
endomorphism ίδ (resp. 6t — 1). 
- Morphisms: (a./?) as above but α and /7 are now supposed to be 
F07V-linear. 
Certainly A* is an additive subcategory oí A; it is not abelian, because 
of the injectivity condition in (ii). But it perfectly makes sense to talk 
about exact sequences in A', namely those sequences which are exact 
when considered in A. 
3.2.3.3 Lemma. Ρ restricts to ал exact functor from A* to A* which 
we stili denote by P; let (G, H, t, 6) € A* and let us put (Я, I,ti,6\) = 
P(G,H,i,6). Then there exists a unique structure of a Р0 у-тоаи1е 
on I that satisfies (i) to (v) above. 
PROOF. Let us first see that P(A*) С A*. Let (G,H,i,6) € A*. Then 
P(G, Η, ι, 6) is given by the push-out of pr - 1 P A -modules 
G «-i- Я 
1' ь 
Я - ϋ * I 
ƒ is a pr~1I)^-moduIe. We extend this structure to one over Г0 у as 
follows. Let h G Ογ. Consider the C-linear mappings 
6ih-4d(h):H-^I, Hh-.H-*!. 
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These satisfy 
(¿ιΛ - iid(h))i = ¿μ/» - iiid(h) (t is F0I>y-linear) 
= ii(6h - id(h)) 
= iih6 (by (iii) of 3.2.3.2). 
Thus by the universal property of push-out there exists a unique <C-
linear map, denoted h:I —• I, satisfying hSi = ¿ih — iid(h) and hii = 
tih. This defines the structure of a pr*P^-module on I, extending the 
pr-1Pjr-structure and satisfying (iii) of 3.2.3.2. 
Further ¿i becomes рт*
 х
-linear. Observe that ¿i is injective. Note 
that 6it — ¿i = ii(6t — 1), so t:I —• I factors through i.\.H—*I. This 
yields 3.2.3.2(iv). 
Denote t: I —• H the factorisation. One has tSi = St—I i.e., the action 
of tö e F0Vy on Я is given by ίδι. Define the action of to 6 Ρ0Ί>
Υ
 on 
I to be ¿it — 1. This gives I the desired structure of a Ρ0Ί>γ-module 
i.e., 3.2.3.2(i) and establishes 3.2.3.2(iv). 
Note further that (tÄ)ii = ( М - І ) І І = ¿ i t - ¿ i = t i ( í t - l ) = n(fô), 
hence ¿ι is F0Dy-linear. This establishes 3.2.3.2(ii) and all together 
P(A*)CA*. 
The next thing we must check is the fiinctoriality of Р Ц · . So let 
(a,ß):(G,H,i,6) -* (G',Η',ι',6') be a morphism in A*. By the uni­
versal property of push-out there exists a unique pr-1!)^-linear map 
y.I—* I' satisfying ySi = 6[β, уц = ι'γβ, where J is as above and 
(Я', ƒ ' , 4 , * ; ) = P(G\H',L',6'). Thus Ρ(α,β) = {ß,t). We must ver-
ify that γ is F0!^-linear. Therefore let Λ G Ογ and consider the 
<D-linear mapping 7Λ — Λ7:1 —* I'. It satisfies: 
(7Λ — Ηη)δ\ = -γΗδι — hyêi 
= y(Slh-i1d(h))-M[ß 
= ¿ί/?Α - і[0д(к) - h^ß 
= (¿;ft-t , 10(h)-h¿Í)/? = 0 
and 
(γΛ - Л7)4і = 7'iA - hi\ß = i\{ßh - hß) = 0. 
It follows, by the universal property of push-out, that 7Λ — hy = 0. 
Consequently 7 is pr*P
x
-linear. Especially we have ι^βί = yiit = i^ty, 
yielding ßt = ty as ι'ι is injective. This implies 
y(td) = 7 ( M - 1) = y6lt - 7 = 6№ - 7 = (S[t - 1)7 = (id)y 
i.e., 7 is .F02>y-linear. 
Finally the fact that t is injective implies that Ρ is exact. 
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3.2.3.4 From A* to Mod(Dy) 
Let A e A*. Lemma 3.2.2 suggests that we should take a series of push-
outs, yielding an inductive system {((PkA)i,iit) \ к G Ν } of Ρ0Ί>γ-
modules. Here for any j G {1,2,3,4} ()j denotes projecting on the j- th 
factor; for all ib G N, ц := (РкА)з is an injective .F0ì>y-morphÌ8ni from 
(Ρ*Λ)ι mto(Pk+1A)i. 
Put P^A := inj.UmiPM)! G Mod(F0Vy). 
We give P^A a 2>y -structure as follows. For any Jb б N define 6t := 
(PkA)4 a pr-^jf-l inear map from (PkA)i to (Pk+1A)i. These satisfy 
it+i'fc = ¿t+iii.for all ifc G N, yielding a pr -1Px-endomorphism 6 of 
P^A. For any h G Ογ we have 
¿Λ = inj. lim(ótA) = inj.lim(Aít + ikd(h)) = Λί + θ(Λ). 
Consequently Ρ00A becomes a Dy-module by defining the action of 
д G Ί>γ as the endomorphism 6. Obviously P^A is functorial in A i.e., 
we get an exact functor 
Р
ео
:А*^Мо<1( ) . 
Note that (PkA)i may be regarded as a J^Py-submodule of P^A. 
These induce a filtration on P^A. 
3.2.3.5 From Rc(X, Xo) to A' 
The final step (that is the first step of the reconstruction) is to define a 
functor Q: Rc(X, Xo) —» A*. Its definition is suggested by Lemma 3.2.1. 
Let (Λί,λίχ Î = ± M, a) G Rc(X,AO). One has: 
(i) W = N[f~l], thus c(jS) is an isomorphism (cf. Prop. 2.4.4.1.); 
(ii) Mi, AÍ2, φΑί, ψΑί have the structure of a module over gr02?y = 
Vx[td] (see 2.2.3) and thus a ^Py-s t ructure ; 
(iii) α and c(AÍ)~laU are Р02>у-linear; 
(iv) U, V, c(Af), v(Ai) commute with р г - 1 ^ С Р0 . 
Denote F'i,Af the canonical good filtration on i,Af and define G := 
F0ÜAÍ. Consider the diagram of F0t?y-modules 
Ni 
Р-
1
иАГ —» φΑί. 
Define Я to be the pull-back (as .F0X>y-modules). This yields a com­
mutative diagram with exact rows 
G --*- Я —» Ni 
F0i,AÍ ^ - Ρ-ιΰΛΓ — φΑί 
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Evidently we have a pull-back diagram 
G —» Ni 
Ι -1 · 
Ρ
0
χ.λί —» ψλί. 
By the universal property of pull-backs V: Λ/2 —» M induces an unique 
рт~
1
 х
-linear map S:G —* H. 
We verify that (ΰ,Η,ι,δ) 6 A'. Clearly 3.2.3.2(i), (ii) are true. 
Also 3.2.3.2(iii) is easily checked. Of course {7:Λ/Ί —» Λ/3 agrees with 
t:H-+G, which establishes 3.2.3.2(iv). Finally the action of iô on G 
(resp. Я) is given by to (nep. St - 1), which takes care of 3.2.3.2(v). 
Clearly this construction is functorial and therefore yields a functor 
Q:Rc(X,X0)^A·. 
Note furthermore that Q is exact. 
3.2.3.6 T h e inverse functor G 
In this subsection we investigate the effect of the functor P^Q on ob­
jects in the image of F, the one in theorem 3.2. Does the reconstruction 
work well? 
Let M G Моа(Т>
х
)
Ьт
 and denote F'i»M the canonical good filtra­
tion on uM. For all * € N denote by ik.F~kuM -* F - * - 1 ! . ^ the 
inclusion. By Lemma 3.2.1 and the definition of Q there exists a natural 
isomorphism 
Q(FM) S {F0i.M, F-lùM, to, д). 
Applying Pk to both sides and using Lemma 3.2.2 yields a natural 
isomorphism 
PkQ(FM) 2 (F-kûM,F-k-lùM,tb,d), for all ib € N. 
Hence there exists a natural isomorphism 
P00Q(FM)^i,M. 
Therefore the next definition doesn't come as a surprise. Define 
G:Rc(X,*o) — Mod(Vx) 
by putting for all M 6 Rc(A\ Xo), 
G{M) := Ker(i - f,P00Q(M)). 
The foregoing can then be restated as: there exists a natural isomor-
phism GF(M) 2 M, for all M G Mod(Vx)ht. 
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3.2.4 Proof of theorem 3.2 
It remains to verify that for all M 6 Rc(X, Xo): 
(ï)G(M)eMod(Vx)hr; 
(ii) FG{M) й M, ftinctorial in Af. 
(i) Let M = (λί,λίι τ=± λί2,α) € ЩХ,Хо). In C(VX) we have an 
exact sequence 
Kerf/ Μ φλί СокегС/ 
0 λίι ψλί 0 
This yields an exact sequence in Rc(X, XQ) 
(*) F(Ker U) ^ M —» F ( ^ 0 — * F(Coker Γ/). 
Here 
F(KerC/) = ( 0 , K e r i / i = » 0 , l ) , 
F(Coker U) = (0, Coker U * = * 0,1), 
because Keri/ and Cokeria are regular holonomic D^-modules with 
support contained in ΛΌ (cf. Prop. 2.4.4.2); 
because λί = Λ^[/ - 1]. By 3.2.3.6 we obtain an exact sequence (for P 0 0 
and Q are exact) of Py-modules 
i . Ker U <—> P^QiM) — і,ЛГ —» ι. Coker U. 
It follows that P'X'Q(M) is supported on i(X), so applying the functor 
Ker(< — ƒ, ·) yields an exact sequence of D^-modules 
Ker U < — G(M) —>ЛГ—» Coker U. 
So finally we arrive at the conclusion that G(M) is a regular holonomic 
X>
x
-module and G(M)[f-1] -Ζ*Λί. 
(ii) Let M € Rc(X,Xo) be as above; then i.G(Af) = P^QiM). Let 
i С N. Applying the exact functor PkQ to the exact sequence (*) yields 
(by 3.2.3.6) an exact sequence of F0Vy-modules 
F-ki. Кет U ^ (PkQ(M))i — F- ' i . // " —» f - f c t . Coker t/. 
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It follows that ( P i Q ( M ) ) 1 is a coherent /'"Dy-module, for every к € N. 
By construction i,G(M) = P^Q^M) carries a filtration F'i,G(M), 
where for Jb Ε Ζ 
Ft
'
GiM)={tXF°i.G(M), if * € N \ 
So we have established that this filtration satisfies 1.2 (3). By con-
struction of P00 it satisfies 1.2, (2) and (4). The definition of the D é -
structure on P00Q(M) implies that the filtration fulfils 1.2 (1). Hence 
it is a good filtration. By 3.1.2.1 there exists a non-zero polynomial 
6 € <Γ[Θ] with: б-^О) c { z e < C | 0 < R e z < l } , ЬЩМч = 0 and 
b(td+ \)M\ = 0. Clearly this implies 1.3 (5) i.e., it is the canonical good 
filtration on i'«G(M). Consequently FG(M) Ξ M. 
We leave it to the reader to verify that the isomorphism is functorial 
in M. 
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CLASSIFICATIE VAN REGULIERE 
HOLONOME D-MODULEN 
SAMENVATTING 
Dit proefschrift vormt een neerslag van onderzoek aan het classificatie-
probleem van reguliere holonome Z>-modulen. Het proefschrift bestaat 
uit vier hoofdstukken. Te weten een inleiding gevolgd door drie hoofd-
stukken die afzonderlijk gepubliceerd zijn en/of zullen worden. 
De strategie die bij het onderzoek gevolgd werd komt het best tot 
uiting in hoofdstuk vier. Het betreft de reductie van het classifìcatiepro-
bleem tot een probleem in lagere dimensie. We bewijzen hier een stelling 
analoog aan Verdier's uitbreidingestelling voor perverse schoven. In het 
bijzonder wordt de classificatie van reguliere holonome P-modulen met 
als singulier support een irreducibele vlakke kromme herleid tot een pro-
bleem van classificeren van paren van P-modulen met support op die 
kromme. 
Hoofdstuk drie betreft gezamelijk werk van de auteur met Dr. A.R.P. 
van den Essen. Hierin wordt aangetoond dat de twee categorieën "V-
modulen met support op een irreducibele kromme" en "Pi-modulen met 
reguliere singulariteiten te 0", equivalent zijn. Aldus vindt een herlei-
ding plaats van bovenstaand classificatieprobleem tot een eenvoudigere 
situatie met normale kruisingen. 
De classificatie in het laatste geval gebeurt onder meer in het tweede 
hoofdstuk van het proefschrift. Dit deel betreft de eerste kennismaking 
van de auteur met het classificatieprobleem van reguliere holonome P -
modulen. We behandelen hier het geval van normale kruisingen. 
In hoofdstuk één wordt allereerst een overzicht van de theorie van 
P-modulen gegeven. Daarna volgt een drietal toepassingen van regu-
liere holonome P-modulen. Dit ter motivatie voor het onderzoek van de 
categorie van reguliere holonome P-modulen. Tenslotte geven we een 
overzicht van de tot nu toe bekende resultaten betreffende de classifi-
catie. 
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STELLINGEN 
behorende bij het proefschrift 
"Classification of regular holonomic P-modules" 
van 
M.G.M, van Doorn 
1. De definitie van het begrip "duale connectie" in hoofdstuk 3, §2.2 in 
het erg mooie boek "AJgebraic V-Modules" van A. Borei et al. is 
niet correct. 
Cf. A. Borei et al., Algebraic V-Modules. Perspectives in Mathe-
matics, 2. Academie Press (1987). 
2. Met het computeralgebrasysteem MACSYMA kan men soms fouten 
in integraaltafels vinden. Soms lukt ook het omgekeerde, zoals blijkt 
bij berekening door MACSYMA van / 0 * ( 2 - | - s i n i ) - 1 dx. 
Cf. [1] R. Pavelle en P.S. Wang, MACSYMA from F to G, J. 
Symbolic Computation 1 (1985), p.81. 
[2] Standard Mathematica/ Tables. Twentieth edition. The ~ 
Chemical Rubber Co. (1972). Voorbeeld op pagina 394. 
3. Het bewijs van Habicht's stelling dat R. Loos geeft is niet vlekkeloos. 
In tegenstelling tot zijn bewering is bovendien een rechtstreeks bewijs 
van de subresultantenstelling eenvoudiger dan het zijne dat gebaseerd 
is op Habicht's stelling. 
Cf. R. Loos, Generalized Polynomial Remainder Sequences, in 
Computer Algebra, Symbolic and Algebraic Computation. Sec-
ond edition. Springer-Verlag (1983), 115-137. 
4. Het bewijs van Proposition 14.1 in F. Pham, Siiipilarités des Sys-
tèmes Différentiels de Gauss-Manin. Progress in Mathematics, 2. 
Birkhäuser (1979), p.136 deugt niet. 
5. Het is jammer dat zo weinig wiskundigen kennis nemen van moderne 
verworvenheden in de wiskunde. 
"How sad that modern science has come to this pass. Not only 
are we misunderstood by the world at large, but so few of us actually 
understand the greatest achievements in our own fields." 
Cf. S. Bloch, in Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. (N.S.) 4 (1981), 235-239. 

6. Het schort veel beginnende studenten aan elementaire vaardigheid in 
logisch redeneren. Ook het handschrift is vaak niet om over naar huis 
te schrijven. 
7. Een recensent dient zich bij de bespreking van een artikel niet te 
beperken tot een citaat uit de inleiding. 
8. Het is vermetel om te menen dat een theorie die de vier fundamentele 
natuurkrachten in zich verenigt het einde van de fysica zou betekenen. 
Cf. J. de Kam, 'Het einde van de fysica?', Intermediair 19 (1987). 
9. Het verband dat gelegd wordt tussen Oosterse mystiek en fysica is 
slechts schijnbaar en moet niet serieus genomen worden. 
10. Het is een vergissing aan te nemen dat goede preventie de gezond-
heidszorg goedkoper maakt. 
11. De Nederlandse agrariër dreigt aan zijn eigen vlijt ten onder te gaan. 
12. In het tijdperk van de glasvezelkabel worden de PC's in het Mathe-
matisch Instituut d.m.v. staalkabel met elkaar verbonden. 



